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FLARR Pages, Volume #1 is
Dedicated to
Herb Boswau, UNO

Fl.ARR Pages is the journal of The
Foreign Language Association of the
Red River of the North, an organization consisting of regional public
school and private school faculty as
well as faculty from Bemidji State
University, Concordia College,
Moorhead State University, North
Dakota State University, the University of Minnesota at Morris, the
University of North Dakota, and the
University of Winnipeg.
The first organizational meeting of
Fl.ARR took place on the 221111 of
September, 1973 at North Dakota
State University where a proposal
was presented by a committee established in the Spring of 1972 to
develop a teachers association for the
Red River Valley, eventually to be
named the Foreign Language Association of the Red River. Fall and
Spring programs became a regular
feature of the organization well
as a newsletter.
Fl.ARR Pages began publishing
short papers in the Spring of 1995,
papers derived generally from presentations at Fl.ARR's Conferences,
however submissions have been welcomed from other states and regions.
See "editorial policy" inside.
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Contents: On the Back or This
Page with Special Features
on Subsequent Pages
Index A: Presentations at
FLARR, from Spring, 1994
Index B: Presentations at
FLARR, 1984-1993
Index C: Presentations at
FLARR, 1973-1983
Index D: Index to Papers, Vol I

Herb Boswau, time-honored professor of Gennan
· at the University of North Dakota, was a constant
and creative planner and contributor to FLARR. At
the first, organizational meeting of FLARR (September, 23, 1973), Herb was moderator for a session on foreign study and travel abroad ideas and
programming. Herb served FLARR as President in
1991-1992 and contributed numerous presentations,
including: "More FL Participation: Three Tips,"
Fall of 1981; with Wynona Wilkins, "Mini-Courses:
Topics for FL Teaching," Fall of 1982; "International Units: Let's Measure Up," Fall of 1993;
"AATG Conference on the Unification in Germany," Fall of 1994; and "Changes in the Profession over the 30 Years of FLARR," Fall of 2002.
Herb instituted the "Friend of FLARR" award and
made the first presentation of that award to Suzanne
Jebe, long-time World Language Specialist at the
Minnesota Department of Education (awarded in
April, 1998 on the University of North Dakota
Campus). In the mid-1990's "Herb's Comer" began to appear in the FLARR Newsletter, with items
from UND and news from the profession. FLARR's
tribute to Herb, "Remembering Herb Boswau," can
. be found following FLARR Page #35 in this
volume.

The First
"Friend of FLARR"
award was presented in April of 1998 to
Suzanne Jebe, long-time World Language
Specialist for the State of Minnesota.
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A Decade of Excellent Ideas:
Characterizing FLARR 'S Last Ten
Years and Volume #1 of FLARR
Pages
-Thomas C. Turner, UMM,
Editor of FLARR Pages, F, 2005
During Spring and Fall conferences of R.ARR, since
the Fall of 1994 (the organization holds joint meetings
with MCTLC in the Spring), 159 presentations were
were delivered. Of those talks, about one quarter were
submitted to R.ARR Pages and appear now in Volume #1. The journal articles are a sampling of the
issues and concerns of the past decade. They represent, as do all the presentations (see Appendix A), the
innovative ways in which faculty have responded to
current demands and challenges of teaching, research,
service, programming, and many other areas of professional life, both in the public schools and in higher
education.
Regarding the public schools, I direct your attention
first to two very insightful articles submitted by
Georgine Lutz, long-time member and contributor to
R.ARR, and Mara Gust, another long-standing supporter of FLARR: Georgine' s concern, along with her
son Tim Lutz, is for detailing the reasons for teacher
burn-out as well as for promoting mentoring and retention of new teachers (see R.ARR Page #21;
Mara's concern is for the perceptions of foreign
language education in rural high schools and communities (see R.ARR Pages #39-41), Her article is a
very detailed study of factors important to all of us,
along with recommendations. Both papers suggest
topics that FLARR needs to address in the near future.
A most interesting theme that has engaged FLARR
members in recent years is the use of film and media
in the classroom. Reader's will enjoy Matt Senior's
description of his use of the movie Cyrano, in which
the intended actor-audience relationship and the actual
staging of the original drama are "deconstructed" in
many ways (R.ARR Page #3). Sonja Bertucci
(R.ARR Page #22) argues for the intellectual, emotional, experiential importance of film for students as
well as for practical ways of using film in class. The
use of media is the basis for Madelyn Burchill 's innovative approach to intermediate German (R.ARR
Page tr7): students develop an imaginary German
identity (name, city, family, occupation), using magazines, websites, and many other sources. On the
teaching of cultural films, one FLARR collaborative
workshop examined the topic of how to teach "in the
language" about a film on the artist Diego Rivera
(FLARR Page #1).
In a similar vein FLARR Page submitters have been
fascinated with the possibilities of computer aided
instruction and the use of web sites in teaching. Erica
Rosch (R.ARR Page #4) suggests many interesting
websites in the French speaking world and she defines
hypertext and hypermedia. Lourdes T. Tolosa writes

about the reasons for incorporating web sites, the
necessary technical knowledge, the use of the world
wide web, what should be included on web pages,
how to maintain web pages, and she gives some rules
of thumb for web pages (R.ARR Pages #13 and #14).
Kristine Butler suggests "virtual ,v acations" for students with a "travelogue" journal entry written in
French, of course (R.ARR Page #15).
In addition to Madelyn Burchill's suggestions on the
use of print and other media and the great value of
web site exploration, several other approaches to the
teaching of culture have been suggested. In R.ARR
Pages #17 and #18 Karin Hillstrom and Mary Thrond
offer a "sensual" approach to culture, suggestions sure
to engage all five senses and a macrologue technique
used to ensure that students widerstand the relationship between "products" and ''perspectives" of a
culture. Debra Maury has developed an enlightening
quiz about Hispanics in the United States (R.ARR
Page #20). Many distinguishing features of Chinese
culture are highlighted by Jenny Lin in FLARR Page
#16.
A predominant number of articles in the present
volume have to do with the teaching of languages,
the skills approaches needed, and the challenges
within specific languages. An outstanding contributor
to R.ARR Pages in this context is Andre Lebugle.
His FLARR Pages #10 and #29 make suggestions for
reading and writing at several levels in the French
curriculum (he reinforces the importance of repitition
and immitation, suggests the retelling of delightful
stories, the writing of summaries, the use of plays). In
R.ARR Page #29 he provides a list of very common
mistakes made by second language learners of French.
In R.ARR Page 31, Andre suggests a practical review
tool, devised by folding paper, and gives examples of
text for the tool (more comments on Andre' s R.ARR
Page #35 later). Tom Washington in R.ARR Pages
#8, #11, and #12 submitted interesting ideas on
teaching Spanish verbs, including exercises from
present to subjwictive ("emotional Spanish") as well
as a "musical" patterning aid for learning the
"don't call them irregular" verbs. Debra Maury
suggests a method for distinguishing between Spanish ·
preterite and imperfect using concepts of "foreground"
and "background." She provides a particular type of
translation exercise to solidify these concepts. R.ARR
Pages# 6, #19, #23-#24 provide insight into the teaching of Chinese language, Latin, and Nahuatl. In #6
Jenny Lin provides 12 written ideographs which explain 32 different concepts (including heaven, peace,
kingdom, excellent, brilliant, to tolerate, to vomit).
Daniel Erickson suggests a sentence-structure analysis
sheet for working in Latin (#19) and John Schwaller
provides pronwiciation keys for Nahuatl as well as
words adopted into English from that language: avocado, guacamole, chile, coyote, chocolate, and tomato
(R.ARR Pages #23-#24). Jacqueline Alvarez explains the survival of the phoneme /1/ (II) in Andean
contries (#37-#38).
In the realm of literature we have two outstanding
articles from Edith Borchardt: her four-part article on

the holocaust and the culture of death, an analysis of
the writing of Rolf Hochhuth in Der Stellvertreter and
the teaching of this work in the classrom (see FI.ARR
Pages #15-#28) and her additional three-part article on
Goethe's Der Gott un die Bajadere. The legend is
translated (see #33) and elements of Hindu myth are
explored (#34). Edith examines and explains the
process of translation and her challenging adaptation
to Schubert's musical rendition (#32). James Wojtaszek (FI.ARR Page #42) continues an examination of
the process of translation with an example (FLARR
Page #43) of a translation from Ecuadorian author
Vicente Cabrera's El soldador de Los tr6picos (The
Welder of The Tropics).
On the topic of humor in the classroom, Tom Turner
(FI.ARR Page #36) proposes that college students
miss pets more than parents and provides drawings
of some unique pets for the purpose of teaching
comparisons as well as for teaching the distinctions
between preterite and impetfect in Spanish. Andr6
Lebugle delights readers with cartoon images of nonverbal gestures in French (Boring!, Crazy!, Drunk!,
Hurry!, I don't buy it!, Lazy! Shut up! You're
scared I). Andre feels that in some cases in French, the
fingers can do the talking (FI.ARR Page #35) ..
Other topics included in Volume #1 are an examination of the use of teaching porfolios in teacher preparation (Jan Adams and studentJulie Bona) as well
as an article on planning for foreign language programs (Tom Turner, FI.ARR Page#9).
A number of additional papers were delivered at
FLARR's Fall and Spring conferences since the Fall
of 1994. Many of those papers fall in to the same
topical areas as papers published in Volume #1. Some
other themes presented were (alphabetically): Afganistan, Argentina, assessment, authentic materials,
bakeries (French), children's literature, composition,
drawing, ethnocentrism, foreign study programs,
games, interdisciplinary courses, Iraq, Latin American
Area Studies, literary readings, Maya, mentoring, networking, Morocco, Puerto Rico, prejudice, service
lear_ning, standards, storytelling, television, tolerance,
unification in Gennany, versification. FI.ARR panel
topics (alphabetically): budget ( effect on programs in
foreign languages), changes in the profession over the
last 30 years, college methods courses, financial conservatism (and foreign languages), humor in the classroom, ideal foreign language program, literature /culture, program management in times of austerity, state
of the study of French and German, study abroad,
teacher preparation in the 21" century.

Editorial Policy of FI.ARR Pages:
FI.ARR PAGE articles mirror the interests of the conference and often derive from presentations, though
that not need be the case. Straight submissions from
other geographical areas are welcome. The journal
takes the normal format of one page (front and back),
in two columns, about 700 words, Times Font is
preferred, size 14 (ideal), 12 or 10. Smaller type is
allowed when necessary for space purposes or in
sidebars set off from regular text. Longer articles are
published in two or three part series. However, the
intention of FI.ARR PAGES is to provide useful, informative, and insightful information which can be
read quickly by FLARR's busy professional membership and by others in the field. Eventually all articles
will be bound in a journal format. Contributors often
use FI.ARR PAGES to try out ideas and commentary,
which may often developed into longer articles to be
published elsewhere. FI.ARR PAGES encour;iges
this type of initial, shorter contribution as well as
articles meant particularly for FI.ARR PAGES
readers.
Thomas C. Turner, Editor
FLARRPages
Division of Humanities
University of Minnesota, Morris
600 E. 4th Street
Morris, MN 56267
tumertc@morris.umn.edu
F'LARR PAGES, Volume#') Spring, 2005
{s)2005UMM
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(S '95)

The Journal of the Foreign Language
Association of the Red River

"Art Speak: A Collaborative
Workshop on How to Teach
Films about Artists (from
Watching to Speaking)"
-Thomas C. Turner, University of
Minnesota, Morris, Convener
During the Fall of 1994 FLARR held
the first of its "collaborative" workshops, where conference participants
meet in groups and report back to the
larger body on a topic of common interest.
A film about the art of Diego Rivera
was chosen (see description to right)
and groups were asked the following
questions:
1. What could be done previous to
the showing of the film?
2. What could students be doing in
the target language while watching
the film?
3. What kinds of assignments could
be made following the session?
4. What kind of language exercises
could be devised for the following
session?
.
5. What questions could be asked and
assigned in journal writes (at home
or in class)?

File under:
-Teaching Cultural Films, Practical Ideas
-Culture (Mex.)
-Artwork (Mex.)
-Murals (Mex.)

6. Could teacher recordings of listening passages be devised to enhance
listening skill?
7. What related topics could be used for
expansion on the film in various subject areas?
·
8. What questions arise with regard to
critical thinking and the film (is there
a bias)? (over, please)
"Portrait of an Artist: The Frescoes
of Diego Rivera," narrated by
Michael Moriarity, 35 min., color
This is a particularly beautiful film
about the life and times of Diego
Rivera, a leader in the Mexican
mural renaissance movement in
the 1920s and 1930s. The film
traces his life, politics, and his
development as an artist who felt
that an artist should be the conscience of his age. The sequences
about his work in the United States
are particularly interesting. His
philosophy is explained through
his art and there is an interpretation
of the history of Mexico evident in
his work.

•
I

Four separate groups were formed:
1. Group one suggested that some prelistening exercises would be beneficial,
such as asking students if they know
several artists, or asking them what the
difference is between art and propaganda. Students might be able to answer
questions about the colors used, or the
occupations portrayed, about the
buildings where the murals are portrayed.
Other questions: What about cultural
pride? Is it important? Who is your favorite painter? Can you compare this painter
with Rivera? This group suggested using
an English version and then showing
parts of the video in the target language.
Other questions for students: Who was
Lenin and what did he advocate? Are
Rivera's ideas still alive today? Where?
(Perhaps some research could be done
on these questions) Is there a cultural
bias? Pro-new world? Anti-Europe?
2. Group Two decided that they wanted
to do short clips from the movie of from
3 to 5 minutes (The Chapel at Chilpancingo, the Rockefeller Mural, River Rouge
in Detroit). At the advanced level, politics
could be discussed. Beginners could use
description: colors, figures, etc. Helpful
advanced organizers could be vocabulary
sheets, descriptions of historical context,
etc. This group recommends turning off
the sound for previewing and less difficult
narration. Tourist Guides could tell more
about sites. There could be some discussion of current events (like Chiapas).
Teachers should try to draw on the students' own backgrounds to get them involved.
3. Group three mentioned that teachers
could talk to students about the cities
involved (geography, etc). A history of
the Revolution should be provided with

other political background. The "idea" of
murals should be discussed. Have you
seen one? If you were to make one, who
would be in it? Where would you put it?
What aspects of local history would you
put in it? Teachers should give vocabulary for a few key items in the target language. Afterwards true-false or matching
questions could be used. A more advanced discussion question: Why did
Rivera choose the themes he chose?
Projects for future study could include:
the Mexican Revolution, Cubism in Art,
Socialism and Cubism in Mexico. A
question for more advanced students:
Should art be propaganda? Must art
have a message? Is it appropriate to
paint a philosophy in a church?
4. Group four suggest showing the film
in segments. Segments could be used
repeatedly for different language tasks.
Things to do: Generate a list of vocabulary items that are relevant for the film.
Students could begin this in class and
continue it at home. Advanced students
might explore the topic of how language,
culture, and artistic expression all influence each other. It may be possible
to stop the film or use stills in order to
provide for a discussion. Tasks could be
designed which are appropriate to level.
Students could develop (or act out)
dialogues for two people in the film. At
advanced levels these dialogues could
be quite involved. How do indigenous
people differ in appearance from Europeans? Is this similar to American history?
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PAGE#2

FLARR PAGES #2
The J<?u~al of the Foreign Language
Assoc1at1on of the Red River
Fall, 1995
"The UMM Academic Partnership: Teaching Portfolio
Project"
-Janice A. Adams, University of Minnesota, Morris
-Julie A. Bona, UMM
Each academic year, the University of
~nnesota, Morris offers fifty $1500
stipends to outstanding third-year students independently chosen by UMM
faculty who volunteer their time to
mentor the students and work collaboratively in a project related to the students major field of study.
Recently there has been an increasing
number of articles published about developing teaching portfolios. I saw the
opportunity for Julie A. Bona, a former student of my class Methods of
Teaching Foreign Languages, to de~elop her own teaching portfolio durmg the Academic Partnership and
throughout her student teaching experience. Such a portfolio would be a valuable resource for self-evaluation
p~ofess~onal development, job i~tervie~s, Job performance reviews, pro~otion, tenure, peer review, sharing
ideas with colleagues in the profession
and for ~ P~?lic accounting of teaching
responsibilities and the time invested in

File under:
-TeacherF.ducation
-Portfolio (or)
-Teaching Portfolio
-Brag Sheet
-Mentoring
-Portfolio Content

good teaching practices. The purpose
and use of the porfolio must be identi~ed prior to determining the nature of
its contents. For Julie's purposes, we
wanted her portfolio to contain evidence of her competency in executing
the principles of Tracy Terrell's
Natural Approach for teaching foreign
languages. As a part of her partner- ~hip, Julie attended my Beginning Spanish class on a daily basis and taught segments of the class on a near-daily basis.
In addition, Julie designed classroom
materials and resources for use in the
classroom. These included a minimum
of: 1) one reading skills activity; 2) one
grammar practice paired activity;
3) one ~ocabulary paired activity;
4) one listening skills activity; 5) one
communicative exam; 6) one culture
activity; 7) a videotape of Julie as she
introduced a new chapter and conducted an entire class period; 8) lesson
plans and corresponding photocopies/
photographs of other materials used in
the classroom; 9) one writing skills
·assignment with examples of various
methods of grading compositions;
10) one Picture File corresponding
with chapter covered in class; 11) oral
examination format and activities including how students were evaluated·
12) games for teaching vocabulary ~d
grammar; 13) description of efforts to

improve teaching; 14) statement of teaching objectives, philosophy and responsibilities; 15) evaluation by Academic Partnership mentor.
Portfolios are not meant to be filed
away until needed for review, but to be
shared, to encourage feedback and discussi~n. TI:tey should be constantly
evolvmg with new ideas and improvements ~see a~ right). By sharing our
portfohos with our peers, questions are
~sed, goals are challenged, and new
ideas are sparked. It is this reflective
practice that can bridge the gap betwee~ tea~hi_ng_and students' learning,
~esultmg m ms1ghts and improvements
1n our individual practice. With a
teaching portfolio we also communicate
to the public the work we do and what
we know about our profession and subject matter, as well as make public the
full range of our work.
Note: Beginning in the 1995-1996
academic year, the UMM Division of
Education will require each student
seeking certification in K-12 to develop
a teaching porfolio as a part of
teacher preparation.
If you would like additional information on Teaching Portfolios, contact
Jan Adams at:
adamsja@caa.mrs.umn.edu
FIARR PAGES SEEKS SHORT ARTICLES
FROM FIARR CONFERENCE PARTICIPANTS AND OTHERS. WRITE:
PROF. THOMAS C. TURNER
DMSION OF THE HUMANITIES
UMM

MORRIS, MN 56267

Following are additional ideas for
teaching portfolios:
Context:
-student teaching
-college Foreign Language
Methods course project
-pr~~oting teaching as a scholarly
act1v1ty
Content:
-course syllabi
-lesson plans
-handouts
-videotapes of teaching
-samples of students' learning in
various skill areas
-reading lists
-examinations
-peer evaluation
-student teaching evaluation data
-measures of student outcomes
-other evidence of good teaching
(unsolicited letters from former
students, statements from colleagues regarding assistance in
sharing ideas for improving
courses)
Future Teaching Goals: (e.g.)
-incorporate more peer correcting
of compositions:
-more ~ocus on teaching reading
strategies
-seek information on new technologies for classroom use.
-use videos for listening comprehension
-student work on writing skill
by student communication byemail with native speakers
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FLARR PAGES #3
The Journal of the Foreign Language
Association of the Red River
Spring, 1996

PAGE#3
File under:
-Film and language,
literature, and
culture
-French Theater
-Romanticism

"Teaching Cyrano"
-Matthew Senior, University of Minnesota, Morris
French director Jean-Paul Rappeneau's Cyrano, starring Gerard Depardieu, is an exciting vehicle for teaching
French language, literature, and culture. Its lavish images and compelling
themes for a student audience (heroic
individualism, the apprenticeship of
. love and language) never fail to capture the interest of a class. I have returned to Cyrano many times--just this
past week I used a few scenes from the
film to present "preciosite."
Cyrano is especially useful for teaching the history of the theater. In his
critical introduction to the Classiques
Larousse edition of Cyrano de Bergerac, the play on which the movie is
based, Patrick Pavis calls Cyrano "an
experimental crucible of all the tech.. niques of theater... an excellent introduction to European drama from classicism to naturalism" (12).
Adding Rappeneau' s film to this historical survey of the theater, one could
say that Cyrano is a commentary on the
history of French drama and film.
Cyrano is an ideal laboratory for studying the techniques of film and theater
and analyzing how one spectacle has
succeeded the other. Thematically and
formally it tells the story of how, in the

words of Jean-Marie Apostolides
"Cinema has destroyed today what the
theater once constructed ..." (Oeuvres et
Critigues XVI (1991) 22).
A particular scene in Cyrano is useful for teaching all of these ideas, both
historical and theoretical: it is the scene
in which Cyrano appears at the Hotel de
Bourgogne to disrupt a play and eventually takes the stage himself. Students
will learn much from Rappeneau' s
careful reconstruction of the great theater house where the plays of Corneille,
Moliere, and Racine were first performed. They might want to build a
model of Bourgogne, much like students of Shakespeare build models of

the Globe Theater.
The scene can be studied for its classical, romantic, and naturalistic elements. Cyrano, the exorbitant romantic individual, takes over the stage from
the excessively stylized classical actor,
Montfleury. Both are grotesque caricatures of what they represent. Naturalistic elements in the scene include the
realistic portrayal of eating, drinking,
and thievery and the study of class dynamics. The romantic sense of history,
as opposed to the timelessness of classicism is also evident. The classical
drama of Monfleury, situated in an undefined past of Greek myth is replaced
by an historical drama, a specific turbulent moment in time, a particular
evening in a Paris theater house in
1640. Rostand achieved all of these
effects by a stage-within-a-stage technique, by putting the reconstructed
Hotel de Bourgogne on stage in 1895.
The film repeats this gesture, but goes
several steps farther. Rostand's stage is
itself framed by cinema. Cyrano makes
his first entry from a uniquely cinematic position; we are first aware of him
as a disembodied voice speaking off
camera, shouting at Montfleury to leave
the stage. Cyrano is initially a cinematic spectator, like us. A major theme of
Rostand's play is the separation of the
body from the voice and the possibility
of one person supplying a voice for
another, a theme which is enhanced by
the artificiality of the cinema. In another gesture without precedent in the
play, Depardieu actually takes his
sword to the ropes and pulleys of the
stage machinery; he deconstructs the
stage. Rappeneau's film enacts, literally, Apostolides's idea that film destroys

the theater. Its mobile camera can go
behind the scenes of the classical theater
and reveal its inner working. It can
multiply points of view. There is not
one "classical," perspective on things
but instead many. There is no longer
the same consensus; each viewer, like
Cyrano, is summoned to tear apart the
theatrical spectacle and make his or her
own sense out of it. In the cinema,
there is no longer the same physical
confrontation between actor and spectator; a movie is not a unique ritual
which binds together audience and
actors in a single performance, but
rather, something which can be endlessly repeated by each viewer, especially in the age of the VCR. We are
anonymous, dispersed consumers of
images, not a theater audience galvanized by a hero. We have became
modem, technological Cyranos, creating our own fantasies in the cinemas of
our own imaginations. Like Cyrano we
feel a desparate need for community,
and we seek out the company of likeminded fantasizers like ourselves. Students and teachers can form, however
briefly, such a community of individual
consumers, creative "destroyers," like
Cyrano, of theatrical images from the
past.
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"Teaching Culture with the Web"
-Erica Rosch, University of Minnesota, Morris
Attention teachers! We are entering the age of technology! As
many of us are just becoming acquainted with e-mail and the internet,
we struggle to keep up with our more
computer-literate students, who seem
more adept with a keyboard than a
pencil. Although the almighty "information superhighway" may seem
intimidating, it holds great treasures
of information that we, as foreign
language teachers, can use to bring
culture to life.
·
While surfing the World Wide
Web, one can find beautiful color
photographs of Polynesian lagoons,
Madagascan lemurs, or Tunisian
mosques. Explore a little further to
find the collected works of Baudelaire (in French or English), the
history of Paris, or reproductions of
Monet's greatest works. One can
even listen to the Marseillaise, and
watch a video file of Charles de
Gaulle's famous speeches. What a
great supplement to classroom lectures and activities!
Many countries and regions of the
world have created home pages and
put them on the Internet to attract

-WWW
-French Polynesia
-Madagascar
-Morocco
-Tunisia

tourists. Students can explore these
pages to learn about the history,
government, natural features, cities,
and people of the region they are
studying in class. They are able, in
many cases, to go on a "virtual" tour
of the country, and see color images
of the architecture, landscapes, and
great monwnents that make these
places famous. All it takes is a little
organization on the part of the instructor to write a comprehensive
"hypermedia" culture lesson via
computer.
The concept of hypermedia is a
new one. Many of us have heard the
term "hypertext" before, and this
notion is closely related to hypermedia. A hypertext system is one
where users read text on a computer,
and are able to click on a word or
phrase to jump to a footnote, related
text, or an image.
"Nonsequential links between one
document and another... allow users
to follow trails in any direction without losing their original context.
Thus, each reader in effe_c t creates a
new docwnent by chaining together
fragments of text in a personal fashion. The result compels us to alter
our notion of both the 'text' and
'reading"' (The Future of Foreign
Language Education at Community

Colleges (1992) 44).
Hypermedia is, essentially, the
idea of linking hypertext to other
media (audio, video, etc.). The
student becomes empowered, and
makes his/her own choices about
subject ·matter learned. The material
is made more "real" as they are
transported into the target culture.
The best way to start delving into
this new technology is to create a
home page for your language department, thereby providing a starting
point for you and your students.
Gen-eral information about the
school and the department can be put
here, as well as the assignments you
will de-velop. You will need to learn
basic HTML (Hypertext Markup
Lang-uage) for this process.
The next step is to do some exploring on your own. Decide which
cultures and topics you'd like to have
your students research, and find the
appropriate home pages. Here are a
few examples to check out:

French Polynesia:
http://www.tahiti-explorer.com/
Madagascar:
http ://lalo.inria.fr/Madagascar.html
Morocco:
http ://maghreb.net/morocco/
Tunisia:
http://www.vol.it/HTML_TUNIS/
Be sure to write down the site
addresses of the pages you visit!
Once you have accumulated a number
of web sites for the culture being studied, the next step is to sift through

the information and develop your
lesson. What is it that you want the
students to get out of the lesson?
Will they be writing a report about
the culture? Or just answering specific questions you have given them?
It is a wise idea to limit your goals
to just one or two. It becomes an
overwhelming task for a beginning
student to: a) read the text in the TL
to develop reading skills, b) look for
answers to a set of comprehension
questions to develop cultural understanding, AND c) write the answers
in the TL to develop writing skills.
If your goal is purely cultural knowledge at the beginner's level, you may
want to try to find WWW pages in
English, and write the lesson in
English. You can tailor the level of
difficulty to whatever your goals are.
At this point, it's useful to put
links to the web sites you have found
on your own home page, as well as
instructions for the assignment. Students can then do the lessons on their
own, by simply going to the home
page, and following the links you've
put in.
Once you've gone through this
process, you will find it easier to
make your lessons more involved and
complex. You will be able to incorporate sound and video into your
hypertextual lessons. The more you
work with the World Wide Web, the
more possibilities you will see for it.
It is a seemingly endless source of
information, which has advantages
we are only beginning to realize.
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"FLARR: A Beginning Agenda
for the Next 25 Years"
-1'!1omas C. Turner, University of
Mmnesota, Morris
In the Fall of 1997 the Foreign Language Association of the Red River
celebrates its 25th Anniversary. We
are the oldest collaborative group of
its kind in Minnesota, North Dakota,
and South Dakota.
In mid-March I had a chance to attend
the formation of a new collaborative
group, an association of foreign language instructors of the COPLAC insti..,
tutions, the Council of Public Liberal
Arts Colleges, and the discussions there
stimulated my thinking about FLARR
and its future agenda. Many of the
challenges highlighted at the COPLAC
meeting are ones that we also face.
COPLAC AT THE COLLEGE
OF CHARLESTON, S.C.
'.

---,

'I!'

Charleston: A Historic City of Mansions,
Gates, and Portals. The college is located
in the downtown historic district.

,
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COPLAC met at the beautiful College
of Charleston, S.C. March 15-16, in
shirt sleeve weather and with the
aza!eas in full bloom. The following
topics were discussed as significant
general concerns at all levels.
Building Internal Support. The
participants felt that much should be
done in the languages to build internal
support for their programs. A welldesigned mission statement or vision
statement could be of great use in eliciting such support.
Thinking Laterally in Program
Design. The foreign languages have
much to offer to other disciplines both
in content and skills. More discussions
should take place between disciplines
and, where possible, within communi_ties and regions about needs.
Developing Effective Programs
at All Levels and Evaluating. The
issue of assessment and its uses was an
important one at the COPLAC conference. Positive, helpful feedback is
needed to fine tune programs not only
in skills but also in culture and literature. What ~kills and knowledge should
be introduced atwhich levels to ensure
'
for instance, significant and wellwritten papers at the advanced level?
The nuts and bolts issues of student
knowledge and accomplishment as well
as measurement of such are paramount

~

concerns.
Consulting between High Schools
and Colleges. An important area for
the future is the fit between colleges
and high schools. What is taught in
each and how can a smooth transition
be ensured for students?
Choosing the Most Effective Use
of Technologies. The important
question about technology is what
are its most effective uses for foreign
language teaching? What should be
used in class? Out of class? Should
technologies be used for presentation,
for interactivity, or both (and when)?
How can technology be used to extend
our programs (e.g. to reach heritage
students more effectively, to help students with disparate levels in the skills,
to add a cultural dimension, to challenge false beginners, to teach style in
literature, to help students maintain
language over the Summer, to train
students about different regional
accents, to support less commonly
taught languages, etc.) How can technology be used to solve the problems
of our programs?
Protecting Considerable Investments in French and German. The
glass is half full. Students need to be
convinced of the value of the study of
French and German. They need to
know that there are no "easy" and "dificult" languages (they are all easy and
difficult in different ways). Colleges
should counsel undecided students to
take French or German as well as
students who may prefer Spanish, but
must wait considerable time to get into
a Spanish class (language is lost). It
makes no sense on the college level to
shift resources from senior staff in

French and German to temporary staff
in Spanish. What does that do for the
overall reputation of the institution?
Administrators should value French
and German now as special "niches" for
their institutions which assure variety
and attract students. Important investments have been made and at this time
they must be nurtured.
Balancing Language, Culture,
and Literature. This issue is
a controversial one at the college level.
Simply put, students must see the value
of language study as a skill, possibly
for future employment or travel, or as
an entrance into another culture, and
then, when there are sufficient numbers, they will populate the Seventeenth
Century literature courses and the advanced area studies courses for the kind
of deep understanding that they need.
Preparing Excellent Teachers.
An important challenge is to prepare
excellent teachers both on the college
and high school level.
Placing Students Properly. This
continues to be a perennial problem in
high schools and colleges.
Aiding Students with Handicaps.
The need for specialized programs in
this area and new laws in many states
make this a national concern.
Continuing Effective Collaboration and Developing New Organizations. There is strength in numbers
and variety of points of view in differing contexts. This type of communication is crucial.
These are just a few of the areas that
will continue to be challenges for us
at FLARR over our next 25 years.
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"The Word in Chinese"
-Jenny Lin, Moorhead State University

fl
,

tian
heaven; sky; day
This character shows a man standing on
his feet (A.) and extending his arms egotistically (:k).
But.high above man (A.), be he ever so great (:k),
stretches the heavenly firmament(-), filling the
empty space above his shoulders and directing his
footsteps. Hence: ~ means "heaven" or "sky".
Since the growing light of the sky ushers in the dawn
of day,~ came to mean also "day".

men
door; gate
The traditional writing for "door" or "gate"
is ri, which represents a door with two leaves.
The simplified version now has only an open
doorway: fl .
*** The combination of the three words above,
J;:.. ~ fl , refers to the "Heavenly Peace
Gate" -- the Tian'anmen Gate in Beijing.

an

'
wang

peace; contentment

to forget

The character for peace and contentment is
made up of woman (-k) and roof ( ,,.,.,, Man conceived
the idea that to attain peace he should have only one
woman under the roof or confine her within the house.

This character consists of two words. The
upper word,. -i: , means "dead" and the lower word,
,~, means "heart". When your heart is dead, of
course, you won't be able to remember things.

4

tu

zhong

to spit out; to vomit

middle; center; neutral

The ideograph vJ:., literally from mouth ( o )
to earth(.±. ), means to spit or vomit. Figuratively,
it can mean to disclose or reveal the truth.

By shooting an arrow right into the center
of a rectangular target, man scored a bull's eye and
secured a mark for "center": 'f . The symbol also
means standing in the middle or being neutral.

I

(~)

I

ming

,

bright; brilliant; enlightened

guo
kingdom; country; nation
The traditional writing ~ is composed of
(land), o mouth, and :1Jl (spear).
~ therefore means land, people, and weapons within
a boundary - a country. The simplified form ( i!J)
I] (boundary), -

puts only .1,. ( jade, representing the king) within
( the boundary) to produce 1!J (nation).

** *

The left-side word ( fJ) means "the sun" and
the right side word(}}) means "the moon". The sun
and the moon were combined to produce an ideograph
for bright; brilliant or enlightened. By the way, the
Chinese expression for "tomorrow" is mfog tilin
11
( A ~). which literally means "a bright day".

IJ

Thus, the two words above, tf l!l (or tf ~ ),
mean "China" --"the Middle Kindom".
V

ren
to tolerate; to endure; to bear; to put up with
This character consists of two words. The

,

yan
blaze; flame; infection
The character for flame or infection ( ~ )
was formed from two fires ( *-. ), one atop the other.
Because of its inflammatory nature, it may well
spread like wildfire, just like germs spreading inside
t~~ body.

bottom word is ·~ (heart), the seat of feelings. The
upper word 91 means "blade" or "the edge of a knife,
sword, etc.". It takes a tremendous amount of
tolerance to bear pains, insults, humiliation,
hardships, extreme hunger, cruel punishments, etc.
as ifa knife or a sword were cutting your heart.

,

nan
male; man/men; masculine

hao
good; well; excellent

*

Men combined
(woman; girl)) and -=f(child or son) to form a character for goodness and
excellence.

••
••
••
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This character consists of two words. The
top word, II1, means "rice field" and the bottom word,
:h , means "strength". A field where strength is
exerted is the symbol for "man". In traditional China,
men's place was outside the house (working in the
fields), whereas women's pl ace was inside the house.
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"Culture and Society through the
Media: An Innovative Approach to
Intermediate German"
Madelyn Burchill
Concordia College
Moorhead, MN
The intermediate year of language
study is crucial. Not only is it a bridge
to advanced study, but at the college
level it includes a varied group of
learners from understandably different
introductory backgrounds. Most agree,
it presents the greatest challenge for
appropriate text selection and application! The emphasis on "real" input is
valid and in an effort to develop an
appealing intermediate course, we
identified the following requirements:
We wanted something that would 1) be
authentic and yet at a realistic level for
the intermediate learner, 2) appeal to
the learning style of today's students, 3)
stimulate discussion, 4) offer insights
into contemporary German culture, 5)
be adaptable to the inclusion of computer and web resources, 6) enable inclusion of grammar, while not making it a
focus, and 7) BE ENJOYABLE!

File under:
-Culture & Language
-Society & Language
-Media Use
-Intermediate Level
-German Popular Culture

We decided on experimenting with a
periodical and chose BUNTE. The
intermediate students in our department
are requested to purchase the Wells
Handbuch zur deutschen Grammatik.
The 211 students are asked to purchase
two small supplemental texts and a 15
week subscription to Bunte.
The next step was determining theme
units, which we would follow in the
magazine and augment through other
media sources. The thematic units we
decided on were: 1) Germany, a
Montage 2) The German States 3)
City life/Country Life 4) Home and
Responsibilities 5) Family and Friends
6) Relationships 7) Occupations and
Work 8) Food and Drink 9).Health,
and, 10) Travel and Leisure.
At the beginning of the course, the
students are assigned the project of
developing a portfolio with entries in
all of the categories as they relate to an
identity they have assumed. They
choose a name, a family constellation, a
city to live in, an occupation, and
design a home, etcetera. We then build
and enrich each unit through a variety
of other media sources, including other
periodicals, films and videos, Deutsche
Welle, the Web, music, software and
newspapers.

The unit on Relationships, as an
example, was developed around an
interview in Bunte with the currently
very popular group TicTacToe. A CD
of their music was introduced with the
lyrics to some of the pertinent songs.
Poetry from a variety of literary
periods was used. The Gronemeyer
song Manner was added. In the unit on
the Home and Responsibility, students
were asked to work with the
Gartenplaner and Wohnungsplaner
software. Their plans are then included
in their portfolio. Travel and leisure
is an especially rich unit with the
Georoute Software and endless Web
support.
The selection and order of the grammatical considerations are determined
by the instructor and relate to the particular material and theme selected.
Since in the TicTacToe interview,
they talked about their childhood, it
was an excellent opportunity to introduce the subordinating conjunctions
als, wenn and wann. A weekly
Lehrplan is developed and distributed,
which announces the specific vocabulary, content, and grammar themes
that will be followed; however, flexibility in a course like this is necessary
to accommodate student discussion and
special interest.
Student progress and mastery is
assessed through tests & quizzes, oral
participation, a weekly journal (where
they are asked to choose three articles
in the current magazine and react to
them), and their end project, the portfolio. They are encouraged to submit

suggestions before the final draft is
graded.
The challenges to the instructor are
the timetable for preparation, creating
a sense of continuity, maintaining
flexibility and creativity, keeping
current, finding the "meat" and avoiding stereotyping and invalid generalizations. The advantages, however, meet
and often exceed our expectations. The
topics are always colorful, actual and
interesting. The units are adaptable to
the inclusion of a variety of enrichment
sources and provide for a variety of
subject matter. Perhaps most importantly, German 211, where emphasis is
placed on spoken communication, has
proven to be a positive gateway to
German 212, where reading comprehension is stressed. The first story in
our current 212 text takes place in a
street cafe, where a young woman
spends her daily noon hours. The insight the continuing students bring to
the reading of that story, and the ability
to supply the cultural context and comfortably discuss their insights and
understanding of the text, allows them
to appreciate the literature on an
advanced level.
The obvious advantage of choosing a
periodical, is that the text never becomes outdated! The lesson plans don't
become stale and the class sessions are
different every day. It has been an
exciting stimulus for intermediate
German, along with being an excellent
vehicle for inclusion of emerging
technology.
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The Journal of the Foreign Language
Association of the Red River
"Spanish Teachers: Eliminate the
Grammatical Paradigm to Facilitate
Student Learning"
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series of simple dialogs based on functional activities: "l, Come Ud? -Si, yo
como (hablo, canto, etc.)"

Tom Washington
University of Minnesota, Morris
washingt@mrs.umn.edu

These questions should then be repeated with negative answers. The next
six simple steps are: 1 & 2, adding a
person: l,Habla Ud. con su padre? with
Since all textbooks present each new
positive and negative answers. 3 & 4,
verb in this manner-and we, too, have
replace the person with the time selearned with this approach -use of para- quences: l,Baila Ud. por la mafiana?
digm is assumed to be the best and
And 5 & 6, replace the time with place:
l,Estudia Ud. en casa?
possibly the only way to teach verbs.
The truth is that 1) the paradigm impedes the critical process of habit formation, 2) confronts the student with
the false idea that one must learn six
forms of each verb, and 3) causes unnecessary confusion and stress in the
learning process.

Does the student need to
learn six verb forms at
one time?
What I am sharing here is only one
element of the Psycho-generative
Teaching Method created Dr. Samuel ·
Nordarse (ret.) that I have helped to
develop -but this approach can be of
value to teachers whatever materials
they may be developing.
First, students should be taught in a

Once these essential elements are established, they can then be developed
further with the question words "l,Con
quien?," "i,D6nde?", y "i,Cuando?"
Teaching the "tu" form is then simply
a matter of adding an "s" to the Ud.
form. A habit that requires no analysis
or knowledge of the other grammatical
forms. This we can do in less than a
minute. And this should be practiced
with no reference to "Uds.," "vosotros," or "nosotros."
On the third or fourth day of class I
present the "nosotros" form to the
class-the easiest form of all to learn.
I present on the blackboard a series of
verbs using the major form: "comer,
bailar, escribir, volver, etc." I tell
them that all they need to do is drop the

•
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"r" and add "mos." It's that simple!

the class teaching them what they
already know: they tell me what the
And there are only two verbs in the
forms are. And we do practice writing
entire Spanish language that violate that them out from time to time as a way of
principle: "ser" and "ir." And if "ir"
reinforcing their confidence in their
is presented in the simple dialog fashion knowledge.
shown above-"l Va Ud. a la fiesta? -Sf,
yo voy a la fiesta" -then students will
2) The second set of special words are
those that end in "go:" "tengo, vengo,
automatically give you the forms of
"tu," "Uds.," and "nosotros," since they salgo, traigo, etc."
all derive from the "Ud" form.
3) The third set are those that have an
The "vosotros" form requires only
internal change in some of the forms.
My students soon learn to understand
that students know the difference bethe shorthand of "(ue) volver," "(ie)
tween "ar," "er," and "ir" words. As
with the "nosotros" form, you simply
pensar," and "(i) pedir." Since this
drop the "r" and in this case add "is"
change is consistent and occurs in a
to "ar" and "er" words and "s" to "ir"
number of verbs, it cannot rationally be
words, adding an accent mark to the
called irregular.
"a," "e," and "f'' respectively.
There are no irregular verbs
in the Spanish present (except
So the habit that they have learned is
"ser"), -just three categories
that if they know the main form of the
verb, "nosotros" and "vosotros" are
of "special" verbs.
automatic. If the verb has an internal
change in some of the forms (e to ie,
You will notice that in this article I
o to ue, or e to i) that is irrelevant to
these forms -so, they should be taught
have been using "functional" rather
separately.
than "traditional" grammar. That is
deli berate and also enhances and
reinforces student learning and habit
I also do not speak of "irregular"
verbs since that concept is false, except formation.
when applied to "ser." There are three
categories of "special" verbs: 1) Those
"Functional" grammar
in which the "yo" form does not end in
enhances and re infor"o:" "estoy, soy, doy, voy, and se."
ces student learning
And if these have been presented with
and habit formation.
their "Ud." counterparts in dialogs,
("esta, es, da, va y sabe") all except
"ser" will derive their remaining forms
automatically from the "Ud." form.
So I do not waste my time and that of
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"Teaching Preterite vs. Imperfect in
Spanish"
Debra Maury
University of North Dakota
While textbooks have approached the
troublesome practice of teaching the
preterite and imperfect in a variety of
ways, I have found that those that in~ist
on a "Spanish-only" approach, ~orking

strictly in the target language, stmpir
do not deliver the best results when it
comes to student comprehension of the
past tenses. A concep_t that does not
exist in one's own natlve language
(assuming here that it is English) can
not be explained using the foreign language. The difference between
preterite and imperfect seems_ to ~ one
of the most difficult cases which 1s not
best served by the modeling and example techniques afforded by the p~oficiency or natural methods, especially
when practiced on older adolescents
and adults who are more likely to analyze than to model.
Consequently, I prefer.selectii:ig o~
composing a paragraph 1n Enghsh, isolating the verbs in the past tense and
asking the students to, without translating, simply decide which past tense
each verb should be in Spamsh. The
following serves as an example:

It was (1) a gorgeous Sunday afternoon as Juan and Marta strolled (2)
through the plaza. Other people
smiled (3) at the happy couple as they
laughed (4) and talked (5). They
were lost (6) in their own world of
contentment. They sat down (7) on a
bench that was (8) near the central
fountain which sprayed (9) the water
in several directions. Soon Juan suggested ( 10) they enter the church that
stood (11) nearby. He said (12) h~
wanted (13) to light a candle for his
grandparents. Once inside, he knelt
down (14) and brought out (15) a
box which he placed (16) in Marta's
hand. She opened ( 17) it and inside
there was ( 18) an engagement ring.
Marta gasped (19). When Juan asked
(20) her to be his wife, she threw (21)
her arms around his neck and covered
(22) his face with kisses, saying, "Yes,
yes, yes.I"
An initial distinction needs to
be made between foreground
and background.
Before determining the tenses the entire paragraph must be read through in
order to determine the context of each
verb. An initial distinction then needs
to be made between foreground, or
actions that
part of the singular
events happening, and background, or

are
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actions that had either already occurred
at some previous point in time or are
viewed on the part of the speaker as in
progress, ongoing, customary, or repeated. The ongoing background
action in the sample paragraph is introduced at the beginning with the imperfect verbs was (1), strolled (2),
smiled (3), laughed (4), talked (5),
and were lost (6). Listing the acts
that we assume took place only once in
the time frame circumscribed in the
paragraph's narrative can reveal the
majority of the preterite verbs. We
then find that the first action placed
against the preliminary background
action verbs is the preterite sat down
(7). The following verbs fall under
this description as well and must be
considered as preterite: suggested
(10), said (11), knelt (14), brought
out (15), placed (16), opened (17),
gasped (19), asked (20), threw (21),
and covered (22). These can then be
placed in relief against the remaining
actions that are not viewed as part of
the events in the story: the bench was
(8) located--everyday--near the fountain which customarily sprayed (9)
water, and the church has always stood
(11) nearby. The verb wanted (13)
brings up the case of the use of the imperfect for mental states or emotions,
and finally, the ring being (18) in the
box is presented here as the result of a
previous action.
One sentence examples in
Spanish lead all to often to
guessing by students.

When teaching the use of the past
tenses via examples in Spanish where a
choice must be made between the two,
selecting the imperfect to indicate habitual or background action, and mental/
emotional states of being, etc. in opposition to the brevity and finality connoted by the use of the preterite,
instructors discover much guessing on
the part of students all too often,
especially in single sentence examples.
For students, English
presentation can better
illustrate some of the
finer distinctions between
the tenses.
The aforementioned popularity of
Spanish-only methodologies has led
most texts to include paragraphs in
Spanish as examples in their grammar
explanations. While this does offer the
student a glimpse into the comparative
meanings of the tenses, I have found
that if this is the only contextual
presentation, it can fail to illustrate
some of the finer distinctions between
the tenses that are more discernible
when presented in English. Testing
should of course be done in the target
language, but only within the clarifying
context that a paragraph offers.
Testing should be done
within the context of
a clarifying paragraph
and in the target language.
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The J~u~al of the Foreign Language
Assoc1at1on of the Red River
"Reading and Writing"
Andre Lebugle
University of North Dakota
During the first four or five months,
language students learn a limited number of words and structures, which
allows them to write on equally limited
subjects, usually personal, such as:
"Describe yourself, your friends and
relatives, your room, your clothes,
your weekly activities, etc. What do
you buy when you go to the stores?
Imagine a dialogue between two
c~~ac_ters, etc." This type of compos1t1~m 1s fine during that beginning
penod, but beyond, it loses its usefulness, for the learners tend to recycle
the same ideas, phrases and constructions which they have been using since
chapter two. Little improvement or
learning takes place.
When the students begin to be capable
of reading a simple text, preferably a
s!ory written in a tense they know, it is
time to resort to a different approach:
~k them to summarize it in class, provided they do not cut it down excessively. With this exercise the learners

Have students summarize a
story in class, provided that
they do not cut it down excessively.

File under:
Reading and Writing
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enjoy reading a complete story, and the
quality of their writing suddenly rises
significantly. They correctly use constructions which they have not yet
~tudied, and their vocabulary noticeably
mcreases beyond the narrow limits of
the textbook.
Imi~ation is the key to all language
learrnng - one should not forget this.
A_student who is attempting to learn
without repetition and imitation ends
up inventing the language he is supposed to learn and will doubtfully
re~ch a commendable level of proficiency. We have all witnessed this
particular brand of "creativity" when
correcting compositions.

Imitation is the key to all
language learning - one should
not forget this. A student who
is attempting to learn without
repetition and imitation ends
up inventing the language he
is supposed to learn ...
The question is: Where do we find
te~ts written in a language equal to or
shghtly above the ability of elementarylevel students? Not in literature! It is
mostly beyond .their reach. As for the
dialogues in the textbooks, they are
narrow in scope, often plotless and
dull, and the cultural readings are wonderful if you suffer from insomnia.

•
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The so-called graded readers are
generally too timidly adapted, too long,
and barely easier than the original
literary texts. What is needed is a story
with a simple plot, that can be read
over a maximum of two class periods.
If no suitable text is found, I suggest
that language teachers use their creativity, which they certainly do not
lack. Take and interesting short story
from any source (even a movie) and
rewrite it in a simple manner without
exceeding a page. The children's sections in libraries are full of "retold"
stories whose basic plots were borrowed from famous authors. Fantasy
and humor are always in favor among
students. I have never seen one who
did not enjoy a story like Le Passemuraille by Marcel Ayme or The
Emperor's New Clothes by Hans
Christian Andersen.

Take an interesting story from
any source (even a movie) and
rewrite it in a simple manner
without exceeding a page.
Sometimes folk tales are short enough
and require little pruning: the tenses
may need to be changed and some
structures simplified. The present tense
will do beautifully until the students
know other tenses. Season your creation with some comprehension questions and vocabulary, and your are
ready to serve!
When the students have read and
understood the text as well as answered the questions, ask them to write
a summary of it in class, one or two
days later, without any help other than

their memory - not a demanding task
since an interesting plot is easy to
remember. This is very beneficial activity can be carried out with some
variations: the person of the narration
may be changed; the story can be told
as a dialogue or without any dialogue;
the story may be continued, etc.

I have never seen a student
who did not enjoy a story like
Le passe-muraille by Marcel
Ayme or The Emperor's New
Clothes by Hans Christian
Andersen.
After two years of a language, students can and should read the original
stories, although their writing abilities
certainly cannot match the style of the
authors. They undeniably learn more
than vocabulary and are capable of
summarizing what they have read, but
the absence of suitable stylistic models
continues to be a problem. This is why
I think that modem plays, whose language is definitely simpler than that
of novels, are very useful at that level
and provide a sound starting-point for
the beginning literature reader.

After two years of language,
modern plays, whose language
is definitely simpler than that
of novels, are very useful and
provide a sound starting-point
for the beginning literature
reader.
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The Journal of the Foreign Language
Association of the Red River
"Spanish: Teaching the "Musical
Preterite"
Thomas Washington (see back page)
University of Minnesota, Morris
If you were given the choice of learn-

ing 23 words or 95 words--and you
knew that you would acquire the same
amount of knowledge either way,
which would you choose? That is the
positive option that the "musical preterite" offers in teaching the simple past.

If you were given the choice
of learning 23 words or 95
words--and you knew that you
would acquire the same amount
of knowledge either way,
which would you choose?
It is vitally important that we eliminate the term "irregular" when teaching these forms because the term is
both false and synonymous with "difficult" and "complicated" in the minds
of students. First we make a simple
chart with the major forms listed in
a vertical column on the left: tener,
poder, poner, hacer*, querer, estar,
andar, venir, saber, traer, decir, producir. Then, with only the first verb,
we list horizontally the "yo," "tu,"
and "Ud./el/ella" forms: tuve, tuviste,
tuvo.

Page#ll
File under:
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tener
tuve tuviste tuvo
...,
pude
poder
poner
students do
hacer*
in musical
querer
pattern
estar
andar
venir
saber
traer
decir
producir teacher
conducir supplies
reducir
"yo" only

Have the students repeat these twice.
Then write the "yo" form only of the
next verb and ask the students to give
you all three forms. This they will do
correctly because the forms are
"musical" and there is an internal
pattern that we all possess that makes
this easy to do -- if we are not allowed
to become victims of paralysis by
analysis.

These forms are musical and
there is an internal pattern
that we all possess that makes
this easy to do -- if we are not
allowed to become victims of
paralysis by analysis.
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Continue this practice for four or five
verbs, and then have the students write
in the missing forms. You will notice
that "hacer" has a special mark beside
it. Once the students have written the
forms, you simply need to show them
the slight orthographic correction to
change "hico'' to "hizo" -- because that
conforms to what they say. It is also
important for them to know that this is
the only irregularity they will encounter.
When you reach "traer'' and "decir,"
simply state that all words ending in
"cir'' will have a "j" in them: dije,
produje, etc. Once these are filled in,
then practice in using the forms should
be limited to a day with nothing but
"Ud." and "yo" questions and answers,
and a separate day for "tu" and "yo"
combinations.
On a separate day, "nosotros" and
"Uds./ellos/ellas" should be presented.
Practice starting with "yo" and do
"tuve, tuvimos, tuvieron." After a
double practice with the first verb to
establish the musical pattern, give
only the "yo" form for the rest, and all
of the students will respond correctly.
It's musical!
ta-ta

ta-ta-ta

ta-ta-ta

tuve
pude
puse
hice
guise
estuve

tuvimos
pudimos
pus1mos
hicimos
qms1mos
estuvimos

tuvieron
pudieron
pusieron
hicieron
quisieron
estuvieron

When you reach the "j" words, it
should be explained that there is never
an "i" in this form after the "j:"
dijeron, produjeron, etc.
With regard to the few special forms
that are slightly different from this
pattern, "dar" is simply an "ar" word
that functions like an "er" word, so its
forms are not irregular at all. "Ser"
and "ir'' are twins whose pronunciation
is also very rhythmic.
Practice in getting comfortable in the
use of the musical forms can be
developed, as with all verb forms and
tenses, with the use of developmental
questions and answers: l Vino usted
ayer? Sf, vine con mi novia. 1.,A que
hora... ? 1.,Por que ... ? 1.,De d6nde ... ?
When introducing the past emotional
forms, "ara," and "iera," it is very
simple to remind students that there is
no "i" in the "j" words: trajeran,
dijeran, etc.
I believe that you will find your students will learn faster and have a much
greater sense of confidence in what
they know once they have learned
according to this pattern.
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The Journal of the Foreign Language
Association of the Red River
"Perspectivismo: A New
Approach to Teaching the
Subjunctive"
Tom Washington
University of Minnesota, Morris
The current method of presenting the
Spanish subjunctive in textbooks is
flawed both conceptually and in its
presentation sequentially, and that
makes this most critical element of
Spanish language more difficult to
learn and teach than it should be. Some
essential changes that need to be made
are:
1) The emotional form should not
be presented as a separate grammatical
structure in the final weeks of a school
term but rather as a perspective on
each of the linguistic "worlds" that we
deal with: the physical world (Hay
montafias aqui. Me sorprende que
haya tantas); the world of persons (Ella
es alta. Es increible que sea tan
alta.); and the worlds of activities and
events (El juega bien. Es preciso que
el juegue mas tarde.)
3) We should not mix the three initially but rather focus on the world of
activities almost exclusively. First,
using only "ar" words so that students
can form the associative emotiQnal
habit of changing "a" to "e" when they
use expressions "es bueno que" (es
importante que, es aconsejable que,

File under:
-Subjunctive
-Spanish Subjunctive
-"The emotional form"
-Natural Verb
Sequences

es ridfculo que, es preciso que, es
lastima que, etc.). 1,Trabaja ella?
Si, ella trabaja. 1,Es preciso que ella
trabaj~? Sf, es... And later, when that
habit is set, do the "e" to "a" change for
er/ir words.

Introduce the subjunctive
immediately to beginners
as the "emotional" form.
These basic structures can then be
expanded in developmental sentences of
up to four parts using:

;,Con qoien ... ?
;,D6nde ... ?
"·A qoe' hora....?
;,Coando ... ?
Example of natural sequencing:

;,Estodia ella?
Si, ella estudia.
;,Con quien estudia?
Ella estudia con su hermano.
;,D6nde estodia ella con su hermano?
Ella estudia con el en casa.
;,Es aconsejable que ella estudie
con ella en casa?
Si, es aconsejable que ...

The emotional form can be introduced into the above developmental
structure as the first, second, third, or
last element.
4) The few sentence structures that
are not emotionally based--es verdad,
es cierto, yo creo que--should not be
introduced until use of the emotional
form has become habitual.
5) As student vocabulary expands,
you will begin introducing other words
that, when followed by "que" will also
require use of the "emotional form:"
gustar, preferir, molestar, exigir, etc.
Students then need to learn that, if
"que" does not follow these structures,
the major form of the verb is used:
Es preciso trabajar. Y es preciso que
usted trabaje tambien.
What we will be teaching are
the emotional reactions to
time, events, people and situations that are not real to the
speaker or have yet to be
realized. These are simply
expansions of the basic concepts that we should begin
introducing in the second or
third week of class.
6) It then follows naturally that once
the preterite form is being studied, the
next form to learn will be the past
emotional form! l Trabaj6 usted? Si,
yo trabaje. l,Fue preciso (aconsejable,
bueno, necesario) que usted trabajara?
Si, Fue preciso que yo trabajara (me
bafiara). And then they will learn the
"iera" emotional ending for "er" and
"ir" words (with the letter "i" being

omitted in words with a "j:" dijera,
trajera, produjera, etc.) The expansions, of course, would be the same,
with the addition of appropriate new
vocabulary (ayer, anoche, la semana
pasada, hace tres dfas, etc.).
7) When students learn the future
tense, they will receive the pleasant
surprise that the emotional form is
exactly the same as for the present
form--and when they learn the imperfect, the emotional form is the same as
for the preterite, so there is nothing
new to learn! With the present perfect
they will see that they already know the
emotional form which is the same as
for "hay:" haya.
What we will be teaching are the
emotional reactions to time, events,
people and situations that are not real to
the speaker or have yet to be realized.
These are simply expansions of the
basic concepts that we should begin
introducing in the second or third week
of class.
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The Journal of the Foreign Language
Association of the Red River
"Web Pages as Teaching Tools, I"
Lourdes T. Tolosa
Concordia College
The World Wide Web (WWW) is a
mysterious realm for many of us.
However, every day, educators as well
as students are presented with learning
opportunities that can only be found
using technology. Each minute, we become more aware of the possibilities
that we have if we know how to use the
web and how to work with it.
Because of the reasons above, last
Summer I decided to create a web page
for my college students to use in beginning courses. During the last two semesters I have asked my students to
go to the web page to research specific
topics as a part of the course syllabus.
The following are some specific questions of interest to us all:
1. Why should I incorporate the
web in my classroom?
Using the web allows students to be independent and active learners. E~ery_ student
in the classroom looks for specific mformation that will be exchanged or discussed
with a partner or as a large group. Sin~
1902, when Dewey's experimental_ scho<;>l
at the University of Chicago made 1t clear
that people learn better wi~ hands-on activities , there has been a continuous
. effort to
help students be in as much duect contact

File under:
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1. (cont.)
with the subject being studied as possible:
Personal experience helps students to retain
knowledge, internalize conceJJ!s and_ become
enthusiastic about the process m which~
have total control. The Internet and the
WWW help educators to present students
with "real" material. By "real" material I
mean the material that, as Dewey wrote in his
book The School and Society in 1902, "gives
[students] experience at first hand; it brings
[students] into contact with realities."
(Dewey, 22). When studying a foreign language, numbers of my students are not aware
of many obvious realities that people in other
countries face every day. This "real" material
helps the students find "real" answers to problems posed by the instructor or another student. With a "real" problem at hand, the students will have a genuine motive to search
the net.
Getting students to search the Internet is a
fairly easy task. First of all, our students are
lured pretty easily to computers and the web.
Secondly, because by posing a problem to
the students for which they can only get the
information on line, the educator is challenging them to experience an unknown area, and
to learn by focusing on finding an answer for
what they need, and not on learning how to
use the computer. Focusing on the objective
of a search rather than on using computers
can decrease the level of anxiety a student
might have, especially in the realm of adult
education. Being literate in computers, or at
least being unafraid of working with them, is
a key element for the present and the future.
Educators should bring the computer and the
technology to the students so all the students
are relaxed while learning and working with
the new technology. Once the students learn
how to work with the Internet and feel
comfortable enough doing it on their own,

1 (cont.)
we have achieved what the ancient Chinese
proverb so wisely professes: "Give a man a
fish, and you feed him for a day. Teach a
man to fish and you feed him for a lifetime."
What having fed these students for a lifetime means to us as educators is that we have
given them a tool to work with, and have
allowed them their right to learn how to
be critical thinkers and decide how they want
to solve the problems that learning a foreign
language poses; This freedom to think is
invaluable because it gives the students the
opportunity to grow and mature. Paulo
Freire, a well-known Brazilian educator
writes, in his 1970 book Pedat:Q&Y of the
Oupressed, that we must help students think
for themselves and liberate students from
those educators who treat them as empty
vessels into which the educator's authoritative knowledge should be poured. Education
should "consist of acts of cognition, [and]
not in transferal of information." (69). This
is what the Internet does for students and
their teachers. Rather than being only a
lecturer or the one with the answers, the
educator becomes a learner as well as a
teacher, and an academic partnership is
created between the students and the teachers.

2. How much do I need to know
about computers to be able to incorporate the WWW in my classroom?
You do not need to be an expert in computers or the web to use it as a classroom tool.
You can make a very simple web page or a
very complex one, depending on how comfortable you feel working with it. There are
some educators who include their syllabi,
some post lecture materials, and some create
a forum for student discussion on their web
page. However, still others search the net
for useful sites for their students and make
links to these sites. This saves students'
time and it helps to direct them more purposefully to where they can find useful
material. When a web page is created, the
author can choose to make it so that it has
links externally to the WWW or so that it
only has internal link&. The difference between these to possibilities is that the former

2 (cont.)
is less restrictive ~d the students can end up
playing around on the net rather than searching it for the specific topic they need to research. The latter, even though more restrictive could be advisable for certain age levels
or groups of students. With a web page that
only has links within itself, it is easier for
you and for your students to find the kind of
material that you are indeed trying to locate.

The Net, Reality, and
Motivation!
"When studying a foreign
language, numbers of my
students are not aware of
the many obvious realities
that people in other countries face every day. This
''real" material helps students find ''real" answers
to problems posed by the
instructor or another student. With a "real" problem at hand, the students
will have a genuine motive to search the net.

Student-Teacher Partnerships!
"Rather than being only a
lecturer or the one with
the answers, the educator
becomes a learner as well
as a teacher, and an academic partnership is
created between the students and the teachers."
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The Journal of the Foreign Language
Association of the Red River
"Web Pages as Teaching Tools,
Part II"
Lourdes T. Tolosa
Concordia College
Now to the practicalities of having
a Web Site: class use, what to include,
time involved, rules of thumb:

3. How can I use the WWW in my
classroom?

According to Brian Butler from Carnegie
Mellon University in Pittsburgh, PA, there
are three ways in which we can use the
WWW. I am including the conceptual framework: here because what he has studied and
researched has been important to what I do
in class when I use the WWW and Web
pages as learning tools. The WWW can be
used "as a tool for bringing the world to the
classroom, ... as a tool for supporting classroom activities, and... as a tool for opening
the classroom to the world (2).
In my classroom, my students have used
the WWW in those three ways. Some ideas
follow:
In my third year (level) Spanish class, students are exploring, learning, reading, and
writing about Latin American cultures, from
the first people who populated America to
the Twentieth Century, with an emphasis on
the latter. The students in this endeavor
search for specific material, an opportunity
to bring the world into our classroom
through supplemental readings. Sometimes
I give the students the address to sites I want
them to visit, guiding them to good sources
of information (e.g. libraries in Latin American countries). Other times, I just ask the
students to search the net for material on a

File under:
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3. (cont)
specific topic or even on a specific organization (for example, when we studied education in Latin America, I asked the students
to go to a specific Ecuadorian school site
to find out more about its program). The
results have been very exciting, not only for
me but for the students as well.
With this same class, as a way of using the
"WWW as a tool for opening the classroom
to the world," (Butler, 2) and as their final
project, I have them create a personal Web
Page. Each student researches a topic related to the themes examined in class, develops
a Web Page that will be published as a link
to his/her personal Web Page on the WWW.
We started this project at the beginning of the
semester in the computer lab and slowly but
steadily we have been building it. Because
none of my students had had previous experience with personal Web Pages, this project has been challenging for all of us.
In my first and second year classes, I have
used the "WWW as ·a tool for bringing the
world to the classroom," and also " ... as a
tool for supporting classroom activities."
(Butler, 2). Some examples of activities are:
go to the meteorological center in Madrid and
find out what the temperature and the weather will be like in these Spanish cities, or go
to "x" province and find out what movies
they are showing in different movie theaters,
and at what time.

4. What should I include in my
Web Pye, if I decide to create
one?
My advice is that you include material,
links, pictures, etc. that will be of help and
of use to your students. When I decided to
create the Web ~~e, I chose to base it on the

f
f
f
f
4. (Cont.)
needs of my first year students. I spent long
hours searching the net and making links between good sources and my Web Page.
What I mean by "good" sources are sites that
provide my students with the kinds of ma~erials they need and at the level of complexity
(language,jargon, slang, etc.) that they need
or can comprehend. Usually I try to find
sites only in Spanish, however some of the
bilingual sites are very good and I have incorporated them also.
After the sites were chosen and compiled
into a Web Page, I created activities based on
my students' needs related to what the different sites had to offer.

5. Once I have my Web Pa1:e, is
there somethin& I need to know?
Creating the Web Page will be the most
time consuming task you will have to undertake. After the web page is created, then
it is just a matter o~ keeping the links and ~he
material you have mcluded up to date. It 1s
extremely important that before you send
your students to look for material in t~e net
you do your home.work first. Ma?.y _times
links are temporanly closed, they disappear'' or sometimes they move to a different address. You must mirror these
changes on your Web Page. Also you
should continually search for topics you use
frequently, because the WWW is an evergrowing datab~se in which new titles are incorporated daily.

6. What are my rules of thumb when
workin&: with web pa1:es as tools?

ll The most important issue when dealing
with computers (and with education in general) regards the instructions we give out to
the students to follow to complete their
assignments. These directions must be very
clear and specific.
ll Decide if a Web Page with links to the
WWW or with internal links is what you and
your students need. Take into account age
group, maturity, and the work ethic of your
group.

''f

6 (Cont.)
J} Use variety in your classroom technology. Computers and the WWW are fascinating tools, however, we must not forget that
there are plenty of other tools available to us
and sometimes they are more adequate for
specific student or classroom needs.

There are many other questions to be
addressed regarding Web Pages, so if
you would like to develop your own or
use the one I have developed, do not
hesitate to contact me by e-mail at
ltolosa@cord.edu or by phone at
218-299-3941. I would be delighted
to lend you a hand and give you specific ideas for activities. My Web Page
address follows. Enjoy the visit!

<http://www.cord.edu/
faculty /ltolosa/index.h
tml>
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communicate in another linguistic
culture. W~th this crucial step in mind,
I am committed to making these
students' experience in classes as
Kristine Butler
realia-based as possible, in order to
University of Minnesota, Morris
d~velop their appreciation of what they
might find once they indeed make a
For many of us as teachers of lanforay into the culture in question. The
guage, the intermediate level marks a
internet, of course, offers a rich virtual
crucial point in the students' learning.
landscape for such a project. A numIn colleges and universities in which a
ber of sites exist that provide "virtual
minimum language requirement imtours" of art museums and other hisposes either one you two years of
toric
and cultural sites, and even towns
study, the intermediate level can make
schools, churches, to name just a few '
or break a student's desire to go on
examples. In order to give students a
learning. From here, she or he will
chance to discover these far-off places
choose either to flee, as quickly as
for
themselves, teachers can send stupossible, the language classroom and
never look back, or else to continue on dents on a "virtual vacation." Students
with the valuable and enriching pursuit will be told that they have a week to
visit a particular country or city of
their choosing. Each student will
"... the intermediate level can
choose a site or sites to visits, and at the
make or break a student's
end of the vacation, they will report
desire to go on learning."
back to either the teacher or other stuof learning another tongue and learning dents with a "travelogue" of her or his
experiences.
about the other places in the world
where it is spoken. The student who
"In order to give students .
continues past the intermediate level
a chance to discover these
will likely end up minoring or even
far-off places for themselves,
~ajoring in the language. If so, it is
teachers can send students on
hkel y she or he will travel to another
a "virtual vacation."
culture to practice and improve her or
his speaking skills, and discover the
The first step for the teacher is to
joys and frustrations of learning to
compile a diverse list of sites that re-

"The Virtual Tourist:
Travelogues from the Language
Classroom"
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fleets something of the variety of cultures in which the target language is
spoken. He or she may give students a
list of the various places they may visit,
or else direct them to a site like the
well-known "Tennessee Bob's French
Links, (http://www.utm.edu/department
s/french/french.html}. which has a
large number of interesting sites listed
under "Virtual Francophone Tourism"
rubric. The venerable Tennessee Bob
has links to sites show casing the different parts of the Francophone world-Canada, Africa, the Antilles, Cajun
Louisiana, French Polynesia, St-Pierre
and Miquelon, as well as information
on many different regions of France
and walks through a number of her
cities. Of course, teachers will have
their own lists of sites, and their own
preferences. My personal favorite is
the virtual tour of the Musee d'Orsay
(http://www.smartweb.fr/fr/orsay/index
.html) This excellent site offers a visit
with commentary (in French) complete
with a "tour-cam" panoramic function
that allows a visitor to maneuver
through the site as though s/he were

"The Musee d'Orsay site
offers a visit with commentary
(in French) complete with a
'tour-cam' panoramic function
that allows a visitor to maneuver through the site as though
s/he were walking through it."
walking through it. Other panoramic
visits can be found at Smartweb, at
http://www.smartweb.fr/paris/360.htm.
Teachers may want to give students
a "tourist guide" of very general questions to answer very briefly in the tar-

get language as part of the exercise.
These questions should lead students
through the different stages of the
"trip" (before, during, after). For
example, "before" questions might
include: "Where are you traveling?
Why have you chosen to go here? What
do you plan to see there?" "During"
questions are more experiential. For
example: "Describe your surroundings: what do you see?" "After" questions focus on summary and evaluation:
"What were the two most interesting
aspects of your trip? Would you go
again? Would your friends/parents
enjoy going there?

A "tourist guide," provided
by the teacher can include
"before," "during," and
"after" questions.
Once the students have spent some time
visiting the site of their choice, the
instructor might choose to have them
write a short "travelogue" to post on an
e-mail message board for the other
members of the class. Another possibility is for the student to treat these
virtual trips as opportunities for
journal entries, with students making
one trip every two weeks or so and emailing an entry in their traveler's
journal to the professor after each trip.

Students could treat these
trips as "opportunities for
journal entries, with students
making one trip every two
weeks or so and e-mailing
an entry in their traveler's
journal to the professor after
each trip."

fl'
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FLARR PAGES
The Journal of the Foreign Language
Association of the Red River
"Chinese Cultural Tidbits"

File under:
-Chinese
-Culture (Chinese)
-Gift-Giving (Ch.)
-Celebrations (Ch.)
-Symbols (Chinese)
-Numbers (Ch.)

6. During the Chinese New Year,
Chinese children usually receive many
red envelopes (with money inside)
from grandparents, parents, relatives,
1. The Chinese people consider it disand friends.
respectful to use the names of their an7. Giving gifts is more common in
cestors, grandparents, relatives, or .
China than in the U.S. Chinese people
parents to name their new-born babies.
often take a gift with them when they
2. In Chinese and Japanese names,
visit a friend, a colleague, a relative,
family names precede given names.
or a teacher.
.Most of the Chinese family names con8. When you offer a gift to the
sist of only one character whereas
Chinese people, they usually refuse to
Japanese family names are mostly two
accept it at first, saying that you are too
or three Chinese characters.
polite. After you ins~st t~ey they acc~pt
3. In Chinese culture, addressing
it, they will then put 1t aside, and don t
older people or authority or teachers
open it until after you leave.
by their first names is considered very
9. Generally, Chinese people's reimpolite.
sponse to a compliment is, "No (you
4. According to Chinese customs, the
overpraise me)."
expenses of weddings are paid ~y the
10. In Chinese culture, the most
groom's family because the Chmese .
common gift for weddings and _other
consider it a gain to the groom's family
happy occasions is money (put 1n a red
to have one extra family member, but a
envelope), not things that you bought.
loss to the bride's family.
On the other hand, a gift of money for
5. Traditionally it was not customary
condolences should be put in a white
for Chinese to celebrate children's
envelope.
birthdays (except the first birthday).
11. According to Chinese culture,
Chinese adults don't celebrate theu
it's impolite to use only one hand to
birthdays or wedding annive~sari~s
receive things from your elders! . .
annually either because mamage 1s
teachers, or someone whose position 1s
considered "for life." However, the
higher than yours. For example, you
adult and/or married children would
would always receive the diploma or_ an
often jointly plan a celebra~on for !hefr
award from a university president with
parents' birthdays and wedding anruboth hands and bow at the same time.
. versaries.
Jenny Lin
Moorhead State University
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12. When Chinese people invite you
to go out for a movie or a meal, it is
usually their treat. The bill is never
·
split.
13. The winter vacation for Chinese
students lasts for about three weeks. It
is in January and/or February around
the Chinese New Year, which the Chinese celebrate for 15 days.
14. The national college entrance
exams in China and Taiwan take place
once a year in July. Students can not
go to college unless they pass this
annual entrance exam.
15. Taiwan was under Japanese occupation for 50 years until the end of
World War II, so most Taiwanese
people aged 65 or older can speak
Japanese very well.
16. Chinese usually decline being
paid when they help their relatives,
neighbors, or teachers do something.
17. To the Chinese people, the
dragon & phoenix are marriage symbols representing the bride and the
groom. They are also symbols for
prosperity, happiness, success, and high
social status.
18. In Chinese culture, melon seeds
and pomegranates symbolize many
sons. Peaches are symbols for longevity, bats are also symbols for happiness,
and the color red is a symbol for joy,
good luck, and prosperity.
19. In Chinese culture, the number 4
is an unlucky number because its pronunciation is similar to that of death.
License plates of cars in Taiwan don't
use the number 4. However, 9 is considered a lucky number because its
pronunciation is the same as that of the
word long lasting. 8 is another lucky
number because its pronunciation is

similar to that of to become prosperous. Many Chinese businessmen paid
huge amounts of money to telephone
companies in order to acquire a lucky
telephone number with the numbers
8 and 9, and the more of them the
better.
20. In traditional China, drinking and
smoking were not considered acceptable or appropriate for women. Even
now very few Chinese women smoke
or drink.
21. "Face" is very important in Chinese culture. If you did poorly in
school, or if you did something immoral or committed a crime, people
would say that you lost your parents'
"face." A teacher would work very
hard to make sure that his students do
well so that they would not lose his
"face."
22. Most Chinese are introverts and
are rather shy and reserved, so they
usually don't show their emotions (such
as smiling to people whom they don't
know, kissing and hugging friends and
relatives, etc.) openly in public.
23. Teachers are respected highly in
most Asian countries. Chinese parents
would thank the teacher profusely when
their child did well academically. They
think that their child's success is due to
the teacher's effective teaching, assistance, and deep concern. So they
would praise the teacher rather than
the child.
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FLARR' PAGES #17(F,'99)
The Journal of the Foreign Language
Association of the Red River
"The Sensual Approach to Presenting Culture: Using the Five
Senses to Gain Knowledge and
Understanding of the Products
and. Perspectives of Culture"
Karin Hilstrom
Mary Thrond
Concordia College, Moorhead, MN
Nifio, vamos a cantar
Una bonita canci6n;
Yo te voy a preguntar,
Tu me vas a responder:
-Los ojos, j,para que son?
-Los ojos son para ver.
-l, Y el tacto?
Para tocar.
-l, Y el ofdo?
Para ofr.
-l, Y el gusto? Para gustar.
-l, Y el olfato? Para oler.
-l, Y al alma?
Para sentir,
para querer, y pensar.
Imagine students entering a classroom, smelling freshly ground coffee
beans, hearing Juan Luis Guerra sing
"Ojala que Llueva Cafe en el Campo,"
and seeing the walls covered with
brightly colored posters of flora and
fauna of the rain forest. As they pop
chocolate-covered coffee beans into
their mouths, they reach out for the
rain sticks being passed around by their
classmates. This bombardment of the

File under:
-Culture
-Teaching Culture
· Using Senses
-Cultural Products in
the classroom
-Macrologue
-Rassias Methods

While stimulating all five senses
may not be necessary to learn about
culture, we propose that by appealing
to students' senses one can effectively
address the ACTFL National Standard
("Little c") in unforgettable ways.

Child, let's sing
a beautiful song;
I will ask you a question,
You will answer:
Your eyes, what are they for?
My eyes are to see.
And the sense of touch? To touch.
And the sense of hearing? To hear.
And the sense of taste? To taste.
And the sense of smell. To smell.
And the soul. To feel,
to love and to think.
senses entices them to learn about the
rain forest, indigenous cultures, or the
Arabic influence on Spanish cultural
heritage.
While stimulating all five senses simultaneously may not be necessary to
l~Wi11 about culture, we propose that by
appealing to students' senses one can
effectively address the ACTFL National
Standard covering the products and
perspectives aj' ~veryday culture
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("little c") in unforgettable ways. Nationally, educators are seeking new and
effective means to teach the content
standards (Communication, Cultures,
Connections, Comparisons and Communities) established by ACTFL in
1996. We, at Concordia College, have
embraced the standards as the conceptual framework for the curriculum
and assessment of all our courses.
As instructors in the Spanish department, teaching experientially, engaging the senses in a language and cultural immersion environment comes
naturally to us because of our previous
formative experiences. Karin attended
a Waldorf School in Buenos Aires
throughout her precollegiate years. A
Waldorf education emphasizes balancing artistic, academic and practical
work by educating the whole child:
hand, heart, and mind. Since 1987,
Mary has worked closely with John
Rassias of Dartmouth College, founder
of the Rassias Method. The Rassias
Method is characterized by rhythmic
drills, dramatic techniques, and the use
of emotions and senses in the learning
process.
Culture needs to be intentionally included in curriculum, instruction, and
assessment. Whether the curriculum is
organized structurally, situationally,
topically or functionally (Brown,
1995), cultural topics and activities
which arouse the senses can be easily
included. We offer the following suggestions for organizing a Spanish curriculum to include food, for example:
(1) structurally: reinforce the passive
"se" used in recipes or the imperative
to give directions; (2) situationally: act
out a scene in a restaurant; (3) topi-

call y: introduce a food theme or create
a "tapas" unit; or (4) functionally:
practice giving directions to cook a
dish. Additionally, in our department,
from beginning levels, we purposefully
schedule culture days, covering the
daily culture of individual countries.
The instruction of culture, using the
five senses may be the most rewarding
experience. The sense of taste, perhaps
the most gratifying, can easily be
stimulated by providing hot or cold
beverages (e.g. "mate" from Argentina,
coffee and tropical juices from Central
and South America) and food (e.g.
tropical fruit, olives, candy) or by
actually cooking a meal with students.
The sense of smell can be stimulated
with food and drink, as well as with
ground coffee beans, teas, herbs and
spices, flowers and plants, soaps,
perfumes, leather and textiles from the
Spanish-speaking world. Listening to
popular music (e.g., the Tango from
Argentina), playing instruments (e.g.
maracas, castanets, guitars, and bongo
drums) or listening to guest native
speakers appeals to the sense of
hearing. Touching and feeling arts and
crafts, textiles, (e.g. woven goods from
Bolivia and Guatemala) and donning
native costumes (e.g. mant6n de Manila
from Spain, ponchos and rebozos from
Mexico) stimulate the sense of touch.
Posters, videos, photos, postcards and
books awaken a sense of sight.
"The Sensual Approach to Presenting Culture..." will continue
in FLARR PAGE #18 with a
description of the "Macrologue"
and other important comments.
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The Journal of the Foreign Language
Association of the Red River
"The Sensual Approach to Presenting Culture: Using the Five
Senses to Gain Knowledge and
Understanding of the Products
and Perspectives of Culture, 11"

File under:
-Culture
-Teaching Culture
Using Senses
-Cultural Products in
the Classroom
-Macrologue
-Rassias Methods

dents identify the "relative" level by
actually describing the function of the
item and its relationship to the world.
Our item is a Spanish "duro" worth
five pesetas. The peseta is !he C1;1Ilency
Karin Hilstrom
of Spain. Finally, students identify the
Mary Thrond
"abstract" level by extrapolating a
Concordia College, Moorhead, MN
higher meaning from the o?ject. The
abstract inferences for our item could
Simply passing around culrange from .money being at the root _of
tural media · will not necesall evil to Fernando and Isabel funding
'
.
sarily create a meaningful
Christopher Columbus's explor~tion,
understanding of the relationto identifying the man on the com as
ship between products and
King Juan Carlos, the monarch of Spain
perspectives of a culture.
who helped restore democracy after
the Franco dictatorship.
Assessment of cultural understanding
Simply passing around cultural ~edia
can be done in myriad ways. Assignwill not necessarily create a meanmgful
ments include students writing reaction
understanding of the relationship bepapers to culture days, writing their
tween products and perspectives of a
culture. Of the various Rassias Method macrologues as individuals or i~
groups, answering_ culture_ questions on
techniques that lead to a deeper und~rexams, and incl udmg realia from culstanding of culture, the Macrologue 1s
tural experiences (e.g. recipes or .
especially effective for high novice to
menus), as well as videos and audio
intermediate levels. Students analyze
tapes in portfolios.
.
.
an item of cultural realia on three
By intentionally includmg culture m
levels. A Spanish coin will be the item
the curriculum, instruction and assessused for this example. First, the stument and by providing learning exdents identify the "concrete" level by
'
periences
that appeal to students ' senses,
describing the object in simple, physical
national content standards are met
terms: for instance, the item in quescreatively and student learning is sigtion is a small, round, flat silver object
nificantly enhanced.
with numbers, words, a picture of a
Rassias often cites Nikos Kazantzakis'
man and a coat of arms. Second, stuquote, "Look, listen, smell, taste, and

touch all things with all your heart."
Rassias adds, "Look, and really see;
listen, and hear; smell, and really
inhale; taste, and really savor; and
touch all things with all your heart so
that you, too, may be touched in return."

ACTFL. (1996). Standards for foreign
language and learning: Preparing for
the 21st century. Lawrence, KS: Allen
Press, Inc.
Brown, J.D. (1995). The elements of
language curriculum: A systematic
approach to program development.
Boston, MA: Heinle & Heinle.
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Cultural realia we have used to entice the senses include "mate" from
Argentina, fine perfumes from Spain, coffee from Colombia, maracas
from Mexico, and a brightly colored handpainted fan from Spain.
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FLARR PAGES #19
The J<?u~al of the Foreign Language
Assoc1atton of the Red River

"Developing Students' Understanding of Latin Grammar through
Sentence-Structure Analysis Sheets"
Daniel N. Erickson
University of North Dakota

Page#I9
File under:
Teaching Latin
Sentence-Structure
Analysis Sheets
Natural Latin reading order ·

students to process a Latin sentence
linearly. It follows the "typical" Latin
word order very commonly found in the
early readings of first-year texts: 1. the
subject and its modifiers, 2. the indirect
objectand its modifiers, 3. the direct
object and its modifiers, 4. the verb and
!ts modifiers. This particular version is
mtended to be used early on in Latin
study for use with declarative sentences
having only one transitive verb with an
expre~se~ subject, nouns modified only
by adJecttves, and no subordinate
clauses, ?r any of the more complex
grammatical concepts. It can be revised
easily on a computer to accomodate
~ther types of sentences, other grammatical structures, and variations in
"typical" Latin word order.

Latin teachers well know that students
are ~ften overw~e.lmed when they are
makmg the trans1t10n from English, a
wo~d-ord~r d~pendent language, to
Latt~, wh1~h ts not and thus is highly
fleXIble.. Sentence-Structure Analysis"
("SSA") is a technique of mine that has
been used successfully to help students
make the transition to Latin's word
?rder and develop an understanding of
its ~yn~.. Let us begin by considering a
baste pnnc1ple underlying SentenceStructure Analysis Sheets.
See an example of the
Most Latin teachers would agree that
''Sentence-Structure Analysis
Latin should be taught as a language.
Sheet" on the reverse side of
Nevertheless, teachers all too often inthis
page.
struct their students to first find the sub~ect, then _the verb, and finally the obIn summary, Latin is a language inJects. This technique treats a Latin
tended to be read linearly and not some
sentence as a puzzle that has to be
strange form of mathematics to be
solved, not as a language. However, as
deciphered. Sentence-Structure Analysis
Knudsvig and Ross note, the Romans
(SSA)
Sheets can assist students in <le~ead from left to right in a linear fashion,
vel ?P!ng an understanding both of
Just as we do; thus we should teach our
Latm s word-order patterns and its
students to read sentences in the same
syntax. Leaming to read Latin is
way, as intended (Knudsvig and Ross
challenging and rewarding; SSA is one
32).
he sample Sentence-Structure Analy- way to help make it easier and less
frustrating.
sis Sheet below is designed to prompt

!

,

.-.~

Sentence-Structure Analysis
Sentence: Cicero Pliniusque viris claris epistulas saepe scribebant.
I.

Preliminaries: Read the sentence above several times from left to right and
come to a basic understanding of it, but do not translate yet. In the questions
which follow, supply the information requested in the order in which it appears
in the Latin.

Il. The Subject and Its Modifiers - Nominative Case:
A State the complete subject, including any adjectives modifying it and any
conjunctions.*Answer: Cicero Pliniusque.
B. Indicate the part of speech of each word and, if appplicable, its gender and
number. Also indicate the word that each adjective modifies and the
words each conjunction joins.
*Answers: Cicero: noun; masc., sg.; Plinius: noun; masc.,sg.; :gue: conj.;
joins Cicero and Plinius.
Ill.The Indirect Object (Dative Case), the Direct Object (Accusative Case), and
Their Modifiers:
A. State the indirect and direct objects, including any adjectives modifying
them and any conjunctions. *Answer: viris claris epistulas.
B. Indicate the part of speech of each word and, if applicable, its gender,
number, and case. Also indicate the word that each adjective modifies and
the words that each conjunction joins.
*Answers: viris: noun; masc., pl., dat.; claris: adj.; masc., pl., dat. - modifies viris; epistulas: noun; fem., pl., acc.
IV. The Verb and Its Modifiers:
A Supply the verb and any adverbs modifying it.
*Answer: saepe scribebant.
B. Indicate the verb's tense, voice, mood, person, number and the reason
for the mood.
*Answer: imperf., act., indic., 3rd, pl.; statementoffact.
V. Translation:
A Read the whole sentence again from left to right and use the information
in Il. - IVk. above to confirm or revise your understanding ofit, as
necessary.
B. Write out a translation of the sentence in good English, remembering that
English declarative sentences typically follow this pattern: 1. subject,
2. verb, 3. objects (SVO).
*Answer: "Cicero and Pliny often wrote letters to famous men." (Other
answers acceptable.)
Work Cited: Knudsvig, Glenn M. and Deborah Pennell Ross. "The Linguistic Perspective."
Latin for the 21st Century: From Concept to Classroom. Ed. Richard A. La Aeur. Glenview, IL:
Scott Foresman-Addison Wesley, 1997. 25--35.
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FLARR PAGES #20
The Journal of the Foreign Language
Association of the Red River
"Spanish, Hispanics and the United
States: How Much Do You Really
Know?
Debra Maury
University of North Dakota
Here is a quiz on Hispanic culture
in the United States. Try it on your
students to pique their interest ?r u~e
it on speaking occasions. I devised 1t
out of about 10-12 different sources of
information, including TV broadcasts,
videos, web sites, and recent books.
There may be more than one correct answer
for each question (See answers on the back
of this R.ARR PAGE).
I. How many people in the United States
today used Spanish as their primary language?
C. 500,000
A. 5 million
B. 30 million
D. 1.25 million

2. Which of the following states' names
originated from the Spanish language?
A. Oklahoma
C. Nevada
B. Colorado
D. Florida
3. Which of the following celebrities are of
Hispanic ancestry?
.
A. Charlie Sheen
C. Demi Moore
B. Oscar de la Renta D. Leonardo
Di Caprio
4. Comprende means "I understand" in
Spanish.
B. False
A. True

When I originally composed a slightly
different version of the questions for a
presentation on _"Spanglis,?" _to a graduate
seminar in Enghsh called History of the
English Language in the United States," I
gave it as a quiz at the end of the lecture.
Of the approximately 12-15 gra_duate
students present not one got a smgle
question correct.. They are tough questions and are designed to show people
how much they vastly underestimate the
influence Spanish Hispanics in our country.
5. The buying power of Hispanics in the
United States has increased today to ...
A. Over $450 billion C. Nearly $500
million
B. About $25 million D. About 10
billion
6. You use the word gorda ("fat") to
describe a Hispanic woman and ...
A. if she is Mexican she might be
flattered.
B. if she is from Argentina she will be
very insulted.
C. no matter what country she is from,
she will hit you with her purse.
7. Which of the following are nativ~
American products available worldwide
today thanks to the Spanish conquistadors?
C. Potatoes
A. Tomatoes
B. Coffee
D. Chocolate

I

Continues on back ...

8. According to current projections, within
the next 50 years approximately what
percentage of the United States will be
Hispanic?
A. Nearly 50% C. Nearly 25%
B. Nearly 5% D. About 10%
9. By learning Spanish you an communicate in the world with ...
A. Another 2 million B. Another 10
people
million people
C. Another half a
D. Another 50
billion people
million people
10. Where do Hispanics rank in numbers
among minority groups in the USA?
A. They constitute the second largest
minority group.
B. They constitute the third largest
minority group
C. They constitute the largest minority
group.
11. Based on population, what is the largest
Mexican city outside of Mexico City?
A. Acapulco
C. Tijuana
B. Los Angeles
D. Guadalajara

13. The first capital city in the United
States was established by ...
A. the Spanish C. the French
B. the English
D. the Germans
14. Latinos in the United States have the
distinction of...
A. having more babies per year than
African Americans and EuropeanAmericans combined.
B. owning more restaurants than any
other single ethnic group.
C. being the most religious people in
the country.
D. having received the highest number of
honors for serving in the military.
15. Who arrived in the United States first?
A. The Spanish explorers and conquistadors
B. The pilgrims at Plymouth Rock

©Debra Maury, 2000
(Use in classes , but do
not publish elsewhere)

I 2. What was the most popular name for
baby boys in California in I 999?
A. Jose
C. Michael
B. Juan
D. Luis
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The Journal of the Foreign Language
Association of the Red River
"Retaining Teachers in Today's
Educational Climate," by Georgine Lutz, researched by Tim Lutz

The Problems. When 15% of

The most common problems
cited by teachers are listed in the

box below:
Complaints:

new teachers quit after one year and
-bureaucratic reel tape
50% quit after five years, it is clear
-unrealistic e:xpectations
why there is such a critical teacher
-lo\\ pa~
shortage in American schools. Why
-lacl, of administrathe
this high drop out or "bum out" rate?
support
Why are teachers experiencing anger,
-rewarding of' hard work
anxiety, restlessness, depression and
with cn·n more work
even nervous break breakdown?
-lack
of influence <>HT
Bum out usually occurs in stages
sd100I polir.,
that develop at least twice during the
-a lark or appreciation for
first five years, after two years and ·
thtir work
after five. The first attack occurs
-prol'l·ssional
disillusionbecause pre-teaching ideals fade
11w11t
quickly when the teacher is faced with
-imbalance between the
the realities of the everyday classdtma1uls and the rewards
room. Teachers do learn eventually
ol' t hejoh
how to cope, but they realize after the
-a Sl'll",l' of' colkgial
fifth year that coping is not the same
i..,olation
thing as teaching. When teachers
spend more and more time coping and
It is imperative that teachers and
less and less actually teaching, they
teachers
in training be offered the
begin to enjoy teaching less. This
support, the environment, and the
marks the onset of bum-out.
continuing education they need to
The need for more and
prevent the almost inevitable sympmore teachers to staff
toms of burnout. If this is not done,
U.S. schools is clashing
American schools will be hard
with and ever-increasing
pressed to find the per~onnel needed
teacher drop-out rate.
to ecucate their students.

For some years now, states have
begun to implement mentoring program for beginning teachers. At
the University of Texas, Austin a
study conducted by their Research and
Development Center for Teacher
Education, which is supported by the
National Institute of Education, identifies several needs of teacher inductees:
-help as developing as a competent
person
-mentor educators who are on site
and skilled as collegial supervisors
-time for the mentor and novice to
work together
-opportunities for new educators to
talk with one another in a setting
free of evaluation
-orientation to the school and the
community
-a realistic assignment regarding the
number of classes, types of classes,
and the number of extracurricular
activities
The levels of stress for a novice
teacher in a new and demanding professional setting is generally high and
few new teachers are truly prepared
for the first year on the job. Mentoring programs can help alleviate
this stress. When individuals are in
new roles with all the attendant
anxiety and dissonance, groups can
support in the following ways:
-make a difference in the life of
beginning teachers
-provide feedback and encouragement
-give mentors a sense of professional
reward
-allow adequate time for reflection

Veteran teachers need to be celebrated for the job that they do. They
need to know that their work has not
gone unnoticed. Again, the majority
of teachers feel that they experience
no sense of achievement, that there
is no sense of affiliation with colleagues or administrators, that that
have no sense of control over the
decisions and policies that affect them
and their sutdents.
The following steps are imperative:
-Teacher preparation courses must
educate student teachers about the
potential problems and issues faced by
novice teachers. Such education must
include an awareness of the need to
say "no" to administrators and to seek
out collegial and peer assistance early
on during the teaching career.
-Teachers must learn to help each
other by providing collegial support, peer mentoring programs, and
recognition for the successes of fellow
teachers.
-Teachers must strive to educate administrators regarding the need to
alleviate the workloads _educators are
currently maintaining. Furthermore,
the notion of rewarding excellent
work with more burdens must be
disavowed. Teachers bear some
responsibility in re-educating admini- .
strators regarding the amount of
work they are assigned.
-Local and state unions must strive to
educate the public about the value of
well-trained educational professionals.
Perhaps when a large enough percentage of the public sector realizes and appreciates the professionalism and efforts of teachers, rewards
such as higher pay and greater respect
will follow.
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"From Movies to Film: From
Entertaining to Learning," Sonja
Bertucci, Duke University

Even the most recently updated
books offer a static image of French
culture. Videos accompanying books
Today movies are a mass entertainseem fake and students are easily
bored. But against this frozen image
ment vehicle likely to be used as a
class entertainment one. How to use
of culture moves the authenticity of
movies so that the "didactical" nature a film. Regardless of verisimilitude,
films, artistic films, express social and
of the relationship between student
cultural values; they give access to
and teacher is not changed into a
"commercial" relationship, where the real life situations. As opposed to
student is the client and must be enter- decontextualized language, formal and
grammatically correct, a film conveys
tained, is a real question. To use
emotions that resonate with the stumovies in the classroom risks a kind
dents' cultural environment. Film
of pop-culture education, but not
to use them is to give up a potentially opens up a new world of ideas, a
world wherein the language starts
innovative method of teaching and
moving,
becomes alive and informal.
resort only to what can be gained
from words, books, and the like.
I am convinced that the use of visual
Film: ..\ Ill'\\ \\orld of ideas.
imagery can provide a wonderful tool
a \\ oriel \\ lwrin the lan°ua t•
for teachers. My love of film comes
"'tarts mo, ing. hel·omt·s alh e
from a passion for film as a form of
and informal.
art. During class I start talking about
French masterpieces and showing
sion of French culture. While film
some clips of "Babette's Feast," "The
attracts and seduces students through
400 Blows," "Children of Paradise,"
a genuine experience, it also provides
etc. Here is an opportunity to ina visual adventure, an opportunity to
crease students knowledge of movie
play with images which are different
directors and artistic trends. Here is
from images of mass-produced films.
an opportunity for students to see
Film study can be a rich component
French culture and to learn a new
of our students' intellectual developcinematic language.
ment. They can experience authentic
-~-culture, but also their thirst for culture and art can be enhanced. The
,\gain . . t a frozen imagt of
visual literacy of the students must
t· u It u n.· : t ht authentic it~ of
be increased and refined.
a film
I'",

0
I'",

With films, students face linguistic,
artistic, cultural and historical differences. They can perceive how culture evolves, how changes in society
are reflected in both the visual and
verbal languages. Students can also
understand how language shapes the
world in which it is used. A film
mirrors a picture of a mindset; an
overall system of thought evolving
in time. After watching a film,
students can look back at their own
culture and they can start to reflect
thoroughly on their own language,
on their beliefs, on themselves.
In French film there arc no
taboos. no hamu•d "orks. no
distortion of c<.·nsorship.

French film can be a liberating force
for teachers and students. In French
films there are taboos, no banned
words, no distortion of censorship.
The natural language can flow
without barriers. Ideas are expressed
without restraint. Vision can be
enlarged, more windows opened to
differences in the world. Film can
illustrate systems of thought, traditions and ideas, which removed from
the artistic frame, would be unteachable, inappropriate.
As a French speaker, I do remember
the first time I went to the movies in
the United States. I had waited for
two years because I was afraid of not
laughing at the right time. I was
afraid I would not understand the
actors and the language used. However, the actor's language was true
language, not words from books, but
dialogue spoken all around me. I
wish that I had been guided, that I had
had a mentor who had introduced me
to this sort of ear training.

I make the following suggestions:
1. Show a short clip every day of
the same movie. Comment on
the scenes by pointing out the
cultural elements, the sense of
humor. Teach the students cinematic language and teach them
how to react to the film in
French.
2. Use a background image for
students working in groups.
3. Ask students to choose an identity
for themselves among the film
directors and to write about it.
Ask for a project in this orientation, with images.
4. Play very creative commercials
directed by filmmakers.
5. Have students act out a scene in
a movie, imitating what they
have just seen.
"Art is the lie that tells the truth,"
Picasso once said. And Wim
Wenders: "Film is the art of seeing."
Both would agree with me that the
camera could help students see better,
and with French film ... in a French
way.
Modem society is highly visual.
Our eyes are threatened by so many
images that our sight has lost its
focus. With films, we can enlarge the
aperture of the mind while focusing
all the time, and we get an in depth
picture of the world.
\\'\V:

.. Film is th<.· art
of seeing."
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The Journal of the Foreign Language
Association of the Red River
"Nahuatl Contributions to English and Spanish, Part I," John
F. Schwaller, UMM
Nahuatl is the language of the
Aztecs, and other Central Mexican
peoples. At the time of the Spanish
conquest it was easily one of the most
widely spoken native languages of the
Americas, with a geographical extent
from what is now the northern
reaches of Mexico to the southern
border of Nicaragua. It continues to
be widely spoken in Mexico and ranks
as the most common native language
in that country, with approximately a
million speakers. It is part of a larger
language family called the UtoAztecan family that includes North
American Indian languages such as
Shoshone and Ute, spoken as far north
as Montana.
With the conquest of the Nahua by
the Spanish, the two languages began
to exchange words. James Lockhart
has admirably documented the addition of Spanish words into Nahuatl in
his impressive study Nahuas After
the Conquest. At the same time that
the Nahua added Spanish loan words
into their language, the Spanish began
to acquire Nahuatl words. Through
the Spanish, even English has come to
benefit from the addition of Nahuatl
words. When I teach Nahuatl, I
assure my students that they already

A Note on Pronunciation of Nahuatl
Since sixteenth-century Spanish friars first put
Nahuatl into Latin characters, the way we write
Nahuatl reflects sixteenth-century Spanish
phonetics. Consequently all of the vowels have
the same sound value as Spanish. There are two
vowel lengths in Nahuatl, which refer to the
length of time the vowel is voiced. The short
vowel is more common. The long vowel is
marked in modem orthography with the use of
the macron (1. The consonants are also pronounced as in Spanish, with the exception of
the -x- that has the sound value of -sh-. The
stress on Nahuatl words is always on the nextto-last syllable. In addition to the consonants
found in Spanish Nahuatl has three additional
ones. Fortunately of these three, English has
two: the -k- sound and the -w-. Writing these
sounds in Spanish forced the friars to use a
digraph (two letters to represent one sound).
The -k- sound was normally represented by -cwhen before -a- or -o-, but with -qu- when
before -e- or -i-. To represent the -w- the friars
used -hu-. When the -w- came at the end of a
word, or in syllable-final position without a
vowel in the next syllable, it was written -uh-.
The Nahua also used the combination of -k- and
-w-: -kw-. The final consonant, absent in both
Spanish and Nahuatl, is the glottal stop. The
friars were at a loss to understand the presence of
this consonant, much the less represent it using
Latin characters. Eventually a system arose
whereby it was represented using the -h-, since
the only noticeable feature of the consonant was
the release of air following it. Sources from the
sixteenth century are not regular in their use of
the -h- as the glottal stop, and only a few
sources from the seventeenth century do.
Modem scholars have adopted it, Jiowever.
Lastly, there are afew digraphs SU.f~ as -ch-,
-tz-, and -ti-. The ubiquitous -ti-, which I will
explain in a bit, is pronounced like the -ti- in
"Atlantic," not the -ti-, in "bottle." The double
-1- consists of iwo voiced -l's- not the -11- of
Spanish.

I
I

know at least five, and possibly six,
Nahuatl words. These are: avocado,
chili, chocolate (and cacao), coyote,
guacamole, and tomato. Some folks
who have taken biology courses and
had the opportunity to dissect a mudpuppy, know another Nahuatl word,
axolotl, a non-metamorphosed amphibian. Some folks who are interested
in ancient warfare will also know of
the native throwing stick or atlatl.
But these are rather rare individuals.

AYocado

Avocado came to
English from the
Mexican Spanish
version of "ahuacate." That is a
more or less accurate rendering of
the Nahuatl word
ahuacatl.

Avocado came to English from the Mexican Spanish
version of the word "ahuacate." That is a more or less
accurate rendering of the Nahuatl word ahuacatl. As
you have no doubt already noticed, several Nahuatl
words have the distinctive -ti- ending. This is what
linguists call the singular absolutive ending. When a
noun exists as an absulute tenn, not possessed nor
serving any specific function in a sentence, it appears
in the singular absolutive fonn. In Nahuatl the most
common ending is the -ti but there are also the -tli,
and the -Ii. The presence of each of these is dependent
upon a rule in Nahuatl. When the ending (-ti, -tli, -Ii)
is stripped off, what remains is the stem, which is the
most important particle in Nahuatl. Those stems
which end in a vowel, take the -ti ending; those which
end in a consonant, other than -1- take the -tli ending;
while those stems which end in -1- take the -Ii.
Consequently, the stem for ahuacatl is simply
ahuaca-, a stem ending in a vowel, thus taking the -ti
ending.

Guacamole
Another of the six common words is closely related
to avocado, namely guacamole. In English the two do
not seem to be closely related, but in Nahuatl the relationship is clear. Ahuacatl is clearly the main ingredient in ahuacamolli. Nahuatl is a poly-synthetic
language, in that it uses stems, with prefixes and suffixes to modify the meaning of the stem. In this case
we have a compound word made up of ahuacatl and
molli. Molli is also a noun, the singular absolutive
fonn of which is mol- [since it ends in the consonant
-I it takes the -Ii ending]. Molli is a wonderful example of the flexibility of Nahuatl. As a noun the stem
conveys the meaning of a sauce or a gravy. In fact
one of the most famous Mexican dishes of all is
"Mole poblano," a spicy chocolate sauce served over
turkey or chicken. But the stem mol- becomes the
transitive verb mola that means to grind up or to grind
something. This stem also appears in another famous
compound word in Mexico, namely "molcajete," a
mortar used for grinding spices. "Molcajete" comes
from the Nahuatl molcaxitl or grinding bowl, made up
of two stems: mol- that we have already seen, and
caxitl a cup or bowl.

Chili
The next of the common six is chili, a common
enough word in English. The Nahuatl word is nearly
the same, sporting a double -1-, chilli. As seen above,
the stem must be chil- taking the -Ii singular
absolutive. The stem chil- serves in many compounds
in Nahuatl to convey the meaning of red. For
example, the word that functions something like an
adjective in Nahuatl meaning red is chiltic. The
Nahuatl word for the bird we call cardinal is simply a
chiltototl, red bird. Not trying to get too far afield,
but some of the words fonned using tototl are both
highly descriptive and amusing. One of my favorites
is totoltetl, which literally means "bird stone," from
tototl and tetl the word for stone. Its real meaning,
however, is "egg."

Totoltetl means "bird
stone," from tototl and
tetl the word for stone.
Its real meaning, however, is "egg."
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"Nahuatl contributions to English and Spanish, Part II," John
F. Schwaller, UMM

The clear majority of Nahuatl borrow words in
English deal with foodstuffs. The unique outlier is
coyote, from the Nahuatl coyotl, which describes the
smaller loping canid so familiar to native peoples of
the Americas. The Nahuatl word could possibly be
related to the fact that coyotes dig holes for their
burrows. The most closely related words to coyotl are
the verb for making holes, coyoni, the word for holes,
coyoctli, and the verb to perforate something or make
holes in something, coyoniii.
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Chocolate

lnkrestingl)·. most of till'
;\ahuatl words adopkd
into English ha,·e to do
nith foods.
E,l'r~·onc ·s r~n·orik. of
course, is chocolate.

Interestingly, most of the Nahuatl words adopted into
English have to do with foods. Everyone's favorite,
of course, is chocolate. There has been an extensive
debate over the years as to the exact derivation of the
word. It comes directly from the Nahuatl chocolatl.
That word has been seen as a combination of another
famous Nahuatl word that entered into English.
cacahuaJI "cacao," and the Nahuatl word for "'water''
aJI. The real debate focuses on the obvious difference
between the stem cacauh- and its supposed combined
form chocolatl. The reason is not at all clear, with
some scholars thinking chocolate is related to the word
for bitter in Nahuatl, xococ. After many years, even
decades, of debate, recent scholarship has clearly
demonstrated that the word chocolate actually comes
from the sound made by the twirling stick employed
to make chocolate frothy [actually borrowed from
Maya], while cacao comes from the shape of the cacao
beans. The relationship of the word cacao, cacahuatl,
appears in other forms of interesL One of these is the
tlalcacahuatl or "ground or soil cacao." This word
was picked up by the Spanish, but shortened to
become simple "cacahuate" ("cacahuete" in Spain) for
the peanut.

Tomato
The last of the six common Nahuatl words in
English is the tomato. This, as with so many others,
entered English from Spanish. The original Nahuatl
word is tomatl. But the tomatl was the fruit that today
we call the "tomatillo," a smallish green fruit covered
with a paper husk. There is another fruit that was
called xitomatl and describes the large red fruit, today
called the "jitomate" in Mexico. Interestingly enough,
when it finally came into English the word that was
chosen was actually incorrect This switch undoubtedly occurred in Spain where the red fruit is also called
"tomate" and the green husked fruit is largely unknown. The Nahuatl word xitomatl is related to a verb
xitoma that means to scrape something or remove the
skin of something.

We have looked at several Nahuatl words
that entered English through Spanish, recognizing the importance of Nahuatl words in
Mexican Spanish especially. Most of these
words are fairly easy to pick out, since the
singular absolutive ending, -ti, of Nahuatl
normally became the ending -te in Spanish.
In Mexico these words are ubiquitous and
form the mainstay of any trip to the market,
"elote, camote, ejote, guajolote, mecate,
petate, etc." Though many of us quickly
recognize Nahuatl borrow words in Spanish,
there are a few which lurk generally unrecognized. My two favorites are "tocayo" and
"tiza."
As you probably know, the term used in
Spanish to designate two persons with the
same first name is "tocayo," sometimes translated as namesake. I had always assumed that
it was a purely Spanish word. Only as I
worked further in Nahuatl did I find out that
the term was actually borrowed from the
Nahua. The original Nahuatl word is
tocayoh. This word was originally glossed in
the sixteenth century as "his signature, his
name." It had the extended metaphorical
meaning of namesake. It is a form of the
noun tocaitl, which means name or reputation.
The other "hidden" Nahuatl word in Spanish
is "tiza." As most of you probably know, this
is the word for the chalk used for writing on
blackboards. In Spanish it is one of two
commonly used words, the other being "gis."
The word "gis" comes from Latin and is
based on the same root as the English word
"gypsum." ''Tiza" on the other hand is a good

Nahuatl word, deriving from two
stems. One is tetl, the word for rock
or stone (which we saw earlier in totoltetl);
the other is iztac, meaning something white.
These came together to form tizatl meaning
whitewash, white earth or chalk.
Interestingly enough the word for white,
iztac, is probably derived from the word for
salt, iztatl. This then brings me to one of my
favorite examples of creative linguistic redundancy. We are all familiar with the Rio Grand
River. Well between Nahuatl and Spanish
some creative redundancy also occurred.
There is a famous spa in Mexico, south of
Toluca and west of Cuemavaca, which is
called Iztapan de la Sal. Iztapan in Nahuatl
means "the place of the salt." So altogether
the place name is ''the place of the salt of the
salt."

Now that you have had this brief
introduction to Nahuatl borrow
words, I hope that you will take an
even greater interest in Nahuatl. I
encourage you to discover other features of Nahuatl and Nahua culture at
the Nahuatl web site:
http://www.nahuatl.org/
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"Rolf Hochhuth's Der Stellvertreter and the Culture of
Death," Edith Borchardt, UMM
In his convocation address to the
Freshman Year Seminar at UMM in
September 2001, Zev Kedem from
Israel (an Auschwitz survivor on
Schindler' s List) referred to the
holocaust during the time of
National Socialism as "the culture of
death."
As a child in Poland, he experienced Ghetto life
n the Jewish Quarter in Krakow and the suspenion of civil rights for the Jews. He spoke of the
eportations out of the Ghetto and resettlement in
ncentration camps, mass executions and the
ndustrialization of the killing process with
rolleys, gas chambers, and ovens for the purse of destroying the Jewish minority. The
azis had control over life and death of their
ictims, depersonalizing and dehumanizing them,
nd finally killing them, at first with bullets,
hen with carbon monoxide, and finally with
yklon B, the "Endlt>sung" or "final solution"
greed upon at the Wannesee Conference in 1942.
culture of death such as this, in Zev Kedem's
iew, operates by destroying freedom and life,
stablishing a totalitarian government and
ilencing the oppostion, imposing its own views
n minorities. He discussed the following
uestions: 1) How does one respond to such a
ulture of death? 2) What strategies are available?
) Have we come to terms with the culture of
eath or does it continue to grow (in KosovQ,
roatia, and with the recent attacks on the \forld
rade Center in New York and the Pentagon in
ashington? 4) Are we dehumanizing people in
ther parts of the world? 5) How does the
rocess of dehumanization work through
hnology and mega-corporations?

Pile Under
German Literature
Holocaust
Hochhuth
Der Stellvertreter

Hochhuth's play Der Siellvertreter (The Deputy) similarly raises
moral issues and questions, specifically about the responsibility of individuals as part of greater entities
(such as the medical profession, the
defense apparatus, and the Church).
It is a very dark and controversial
play from the 1960' s, dealing with
"the culture of death" by using representations of figures from the
holocaust of WWII in Europe and
Central Europe as characters, and it
has sparked a great deal of debate,
which continues to this day.
ee hutb confro t bjs audince through his interpretation
_f documentary evidence, re-uJting in much soul-searching
or those involved. His play
s led to an investigation by
h1:i Catholic Church about the
, eracUy of the accusations the
rmna articulates, specifically
,~e stance of Pope Pius XII and
be Nuncio for the Vatican,
rserugo, toward the Concordat
itb Hitler and the Church's
lleged silence in view of the
eporta.fions and mass annihilaions of Jews and Catholic
·ests who spoke out against
itler's atrocities.

•

The cast of characters includes
Adolf Eichmann, Professor August
Hirt, and Josef Mengele (though he
remains unnamed, simply called the
Doctor). Their outward appearance while they entertain themselves
bowling in the Jagerkeller in
Falkensee outside of Berlin is
deceptive.
ichmann. Adolf Eichmann, whom the stage intructions characterize as an "amiable bureaucrat, who
id his job with so little of the sinister glamor of a
rand Inquisitor that in 1945, no one even bothered to
earch for him" (29) is revealed by documentary evience "to be the most diJigent shipping agent who ever
abored in the employ of Death" (29). He liked to
tudy railroad schedules, most appropriate for the head
f the Department of Jewish Affairs in the Gestapo
rom 1941 to 1945 and chief of operations in the de-rtation of three million Jews to extermination
mps. In 1935, while working in the Jewish section
f the SD as a member of the SS, he was investigaing possible solutions to "the Jewish question" and
ven sent to Palestine to discuss with Arab leaders "the
iabiJity of large scale immigration to the Middle
t" (USHMM). In 1938, Eichmann set up the
ntralstelle jUr jUdische Auswanderung (Center for
ewish Emigration), which resulted in the establishent of similar offices in Prague and Berlin. It was
ichmann who organized the Wannsee Conference in
anuary 1942 in regard to the "final solution of the
ewish question" (USHMM). At the end of the war,
·chmann escaped from an American internment camp
d fled to Argentina, where he lived under an assumed
me until Israeli Mossad agents found him in 1960
d abducted him to Jerusalem to stand trial. He was
entenced to death and executed in 1962.

irt. Professor Hirt is the "life of the party" in the
nd scene of Act I. He is an "anatomist and
ollector of skulls at the University of Strasbourg"
30). According to Hochhuth, "the idiocy and cruelty
e pursued in the guise of science went beyond the
imits common to the practice of many SS doctors"
30). At the time the play was written, Hochhuth
lieved that Hirt was probably practicing medicine
nder an assumed name. Recent documentation about
S captain Dr. August Hirt indicates that he was
ptured in StrasboQTg by French
(cont)

troops and killed himself shortly after that. The fictional Hirt justifies his preoccupation with coJJecting
skulls for his anatomical research as necessary for
posterity: "in days to come, our grandchildren/ should
know why the final solution of the Jewish question was
absolutely necessary and in the nature of things/ from
the scientific point of view as weJJ as others" (53).

Mengele. Dr. Josef Mengele appears in the third
scene of the first act bearing the brains of Jewish twins
in formaldehyde instead of bringing flowers when visiting Gerstein, an SS officer and engineer responsible for
storing and delivering chemicals for the final solution.
In the preceding bowling scene, the Doctor is described
as "cool and cheery" (31), a dandy with a cane, which he
used to make his selections in Auschwitz when a train
or truck filled with people arrived, indicating whether
they must go to the right or to the left, to Jive or to die.
Hochhuth compares him to a puppet player puJJing
invisible strings. He is the embodiment of evil.
Outwardly, though, he is extremely charming, belying
his arrogance. It is a matter of record that he promised
children pudding or sweets in the most pleasant way
before sending them to the gas chambers. On the railroad platform, he solicitously asked new arrivals if they
felt ill, and when they admitted they did, touched by so
much "persuasive kindness" (32), they were the first to
be killed. Prisoners in Auschwitz called Mengele "a
devil who took pleasure in his work" (32). At th~ time
the play was written, Dr. Josef Mengele had not been
found. He fled Auschwitz on January 18, 1945, when
the Soviet Army arrived. In June of that year, he was
captured by the Americans but not identified as a war
criminal. He escaped and made his way to Argentina,
Jiving in hiding there, in Paraguay and in Brazil, until
January 24, 1979. He drowned while swimming in the
ocean in Bertioga, l3razil. Mengele is notorious for his
research on twins in Ausc,;hwitz: They escaped
immediate death but became the subject of horrendous
experiments which they often did not survive. He was
obsessed with the nature vs. nurture controversy and
wanted to demonstrate that heredity was more important
than environment. He is perhaps best known as the
"Angel of Death."

(fo be continued in FI.ARR PAGES,
#26)
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In The Deputy, his first play, published in
1963, Rolf Hochhuth accuses Pope Pius XII of
neglecting his duties as Christ's representative
on earth by remaining silent in spite of his
awareness of the atrocities committed in the
concentration camps and practicing Realpolitik,
like his Nuncio, Orsenigo, even when baptized
Jews were being arrested and deported in plain
view of the Vatican. The Catholic Church was
inextricably linked with the Gennan Reich
through the Concordat of 1933, which
legitimized Hitler in return for freedom of
worship for Catholics under National Socialism.

he at olic hurch was
·nextricably linked with the
erman Reich through the
oncordat of 1933, which
egitimized Hitler in return for
reedom of worship for
atholics under National
ocialism.
As the war progressed, the Pope could or would
not abrogate the Concordat, in spite of confinned
reports of mass killings in Poland, Holland,
France, Hungary, and the Ukraine. Not only
Jews were victimized, but also priests and
political opponents. By 1942, monasteries and
convents no longer were able to provide
sanctuary, as in the case of Edith Stein, who was
a convert to Catholicism and a nun, captured by
the Gestapo and killed in Auschwitz. Count
Fontana, the Pope's legal and financial
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councillor, suggests in the second act that Hitler
is fighting the battle against Stalin and
Bolshevism, and the Cardinal (his scarlet robes
symbolic of bloodshed in defense of the Christian
faith) supports that idea, remarking that perhaps
God is using Hitler as an instrument to humble
the nations of Europe, so that they may never
again redraw their borders as they once were. In
his view, a victory by Stalin would perpetuate
totalitarianism in Europe. For this reason, Hitler
had to defeat Stalin and, in turn, be defeated by
Britain and the USA, thus saving the Christian
Occident from the Red Army and preparing the
way for a United Europe as successor to the Holy
Roman Empire. The Pope himself considers the
German occupation of Rome in 1943 protection
against anarchy. He is concerned about the
bombing of Italian factories and consequent
unemployment, which would incite workers to
riot and perhaps motivate them to embrace
communism. Among his main preoccupations,
however, are the financial vicissitudes of the
Vatican and the profit of its stocks in the sale of
shares in the Hungarian Railroad if the Russians
occupied Hungary (214). Unlike the Cardinal,
the Pope in Hochhuth's play opposes the idea of
a United Europe. He wants to mediate a peace
which would establish Gennany as a buffer zone
between East and West, a country which would
hold the balance of power in Europe: ''The
balance of the Continent is more important/than
its unity which hardly corresponds/ to Europe's
ancient national traditions" (210). At the end of
Act IV, he dictates to his scribe a document
expressing sympathy with the victims of the war
without expressly mentioning the atrocities
committed against the Jews, in order to maintain
the spirit of neutrality promised by the
Concordat, yet claiming: "No one shall say/ We
sacrificed the law of Christian love/to political
calculations - no! Today,/as always, Our spirit
dwells upon the unfortunates" (212).

•-

When Hochhuth's play was first
produced in West Berlin in 1963 by Erwin
Piscator, Cardinal Montini (that same year to
become Pope Paul VI as successor to Pope John
Paul XXIll) responded for the Vatican in an open
letter, and subsequent performances in Basel and
New York were given with police protection to
guard against riots in the streets (Demetz). By
dramatizing a taboo subject - the l!ierarchy of
guilt from the upper echelons down to the
majority of Germans who brought Hitler to
power legally and supported him actively or
passively - Hochhuth irritated healing wounds.
But his dictum was: "Authors must articulate the
bad conscience of their nation because the
politicians have such a good one" (Mandel). He
implicated the whole civilized world by
association, especially England and America, for
not stopping the exterminations, equating
inaction with complicity.
The international uproar in connection
with various productions of Hochhuth's The
Deputy gave renewed impetus to the
documentary theater of the sixties. Erwin
Piscator, who directed the premi~re of the play,
came from the tradition of political theater,
which was didactic like the Jesuit theater of the
17th century and aimed at changing the attitudes
of audiences. During the 19th century in
Germany, the theater became a place of political
education rather than entertainment or
amusemenL The slogan for political theater was
"knowledge, perception, commitment" (Mandel):
Kenntnis, Erkenntnis, Bekenntnis. This applies
to Hochhuth's theater as well: it probes moral
issues and crises of conscience. The 1998
German edition of Der Stellvertreter isdedicated
to Pater Maximilian Kolbe, Prisoner Nr. 16670
in Auschwitz and the Prelate Bernhard
Lichtenberg, Provost (Dompropst) of St.
Hedwig's Cathedral in Berlin, both martyrs for
their cause in opposition to the established
Church. The subtitle of the play is "A Christian
Tragedy." The 1964 translation (with a foreword
by Dr. Albert Schweitzer) contains a quote from
Albert Camus: "Who are we, anyway, that we
dare criticize the highest spiritual authority of the
century? Nothing, in fact, but the simple
defenders of the spirit, who yet have a right to
expect the most from those whose mission it is
to represent the spirit." The representatives of
the Vatican in the play (the Pope fiS the spiritual
deputy, the Cardinal as his political advisor, and

Count Fontana as legal and financial Counsel)
are opposed by Riccardo Fontana, the Jesuit
priest, who implores the Pope to break the
Concordat with Hitler and to speak out publicly
·against the murders of Jews and priests in
concentration camps all over Europe. When the
Pope refuses to act by addressing Hitler directly,
Riccardo pins the Jewish star on his cassock and
goes to his death by joining a Jewish transport to
Auschwitz. While Riccardo opposed the
Establishment in the Vatican, Kurt Gerstein
infiltrates the German military apparatus as SS
Obersturmfilhrer and engineer in charge of storing
and delivering chemicals for the "final solution,"
subverting as much as his position permits the
actual use of the deadly materials. He also hides
a Jew, Jacobson, in his apartment in Berlin and
helps him to escape to England disguised as a
priest in Riccardo's habit, carrying Riccardo
Fontana's diplomatic passport. As Siegfried
Mandel points out in The Reflected Intellect,
"Oppositional attitudes receive a considered
hearing in the play through the confrontations
which help to create dramatic tensions and give
documentary evidence a tangible shape."

The Deputy has jeopardized the
beatification process of Pope
Pius XII. The canonization
proceedings are presently stalled
while a commission investigates
the charges leveled against his
conduct during World War II.
Hochhuth has never shied away from
controversial topics, and his documentary theater
often has a final act in real life. The Deputy has
jeopardized the beatification process of Pope Pius
XII. The canonit.ation proceedings are presently
stalled while a commission investigates the
charges leveled against his conduct during World
War II. The International Catholic-Jewish
Historical Commission (ICJHC) was appointed
in 1999, following the publication of John
Comwell's controversial bestseller, Hitler's
Pope. This commission of historical scholars
finished its review of the Vatican archives in
October of 2000 and submitted a preliminary
report but was refused access to non-published
documents beyond 1923. The Commission.b.~d
to suspend its study in July of 2001 without
issuing a final report. (Cont. in Part III)
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Teaching Hochhuth's Der Stellvertreter has
not been without challenges. The material is
difficult for American students to understand on
many levels: the play is rather abstract, dealing
with ideas, history, and geography foreign to
students of college age. The dramatic form
requires a great deal of focus and concentration in
reading. The complexity of the language was
compounded at times by dialectal speech of the
characters, particularly in the second scene of Act
I, where Hochhuth also employs irony and
cynicism in the portrayal of his characters. This
necessitated additional readings to establish the
historical and biographical context for the
fictional representations when the play was
already daunting by its sheer volume (roughly
400 pages). Aside from having students write
scene summaries to engage them in class
discussion, I led them through great portions of
the text and asked them to concentrate on Acts II
:md I~, whi~h were shorter. In pairs of two, they
identified with a pair of antagonists in the drama:
for example, Fontana Sr. and Riccardo, his son
(the Jesuit priest), or the Cardinal and Riccardo.
They then rewrote their lines from the play in
simpler German and presented those scenes to the
other class participants. I had the students write
journal entries interpreting the headings for
various acts and scenes, making them aware of
important themes as well as tone and mood.
To illustrate Hochhuth' s view of the
interchangeability of characters indicated bel~w
the listing of personae in the play, I showed
to 15 minutes of a video about Pater Maxinµliati

1q
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Kolbe, who voluntarily died in Auschwitz for
another prisoner. In this video, one and the same
actor plays the narrator, the priest, the arresting
Gestapo officer, the Devil and the Nazi officer in
Auschwitz who tortures and kills the priest
Then I asked the students to discuss Hochhuth's
text: "The characters grouped... by twos, threes
or fours should be played by the same actor - for
recerit history has taught us that in the age of
universal military conscription, it is not
necessarily to anyone's credit or blame, or even a
question of character, which uniform one wears
or whether one stands on the side of the victims
or the executioners." We talked about duty,
accident of birth, and questions of morality and
moral action, regular and secular laws, questions
of conscience and humanity.
For their midterm, I had the students watch the
film ''The Scarlet and the Black," which was in
itself a lesson in history. I explained the
background for the film and asked them to write a
coherent essay connecting to their conscious
viewing experience what they had learned from
their reading of Hochhuth's play. The essays I
received were interesting and original with
students taking a definite stance toward the
material and writing from their own perspective.
I was able to determine what they had known
about the holocaust before their reading of
Hochhuth, what they had learned from the play,
how much their own experience had contributed
to an understanding of the text, and what their
moral choices (theoretically) would be.
Testing the Unit on Hochhuth:
Like many of Hochhuth's characters in
Der Stellvertreter (The Deputy) , the two
antagonists in the film ''The Scarlet and the
Black" are historical figures. l{_~rbert Kappler
(1907-1978) was head of the Gestapo in Rome
from 1944. Starting in 1943, he was responsible

41

for the deportation of about ten thousand Jews to
concentration camps. Monsignor O'F1aherty
(1898-1963) was ordained in Rome in 1925 and
held doctorates in divinity, canon law, and
philosophy. He served the Vatican as a diplomat
in Egypt, Haiti, San Domingo, and
Czechoslovakia. Back in Rome, he started
hiding and smuggling refugees in the fall of
1942, when the safety of prominent Jews and
aristocratic anti-Fascists was endangered. He hid
them in monasteries and convents, and in his
own residence - the German College. In the
spring of 1943, British Prisoners of War were
included in his operation, supported by Sir
Francis D'Arcy Godolphin Osborne, British
Minister to the Vatican. With his help, he saved
an estimated 4,000 Allied Prisoners of War and
Jews from the Germans in Rome during 19431944 (Michael O'Regan, The Irish Times:
August 1, 2000).
On September 10, 1943, the Germans
began to occupy Rome. On September 26,
Kappler s ~ to extract gold from Rome's
Jewish community. On October 6, Kappler
received an order to seize 8,000 Jews in Rome for
the purpose of liquidating them. A German
diplomat suggested using these Jews to work on
Italian fortifications instead (Breitman and
· Naftali, Records of the Office Of Strategic
Services [Record Groyp 226]). On October 18,
1,007 Jews were sent to Auschwitz; only 10
returned alive (fhe Simon Wiesenthal Center,

19'Y'7).
Such is the historical background for the
film, "The Scarlet and the Black," which is based
on a novel by J.P. Gallagher, The Scarlet
Pimpernel. Answer the following questions in
all parts in a well organized, coherent essay in
German or English, according to your preference.
Support your ideas with examples from the film
and text Give page numbers only (xx) for
reference to Der Stellvertreter.
1. How is the film "The Scarlet and the
Black" relevant to the drama by Hochhuth? What
episodes or ideas connect the two?
2. How do both the film and the play
represent Pope Pius XII?
3. In what ways did your reading of the
play and the historical matt;rials contribute to
your understanding of the film?
4. How much did you know about the
holocaust in Italy and other European countries
previous to reading Hochhuth?

5. Drama deals with conflict. How are
the tensions in the play achieved? In the film?
6. Are you an idealist or a realist,
according to the Cardinal's definition in the play?
Whose ideas and goals would you support in the
play? In the film? Why? How would you have
put those ideas into practice had you lived during
this period in history?
7. Did you like the film? Why or why
not? Elaborate!
In answering question 4, one student
wrote about her personal experience visiting
Auschwitz: "In some of the old barracks, there
are windows full of hair and personal belongings,
such as glasses and suitcases which had been
collected from deportees.. .It opened my eyes as to
what really went on during the holocaust."
While students had learned about National
Socialism in Germany, they knew little about
the German occupation of Italy and the
deportation of Italian Jews. One student
concluded that after reading Hochhuth 'splay and
seeing the film, she realized that the holocaust
was bigger than Germany, that there were more
countries involved in the deportations and
liquidations, and that not only Jews were
discriminated against, but many other people and
cultures, as well. For another student,
knowledge about the Concordat was central to an
understanding of both the play and the film. She
had attended a Catholic high school, but did not
learn about WWII in Italy, or about the Vatican,
"let alone what went on inside the Vatican's
walls during the Holocaust." She concluded that
after studying the historical background for the
play and film, she had gained new perspectives
on WWII: "The materials covered allowed me to
think more critically about what happened during
the Holocaust and I began to see the differenct
perspectives many people hold. Some, like
Hochhuth, believe the Pope is as guilty as Hitler
himself, while others feel that he did what he
could, and there wasn't more he could have done.
Because of the information these works have
brought to light, many people, including myself,
are beginning to understand the Vatican's role in
the Holocaust and will continue to question what
really happened during the Second World War."
(Cont. in Part IV)
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Relevant Web Sites
Fr. Charles Connor. "Edith Stein. Teresa
Benedicta of the Cross." Edith Stein: A
Historical Perspective with Host Fr.
Cha.rles Connor. 6 Oct. 2001.
<http://www.ewtn.com/faith/edith__stein.htm>

"Dokumentarisches Theater."
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"Mengele." 22 Oct. 2001
<http://www.candles-museum.com/mengele.htm>

Millier, Jana. Die Slowakei unter Tiso. Ein
"Musterstaat" Hitlers. 23 Oct. 2001. Die
Zeitschrift des Vereins WiderstandsMuseum Ebensee 46 November 1999.
<http://www.swe.unilinz.ac.at/staff/bobNWM/betrifft/46/tiso.htm>

·Noble, Arthur. "Hitler's Pope: Vicar of
Christ or Instrument of the Devil?" Review of
John Cornwell: Hitler's Pope, The Secret
History of Pope Pius XII, Viking, 1999.
European Institute of Protestant Studies.

<http://www.dhm.de/lemo/html/DasGeteilteDeutschla
nd/K.ontinuitaetUndWandeVUnruhigeJahre/dokumentari
schesTheaterBody.htm1>

<http://www.ianpaisley.org/article.asp?hitler_4>

Lynott, Douglas. "Josef Mengele: The Angel
of Death." 22 Oct 2001. The Crime Library.

<http://www.ireland.com/newspaper/opinion/2000/08
01/opt4.htm>

<http://www.crimelibrary.com/mengele/main.htm>

"Adolf Eichmann." The Nizkor Project. 22
Oct. 2001. Photos by courtesy of the United
States Holocaust Memorial Museum.
<httpl/www .nizkor.org/hweb/people/e/eichmannadolfl>
·

Graham, Robert, S.J. "What Pius XII Did or
Did Not Do." 22 Oct. 2001.
<http://www. petersnetnet/research/retrieve.cfm ?RecN
um=1436>

"Medical Experimentation." The Methods of
Extermination: Dr. Josef Mengele, SS
Captain Dr. August Hirt, 22 Oct 2001.
<http://geocities.com/onemansmind/hr/methods/Med.h
tml>

O'Regan, Michael. "An Irishman's Diary."
The Irish Times. 3 Nov. 2001.
.

"Report to the IWG on Previously Classified
OSS Records." 3 Nov. 2001. Records of the
Office of Strategic Services (Record Group
226)
<http://www.nara.gov/iw g/report/ossrecs.html>

"Rolf Hochhuth. Schriftsteller." 11 Nov
2001.
<http://www.dhm.de/lemo/html/biografien/Hochhuth
Rolf>

Rome - "Open City." 3 Nov. 2001
<http://www.catholicleague.org/piusxii_and_the_holo
caust/rome.htm>

Schoenberg, Shira. "Pope Pius XII and the
Holocaust.'' Jewish Virtual Library. 12
Nov. 2001. ·
<http://www.us-israel.org/jsource/antisemitism/pius. html>

Stein, S. D. John Cornwell. Hitler's Pope:
The Secret History of Pius XII. 4 Oct.
2001. Reviewed for H-Holocaust by Kevin
Madigan.
<http://www.ess.uwe.ac.uk/genocide/reviewstr34.htm

>

The Simon Wiesenthal Center. "Herbert
Kappler." 3 Nov. 2001.
<http://motlc.wiesenthal.com/pages/t037/t03738
.html>

Whitlock, Greg. "What is Ciera-Fascism?"
22 Oct. 2001.
<http://home.earthlink.net/-velid/cf/wict'2.html>

Relevant Films
Au Revoir Mes En/ants (France 1987)
Edith Stein (Germany, Catholic Videos
USA, 1996)
Europa Europa (Germany 1991)
Jakob der Lllgner (German Democratic
Republic 1974)
Jacob the Liar (USA 1997)
Life is Beautiful (Italy 1997)
Maximilian Kolbe, Saint of Auschwitz
(Catholic Videos USA, 1995)
Schindler's List (USA 1993, 1997)
The Garden of the Finzi-Continis (Italy
1971, newly restored version 1997)
The Scarlet and the Black (USA, 1983,
1998)
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"Writing at the Intermediate and advanced levels, carefully selected
Advanced Levels," Andre Lebugle, sentences to be translated in the target
language are more beneficial and also
University of North Dakota
constitute an effective way to monitor
the learners' progress. However,
Writing in a foreign language is a
there is one problem: many books do
demanding task, and students should
not provide such exercises, and
therefore be thoroughly prepared for
teachers may have to create their own
it. They may be given vocabulary
and expressions to study in advance, . or borrow them from a manual
printed before 1960.
but this is of limited usefulness.
Reading a story on which their narrations will focus will reap more benefits. Since language learning is based
on imitation, reading is a prerequisite
to writing.

. Reading a story on which
their narrations will focus
will reap more benefits.
Since language learning is
based on imitation, reading is a prerequisite to
writing.

However, a sound reading
manual is not enough to
produce competent writers. One also needs to
work actively on grammar exercises.

When they are trying to express in
French, "I walk to the supermarket,"
or "We drove to Paris," students
commonly use, Je marche au supermarche and Ja vais au supermarche a
Among other things, it allows students pied, and Nous sommes alles a Paris
en voiture. In the students' versions
to imitate constructions and acquire
au actually means "at," and a"in."
new vocabulary. However, a sound
Another mistake, also related to the
reading manual is not enough to protranslation of "to," regularly surfaces
duce competent writers. One also
with "to take something/someone to."
needs to work actively on grammar
Most students use prendre ... a..., which
exercises. I know that such an
does not work. "Take this book to
activity does not create miracles and
her" should be, Apportez-lui ce livre,
that students quickly forget the rules
they applied perfectly the day before. and "He took me to the movies" is,
ll m'a emmene(e) au cinema.
This is why, at the intermediate and

The translation of "to make" is different depending on whether the verb
is followed by an adjective or by a
verb. With an adjective, rendre is
used, while faire precedes an infinitive. Example: ll les rend heureux,
mais il les fait travailler toute la
journee.
The list includes a summary of translating "what." It also emphasizes the
three ways to place peut-etre in a
sentence, all of them commonly
ignored by students. It reviews the
translation of "since" and "for'' constructed with expressions of time.
There are also a few lines about the
differences between the imparfait and
the passe compose, another source of
countless avoidable mistakes.
Prochain and suivant are often misused. The former is associated with a
verb in the present or future, while
the latter is generally used in.the past.
Examples: ll arrivera la semaine
prochaine; and Ma cousine est venue
le mois suivant.
Of course, the list reviews "to miss,"
a difficult word to translate, and it
focuses on another favorite mistake
occasioned by the use of penser. This
verb is almost always followed by a
form of a. When used with de, it
means to "have an opinion" and is
usually part of a question. Example:
Que pensez-vous demon livre?
After the students have written their
compositions, there are two more
steps that take place. The first one,
which has put many a teacher to
sleep, is the correction. Above the
elementary classes, I mainly underline
mistakes and only rewrite the passages

which the students would not be
capable of phrasing correctly. I use
a yellow marker to point out unacceptable mistakes, such as lack of
agreement of an adjective, avoir
employed instead of etre, wrong verb
endings, etc. I also write a few codes
in the margin which refer to specific
types of mistakes. Example: "T" for
wrong tense.
The last step is very important and
mandatory, and I give out points for a
job well done. It requires the students
to rewrite their compositions and
hand them back, stapled to their original versions. Those who have received an "A" do not have to redo the
whole narration, only each sentence
that contains an error, even a minor
one.
1

Commonly misused:
au, prendre... a... , apporter,
emmener, rendre, faire,
peut-etre, imparfait I
passe compose, prochain,
suivant, penser a, penser de

The last step is very important and mandatory,
and I give out points for a
job well done. It requires
the students to rewrite
their compositions and
hand them back, stapled to
their original versions.
Those who have received
an "A" do not have to redo
the whole narration, only
each sentence that contains
an error, even a minor
one.
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"Writing the Novel, An Interview with Vicente Cabrera"
Thomas C. Turner
University of Minnesota, Morris
Professor Vicente Cabrera, who
now teaches at the University of
Minnesota, Morris has just published
a new riovel, La sombra del esp(a,
which has received wide acclaim in
Ecuador. This work is a crosscultural tale of spies, drug-traffickers
and typewriters. Two other novels,
published previously are: La Noche
del Te, which has mental illness as its
theme, and El Gaban, which describes
a student and a serious political uprising. A fourth novel is in the works:
El Hortelano de Ulba, which treats
a mixed-race Hispano and American
theme.
Following is an interview that Prof.
Cabrera created to demonstrate the
magical process of writing:
Journalist: Sir. You have often said that your
novels don't result from inspiration, that everything comes from
your writing.
Writer:
Yes, that is right. Writing is the
force that leads the direction of the
story. Writing is the steering
wheel and motor of the story.
Writing develops its own path.
Journalist: What do you mean by direction?

File Under:
-The Process of
Writing Literature
-Ecuadorian Novel
-Stream of
Consciousness
-Drug Traffic, Spying

The Plot of La Sombra del Esp(a
In La Sombra del Esp(a,
Mauricio de la Renta, an Ecuadorian journalist, goes to Mexico
to spy on the wife of his friend
Chapelli, a successful psychiatrist of Quito, and on Pilar Mercedes, Mauricio's ill sister. Chapelli is desperate to find out why
his wife is leaving him to be again
in Mexico City, this time with her
Colombian friend, Diana.
In Mexico, Mauricio spies on
them and falls in love with Diana,
who after a few encounters abandons him and does not want to
know any more about him.
Mauricio, alone and still spying,
becomes a friend of two Americans
from Hinsdale, Illinois. With their
connections in the American embassy, he manages to get a tourist
visa. But to get that visa to Paradise, the Consul wants him to spy
on drug dealers in Mexico and
Ecuador. They believe that as a
journalist he must have access to
precious sources.
For his job the embassy also
offers to bring his sister to the
USA to be treated in the best mental hospital in the land.
The story follows more sinuous
and dangerous paths in the U.S.,
later in Puerto Rico, Mexico,
Ecuador, and back again in the
United States where Mauricio will
find his reward or punishment.

I
I

Writer:

The direction is the step that the
character takes to follow a particuar path; often the character does
not know what path or road
he or she is going to follow. The
path is given to the character by
the flow of the sentence, or the
phrase, or by the impetus of the
word, of the specific word at the
instant of writing.
Journalist: Interesting. I have heard in your
presentations that the characters
come out of the writing and not
from reality.
Writer:
Yes, reality only exists because
writing makes it exist. Reality
does not exist outside of writing.
Journalist: Do you as a writer exist because
of your writing?
Writer:
Just like you as an interviewer
exist because of the interview
which you are going to transcribe
and arrange in "interview text" for
reader to read. You will exist in
the reading of the interview.
Journalist: So, the character doesn't know
the road he or she will be following?
Writer:
No. He or she doesn't know what
path to follow. It will come by
surprise or by chance. Often his
or her plan does comply with what
will actually happen.
Journalist: Again, sir. How do you start a
novel?
The thread of the story comes to
Writer:
me by the sound of a word, from
the sound of a sentence or a phrase
that I found or heard in the street,
that I heard from my cousin, or
aunt, or from a colleague. The
"instant" of that word gave me the
story. Not even an event that one
thinks is good for a novel is going
to be an actual candidate for fiction. The more one tries to novelize it, the more elusive it becomes.
Journalist: And the names of the characters?
How do they come to you?
The word, the rhythm or natural
Writer:
flow of the phrase is going to
lead me to the name of a character.
I don't invent them; they invent
themselves.

Journalist: Interesting.
Writer:
Yes. The name had its own story
to unfold.
Journalist: Could you tell us what your next
project is going to be? Or what
you have this moment in your
typewriter or in your keyboard?
Because you have mentioned "keyboards" in your fiction.
Writer:
Yes, the keyboard gives the rhythm to my writing. Something
that is still in the loom and that
is not completed yet, one should
not talk about. I am superstitious.
Journalist: When do you know a work is
finished?
Writer:
When the story tells me that it is
done, then it is finished.
Journalist: Listen, you are a bit vague.
Writer:
Yes, and you are a bit unwilling
to understand.
From Varios 8A (March 8, 2002)
"Con un estilo fluido y composici6n
novelfstica compacta y de intriga interconectada, Vicente Cabrera permite que los
personajes tomen su iniciativa y su vida en
sus propias manos. Lo que les permite
enredarse en sus vericuetos de esperanza,
logro, y desilusi6n. Resultados que
quedan a la lectura y modo de percibir del
lector. Una gran novela. Un gran evento
la obra y su aparici6n."

Autobiographical Note:
Vicente Cabrera was born in Guano,
Ecuador, the son of the owner of a shoe
factory. He gained his Doctorate at the
University of Massachussetts and has
published widely as a journalist and as
a professor of Spanish. Dr. Cabrera is
the author of numerous critical books
about literature on both sides of the
Atlantic, and he has recently won the
prestigious "distinguished research"
award at the University of Minnesota,
Morris. He has given numerous
readings of his new novel, both in
Ecuador and in the United States.
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"Review Time," Andre Lebugle
'
University of North Dakota.

sentences in the foreign language may
be
read by the teacher.
In my first-year French classes, on
There is a particular exercise I have
the day before a test, I usually spend
found very useful for reviewing. It
forty to fifty minutes reviewing.
has the advantage of involving all the
Since the students have learned a lot
s_tudents orally without the participaof new material over a period of
tion of the teacher, who is free to
perhaps two weeks, their knowledge
observe the performance of the class.
may need refreshing. There are a
I! is very simple: The teacher types a
number of exercises one can do and
hst of perhaps twenty questions on the
it is advisable to review as much as
left side of a page and writes the anspossible and resort some of the time
wers on the right side. The two sento questions similar to those in the
tences should be placed sufficiently
u~oming tes!s. The quickest way to
far apart so that one can fold the
r~VIew effectively is through very
paper in the middle.and see only one
simple translation into the target
column. When the students have the
langua~e. Here, we are speaking of
list, they are divided in pairs. They
translatmg a noun with its article an
fold the page lengthwise or hide the
adjective, a verb conjugated at a ~horight side where the answers are.
sen person and tense, or a short senThen, they read the questions and
tence. This activity requires knowing
provide the answers to one another
rathe_r than g~essing. Translating into
al tematel y. After each exchange,
Enghsh at this level is not very benethey may check if their answers are
ficial, except if comprehension is
correct. This exercise may look like
being tested, and in this case
this:
'
Type A:

Space or
Vertical Fold

Veux-tu des fruits? (Non) ,
Regardent-ils la ~levision (Oui)

Non, je n'en veux pas.
Oui, ils la regardent.

Type B:
Est-ce que vous sortez demain? (samedi dernier)
Vont-ils au supermarche? (demain)

Non, nous sommes sorti (-e-s) samedi demier.
Non, ils iront au supermarche demain.

Type A examples require the students to use pronouns, which are not
easy to handle in French and many
other languages. In type B the students answer the questions with a
different tense, as indicated by the
words in italics.
It is sometimes possible and more
beneficial to have students also find

the questions. For example, if the
questions are of the type, A qui est... ?
or A qui sont... ?, the answers may
require the use of articles. The
teacher will therefore type two nouns
on the left side of the page and provide the complete questions and the
answers on the right.
Examples:

Space or
Vertical Fold
chemise/ Jacques

A qui est la chemise?
C'est la chemise de Jacques.

livres / etudiantes

A qui sont les livres?
Ce sont les Jivres des etudiantes.

41
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This simple exercise allows the students to review and test themselves
orally as well as in writing. They can
work with someone else or alone.

•
The members of my classes tell me
that they find it very useful, and I can
see that they also enjoy it, perhaps
because it is somewhat like a game.

.
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Translating Goethe: Der Gott und die
Bajadere and Schubert's Musical
Rendition, Edith Borchardt, UMM
I have titled my translation of Goethe's
poem "The God and the Bailadeira," since
"die Bajadere" is derived from the
Portuguese "bailadeira," which means
"dancer" and refers to an Indian temple
dancer, a "Devadasi". The last three lines of
the ballad contain Goethe's moralizing
about sinners, but the notion of sin and guilt
is a Christian one, not in keeping with
Indian temple practices and the traditions of
the "bailadeira." There continue to be
"bailadeiras" in a cult in Southern India,
their faces painted a ceremonial white, on
their forehead red and yellow stripes from
turmeric (Haldi) and vermilion (Kum-Kum):
http://www.kamat.com/kalranga/people/yell
amma/yellamma.htm.
Goethe's "Der Gott und die Bajadere"
belongs to the genre of the Kunstballade
(Braak 96), which incorporates a number of
stylistic aspects from the olderVolksballade,
a form used hundreds of years earlier. Like
the Volksballade, the Kunstballade
integrates epic, dramatic, and lyrical
elements. Among the Kunstballaden, a
tradition which began with Burger's Lenore
in 1773, Goethe's ballad is considered an
Ideenballade, in which the theme of ethical
human action is central [in denen "der aktiv
handelnde Mensch im Bereich ethischdiesseitiger Menschlichkeit ... Mittelpunkt
des Geschehens" ist] (98). Goethe himself
writes about the ballad as a mixture of epic,
lyric, and dramatic expression, which
enables the poet to stimulate the imagination
of the reader or audience in conveying the
mystery of the ballad. The mystical aspect is
conveyed in the content of the ballad, the
mystery through the treatment of the
material: the way it is presented. The
repeated refrain adds lyricism (94). The
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narrator is a singer, originally perhaps
accompanied by a lyre (from which the term
"lyrical" is derived). The term "ballad"
comes from the Italian ballata or the
Proven~al ballada, meaning "Tanzlied" or
dancing song (Wilpert 50): a short, strophic
composition, which was later artfully
developed by the troubadours (51). Webster
( 1988) traces the ballad back to ME balade:
ballade or song from the MF and OProv
balada, from balar:to dance, in Late Latin
ballare (126).
Usually, the ballad consisted of three
stanzas with recurrent rhymes, an envoi
(Geleit in Wilpert's definition), and an
identical refrain for each part of the poem.
Goethe seems to adapt Villon's late ·
medieval stanza of 8 to 12 lines, using 11
lines (repeated 9 times instead of the
customary 3 times) in "Der Gott und die
Bajadere." The concluding remarks of the
envoi have only three instead of 4 lines and
coincide with the "refrain" for the last
stanza. The eight-line stanza also resembles
the form of the sixteenth century "Jiingere
Hildebrandslied" with its shorter lines and
end rhyme instead of Stabreim.
When I translated the poem, I tried to
capture the rhythm and flow of each stanza.
Technically, it is created by eight trochaic
lines countered by three dactylic lines with
anacrusis (in German: Auftakt). I did not
consciously analyze the metric arrangement
but listened to stressed and unstressed
syllables in the ballad, the movement
created by the trochees [from the Greek
trochaios: running (Webster 1264)] and the
countermovement of the dactyls [from the
Greek daktylos: finger (Webster 322)].
Hearing that pattern inwardly, I attempted to
render images and ideas rather than
·
translating Goethe's text verbatim. It was
impossible to capture the intricate rhyme
pattern (Endreim with the pattern ababcdcdeed throughout the poem in the first e!iht

•,,

lines; alternating feminine and masculine
endings; couplets in the first two lines of
each Terzett following every octave, the last
line rhyming with the last line of the Terzett,
linking the rhythmically juxtaposed parts of
each stanza). Instead of Goethe's structuring
ababcdcd-eed, my first stanza rhymes
aabbcded, and the Terzett does not rhyme at
all. For the most part, I maintained the
alternating trochaic and dactylic rhythms
and created occasional internal rhymes,
together with some end rhymes to sustain
the auditory linking of lines in my rendering
of the ballad.
In my original translation, printed in
TRANS-LIT in 2001, a Terzett occasionally
became a Quartett, lines were lengthened or
extra phrases inserted to capture the full
meaning of a German word; sometimes I
overinterpreted a phrase for the sake of
creating a rhyme or to sustain the rhythm. I
did not adhere to a fixed rhyme pattern and
deviated from the given rhythm in a number
of places. Goethe's poem became my poem,
which lacked the formal intricacy of the
original ballad. When I discovered that
Schubert had set Goethe's ballad to music
(Naxos 8.554665, "Goethe-Lieder," Volume
1: 1999. Ulf Bastlein, Baritone, with Stefan
Laux at the piano), I wanted to adapt my
translation to Schubert's music
[Friedlander's Schubert Album, Volume VII
(106-107)]. This forced me to reconsider
my first version of the poem. Listening to
the song version, I noted the problematic
lines, trimmed elaborate phrases, and tried to
adhere strictly to the rhythm of the poem
and the musical rendition. I rewrote parts of
stanzas 2, 3, and 6, shortened a line here and
there, in the process sometimes losing a
word or phrase from Goethe's original.
The musical interpretation offered
challenges in itself. Schubert's music
appears not to be too difficult technically,
but because of the repetition of the same
melody throughout, an interpretation could
easily become monotonous if the
characteristic elements of the ballad are
ignored: the epic, dramatic, and lyrical
aspects. As the pianist and conductor Mark
C. Graf indicated, the vocal presentation had

..

to be varied by changing the tempo and
dynamics of the narrative to match the
drama and mood of the text, which is full of
surprises, ranging from serenity and joy to
violence and tragic turbulence before the
final apotheosis. There is a lot of tension in
the movement and countermovement of the
ballad (in content: the descent of the God,
the elevation of the woman; in the physical
love encounter on the human plane; in form;
in the alternation of the trochees and dactyls
of the poem's rhythm; in the alternation of
masculine and feminine endings of each
stanza's line. Formally, there is some
resolution in the coupling in the first two
lines of each Terzett and the linking of the
last line of the rhythmically opposed parts of
each stanza to make one out of two).
Resolution in the drama of the ballad comes
through the transformation by fire and the
triumphant climax at the very end.
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THE GOD AND THE BAILADEIRA
(An Indian Legend)
Translation of Goethe's "Der Gott und die Bajadere"
by
F.dith Borchardt, UMM

Mahadoh, the Lord of Earth,
For the sixth time chooses birth,
To become like us again,
Feeling our joy and pain.
He consents to live among us,
To endure what may arise.
Judging sternly or with kindness,
He must see with human eyes.

She beguiles him past the threshold,
Courting him with liveliness.
"Handsome stranger, lamps will brightly
Light at once this hut of mine,
If you're tired, I will lave you,
Offer comfort, bathe your feet.
What you wish, I will provide it,
Rest, or pleasure or playful retreat.

And after the wand'rer has looked at the city,
Spied on the mighty, regarded the people,
He leaves them at dusk to go on his way.

She tends to his many pretended pains
The God can't help smiling while playing his part,
Perceiving with joy a human heart.

As he leaves the town behind him,
Where the last few houses stand,
There he sees a white-cheeked maiden,
An abandoned, lovely child.
"Greetings, Virgin!" - ''Thank you, Sir!
Wait,1'11 come and join you there." "And who are you?" "Bailadeira,
And this is the House of Love."

And he asks for her enslavement;
She obliges with great cheer,
And the maiden's artful power
Slowly is transformed in her.
Thus the bud of passion's flower
Opens and in time bears fruit:
With obedience in her spirit,
Love is not so far removed.

She sways and she strikes her cymbals in dance,
Encircling herself as if in a trance. So lovely,
She bows and offers him flowers.

But sharply to test if her love will remain
The Master of the Heights and Depths
Seeks lust and horror and furious pain.

t
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And he kisses her white cheekbones
'til she feels the pain of love.
Thus his captive, tears escape her,
Though she never cried before;
At his feet she sinks suppliant,
Not for pleasure, nor for gain,
Oh, and her compliant limbs
Now she tries to move in vain.

Listen to our priestly teachings:
This man never was your mate.
Since you live as Bailadeira,
Your love does not obligate.
With the body follow shadows
Into the still realm of death;
Only wives die with their husbands
For their honor and restraint.

And so for the chamber's festive enjoyment
The night provides a dark comforting veil
Of gossamer yam a beautiful trail.

Now sound the drums in mournful complaint!
Accept, o ye Gods, the flower of his days:
Embrace this young man in the pyre of flames."

Sleep comes late amid their banter,
She wakes early with brief rest,
Finding at her heart, not sleeping,
Dead her much beloved guest.
Wailing, she falls down upon him,
But she cannot waken him.
And they carry his stiff body
To the funerary rim.

Thus the chorus without pity,
Adding to her heart's distress:
And with arms stretched wide before her,
She jumps to her fiery death.
But the God within the flames
Rises from the funeral pyre
And in his divine embrace
Lifts his love above the fire.

She hears the priests chanting the songs for the dead,
And raving and racing, she cuts through the crowd.
''Who are you?" they ask her, "Why rush to this pit ?"

The Gods rejoice in the penitent sinners.
Immortals carry their prodigal children
With fiery arms to heaven above.

At his bier she then collapses,
Her despair rings through the air;
"If you don't give back my consort,
I will seek him in his grave.
Shall his limbs to ashes crumble,
His divine form fall to flames?
He was mine,was mine above all,
Oh, it was but for one night!"
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The priests go on chanting: "We carry the aged
Who have grown weary and late have grown cold.
We carry the youthful before they've grown old.
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Elements of Hindu Myth in Goethe's
''Der Gott und die Bajadere", Edith
Borchardt, UMM
Central to Goethe's ballad, "Der Gott und
die Bajadere" ["The God and the
Bailadeira"] are two Indian customs: l) the
tradition of the "Devadasi" in local Hindu
temples and 2) the tradition of "Sati" (=
wife) immolation, both cultural practices
now forbidden by law but still practiced in
some parts of India.
Goethe's "Bajadere" (from the
Portuguese:"bailadeira") is an Indian temple
dancer, a "Devadasi." The Devadasis
attached to the temples were sacred dancers
or courtesans (Renou 31), often trained in
the art of dance from childhood and offered
to the God of the Temple at puberty. There
are seven types of Devadasis (Thurston),
incarnations of the mythological Urvashi,
the celestial nymph. According to legend,
from her, a thousand Devadasis were born:
(http://www.hinduwom.org/i ssues/devadasi,
htm). Their dance was equally erotic and
spiritual, representing a symbolic
lovemaking with the God of the Teqiple
(http://wwwI.cs.columbia.edu/-deba/odissi/
devadasi.html). The Devadasi in Goethe's
ballad dances, bows, and presents flowers to
the stranger, the God Mahadoh or Shiva
incarnate, also known as Shiva Mahadeva.
Her actions and gestures represent the
devotional ritual in temple practice: the
worship of the lingam, Shiva's emblem,
which often rests on a yoni base
(http://www.clas.ufl.edu/users/gthursby/tantr
a/shiva.htm ). These ancient masculine and
feminine religious icons are
anthropomorphized in the ballad and their
union is rendered as a performance at the
core of Goethe's poem. Louis Renou in his
volume on Hinduism considers the worship
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of the god as an animation of the idol: ''The
rite consists of welcoming the god as a
distinguished guest. Bathing the god,
dressing him, adorning him wid applying
scent, feeding him, putting flowers round
him and worshipping him with moving
flames accompanied by music wid song:
such are some of the essential features of the
rite" (30). Goethe's ballad reconnects ritual
and myth, revitalizing their interdependence
through the narration of the story. To this
day, though outlawed, there continue to be
Devadasis or "bailadeiras" in a cult in
Southern India:
http://www.kamat.com/kalranga/people/yell
amma/yellamma,htm.
"Sati" was a secular practice prevalent
among certain sects of society in ancient
India. The widow who burned herself on her
husband's funeral pyre was considered
righteous or "virtuous"
(http://www.kamat.com/kalranga/hindu/sati.
htm) and thought to go directly to heaven,
redeeming her ancestors by this meritorious
act. She was worshipped as a goddess and
temples were built for her or hero-stones
erected in her Iionor. The custom of "Sati"
was considered voluntary. One theory about
the origin of "Sati" claims that it began with
a jealous queen, who heard that dead kings
were welcomed in heaven by beautiful
women called Apsarasas. When her husband
died, she demanded to be immolated with
him, so that she would arrive at the same
time and prevent the Apsarasas from
consorting with him
(http://adaniel.tripod.com/sati.htm ). More
likely, the custom of "Sati" (prohibited by
law in 1829) was brought to India by
Scythian invaders, who adopted Indian
funeral practices and instead of burying their
dead king with his mistresses or wives wid
servants began to cremate them. The

Scythians were warriors, and in Hindu
society, castes of warrior status or higher
observed this custom (Aharon Daniel).
Goethe's ballad derives from an Indian
legend in which a mortal woman attains
divinity through her love and devotion for
the Gcxl who appears to her in human form.
There are similarities with the Greek myth
of "Eros and Psyche," where a Gcxl is made
human and a mortal divine. The poem is
about the union of male and female in the
hieros gamos (the sacred marriage) and the
humanizing and spiritualizing processes
central to all mystery religions. "Der Gott
und die Bajadere" is based on P. Sonnerat's
travel narrative "Reise nach Ostindien und
China" (1783) and appeared first in
Friedrich Schiller's "Musenalmanach"
( 1798). The Indian source remains
unknown, but Indira V. Peterson (Mt.
Holyoke College) at a recent conference of
Asianists has suggested the poem's origin to
be a narrative in a Tamil collection about the
gcxl Shiva's deeds in the South Indian temple
city of Tiruvarur. The legend flourished
mainly in local oral tradition:
http://www.aasianst.org/absts/2000abst/Sout
h/S-153.htm
The ballad contains the theme of androgyny,
but it reverses the process of individuation
and maturation associated with this
archetype in Western tradition: the joining
of male and female in the poem signifies a
return to origins through love, the Eros
principle. Operative in this particular Indian
legend is the idea of overcoming polarity
and separation in the joining of male and
female energies and returning to the original
one-ness of the cosmos in the embrace of the
divinity, attaining to a state beyond
opposites to a pre-conscious totality,
reversing processes of ego-consciousness.
Marie-Louise von Franz describes the state
of enlightenment called "Bodhi" in
Buddhistic philosophy and "Satori" in
Japanese Zen Buddhism as "attempts of
consciousness to jump back in a kind of
intuitive flash into the oneness which existed
before the splitting into two" ( Creation

Myths 155). Goethe's ballad ritualizes this
idea as a love story which also sheds light
on the idea of "Sati" immolation in the
poem.
Indira Peterson identifies the Devadasi of
the legend as Manikkanacchiyar, a model
devotee, "who insists on becoming the Sati
of a man who died after spending the night
with her." She speaks of a "conflation of
female cultural icons" in both the legend and
Goethe's treatment of the Devadasi-Sati
traditions: one linked to temple ritual, the
other representing a secular practice. The
conflation of female archetypes, I would
argue, represents the first stage of
transformation for the Devadasi. Through
EROS, she is conjoined with the God.
Committing SATI, claiming to be his wife,
she assumes heroic status denied her by the
chanting priests, who represent orthcxlox
religious thought. By choosing the Devadasi
as his bride beyond life and death, Mahadoh
elevates her to Goddess status, to be revered
as SATI, like his original consort, who
immolated herself, according to myth. In
this transformation, the secular heroine
returns to her spirit mate, who has shed his
mortal form in the fire to once more become
the God. In his human incarnation, Shiva
Mahadeva (Mahadoh) has realized himself
in the love union with the Devadasi,
embracing his soul, his feminine self in her.
She is the female principle returning to the
source of being and at-one with it.
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"Let Your Fingers Do the Talking"
Text and Illustrations by Andre Lebugle
University of North Dakota
There are gestures and facial expressions that replace words and are
immediately understood by natives of each country. The same signs may exist in
another culture and have different meanings. Although these cultural traits are very
simple, they must be performed very accurately; otherwise they are as meaningless
as a mispronounced word.
.
·
Here are a few gestures that are very common in France. I have included them
in tests like any other cultural item.

Picture 1: Touch your temple with your index finger and rotate your hand twice.
This means "crazy." Not to be done to someone bigger than you.
Picture 2: Raise your hand as high as your mouth and form a beak with your
fingers, palm facing down. Slightly open and close your hand quickly two or three
times to tell someone to shut up. Do not try it in faculty meetings unless you have
tenure.
Picture 3: Hold your arm shoulder high, close to your chest without touching it.
Make a fist, palm down. Move your forearm horizontally in a rapid motion as if
your were shining shoes. It means "hurry!" Try it on your slower students. Results
not guaranteed.
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Picture 4: When something is boring, rub your cheek a couple of times with the
back of your fingers pointing down. This means "boring" and replaces colloquial
words like "barbant" and "rasant" that allude to shaving. You won't know how
boring shaving is until you've tried it.
Picture 5: Pull your lower eyelid with your index finger to express that you do not
buy what someone is saying. You may say, "Mon mil" (My eye) at the same time.
Useful during speeches by politicians.
Picture 6: Hold your hand shoulder high, palm up, with the tips of your fingers
touching; Very slightly separate your fingers a few times to indicate that someone is
scared. Practice on your poodle: he won't get offended.
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Picture 7: Next time your neighbor comes home drunk out of his shorts, let your
household know without words: place your fist on your nose and rotate it twice.
This comes from the expression "avoir le nez tordu" (to have a twisted nose),
which means "to be drunk." Do not do it on Friday nights; your arm will get tired.
Picture 8: Hold one hand, palm up, waist high. With your other hand pretend to
pull something thin out of the first palm. Do it twice. This illustrates the expression
"avoir un poi/ dans la main" (to have a hair in the hand), which means "to be
lazy." If someone is lazier than lazy, you may say, "Ille/le a une queue de vache
dans la main." (He/she has a cow's tail in his/her hand.) Now, examine your hand:
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not a trace of hair. Congratulations! You are a hard worker.
Your students will enjoy the above gestures. Some may even say, "Why learn
how to speak and write French if we can communicate without words?" I know you
will easily convince them that there is more to the French language than what fingers
can express. However, remind them that, like words, gestures need to be chosen
carefully.

Remembering ... Herb Boswau (Spring, 2005)
Jerry Bakken, Colleague to Herb, University of North Dakota:
FLARR and FLAND lost a good friend in late December. Herb's interest in both organizations was immense.
Different people will remember different things about Herb, when they think of him. When I do, I'll remember his
celebrations of German-American Day on October 6th every year, with an official proclamation from the mayor (who
was often present) as well as a proclamation from the Governor and occasionally even from the President (they were
never present). I'll remember the long and pleasant talks as we drove to or returned from FLAND conferences in
Bismarck or Minot. I'll remember his many acts of kindness to me, my family and colleagues. But most of all, I'll
remember his strong interest in German and in teaching. At the next FLARR and FLAND meetings, his absence
will be noted, and regretted.

Ted Schaum, Prof. Emeritus, Minnesota State University Moorhead, Past President of FLARR:
Herb was one of the most concientious colleagues I've known in my entire teaching career - and a friend beyond
comparison. When we founded FLARR in 1970 to facilitate professional communications up and down the Red River,
Herb became a loyal supporter and frequent presenter to our semi-annual gatherings in the spirit of caring and
sharing within our academic discipline and for the benefit of our students.
His sister,Ava G. Guerrera, wrote to me in her letter of Jan.16, 2005: "In going through my brother Herb's
things I found a very nice Christmas letter from you, which I am sure he had read, and also we listened to your New
Year's greeting [on] his answering machine -- which he unfortunately didn't hear-- and realize that you were a good
friend of his." She concludes, "It was gro,tifying to learn that Herb had so many friends who loued and respected him,
especially since -- as many said -- he was such a priuate person, and didn't talk much about himself and wanted to
know more about you" . . . thereby aptly summing up her brother's unique personality, the memory of which will
remain in our minds for as long as we follow in his footsteps and uphold his exemplary standard(s) at future
professional meetings, be it at FLAND, FLARR, ACTFL, at Central States Conferences or MLA.
I feel privileged to have had the opportunity of getting a few glimpses into this extraordinary, "private person"
when together we traveled to and attended language and literature conferences or - as in November 1991 - we
shared CSC convention hotel accommodations in Washington, D.C.
And I fully concur with Linda Gresham's characterization of Herb that he maintained a rare and felicitous
balance between a subjective seriousness and an objective sense of humor.
As we celebrate the 35th anniversary of FLARR, we also celebrate the life and legacy of our friend and
colleague Herbert Hans Boswau.
Georgine Lutz, retired, from second home in Mazatlan, Past President ofFLARR

The North Dakota Foreign Language Association and the Foreign Language Association of the Red River lost a
respected and valued personage with the death of Herbert Boswau on December 27, 2004. Herb was instrumental
in the creation, development, and ongoing support of these organizations.
The Germans from Russia organization has also lost an important and active member, and certainly he will be
missed as the historian of the Foreign Language Association of North Dakota.
I had known Herb for about 20 years. I first met him when I attended a Foreign Language Workshop at the
University of North Dakota, conducted by Herb, and Graciela Wilborn.
I became better acquainted with him as, over the years, we both attended meetings of the Foreign Language
Association of the Red River, and the MN Association ofTeachers of Cultures and Languages.
Herb Boswau was a warm and friendly being, ready at any time to sit and visit, and especially to enjoy a lively
conversation over a good meal. He had a hearty laugh, and a strong handshake.
He will be sorely missed by many, and impossible to replace.
Thomas C. Turner, University of Minnesota, Morris, Past President ofFLARR:
Like Georgine Lutz, I had also known Herb Boswau for at least 20 years. Herb was always fully engaged in the
teaching process, which he accomplished with considerable gusto and great enjoyment. I am reminded of two of his
many presentations at FLARR: "Foreign Language Standing Up," in which he had us all conversing in situations where
we would naturally be on foot,. and "Weights and Measures," in which, accompanied by all kinds of tapes and bottles,
Herb enlightened us all about metrical Europe and how much of "theirs" could or could not fit (or be poured) into "ours."
He also came back from retirement to present a wider review of the past 30 years in foreign languages and a view of what
was to come in the future, at FLARR's 30"' anniversary celebration at MSU.
Herb's contributions to FLARR as well as to FLAND were substantial and consistent. He enjoyed especially seeing
that teaching and service be somehow rewarded and he had a good memory for those who had contributed to our
organizations and to foreign language in general. Herb maintained a positive attitude throughout many years, years
which were not always kind to foreign languages and especially to German.
I remember the friendly rapport that Herb developed with many of us and the respect that he held for us. Herb told
me once that he sorely missed the energetic clickety-clack of Graciela Wilborn' s heels in the corridors of the University.
We will miss Herb's wonderful energy as well, and his witty insight, his humor ... the sparkle in his eyes and his love for
life.
·
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''Tomfoolery: Humor in the Classroom,"
Thomas C. Turner, UMM
It is traumatic for some college students
to leave their parents, to say those final goodbyes. But we suspect that even more than
parents student miss ... their pets!
Below are two exercises, the first on
preterites and imperfects (see drawings on
back of page) and the second on comparisons.
The exercises and drawings may be copied
and enlarged. Enjoy!
·

Lulu

Alfredo
Braulio

Era medianoche y no podfa donnir ninguno de los perros, Di tenfan
•ueAo. Todoa neceeitaban algo. ~ era may joven ya B le gustaba
tener ~rienciu nuevas. Habia un mmu:lo nuevo que explorar, y no
. .bi.a mucbo de la nocbe. Eifi estaba may aola. Buscaba un novio con
quien podfa compartir au- vino. 1Bml!!i2 quena atacar a alguienl
Siempre se aentfa enojado. ILmJisabl'.a queen alguna parte babfa un
buesol Salieron a la calle y vieron una casa abandonada y embntjada.
Era una casa muy grande y oecu.ra. Entraron todos para ·ver lo que habfa
alli. Alguien gritaba,,1,Ayuda, ayudal Habi'.a trueno y relampago. Por fin
Ueg6_ 1el fantasmal Era un desastre. Fifi 11e escap6 por la puerta. Alfredo
se escondi6 debajo de una ailla. 1Lu1u se cay61 lklm!!o...lo ataco al
fantasma. Tenian mucbo miedo los perroe y tambien el fantasma. &!!:
fill todos se escaparon de la casa encantada. Y despuea de calmarse por
varias boraa,... se durmieron.
1. lCuAndo no podfa (couldnt) dormir ninguno de los pem,s?
2. iJ)e nillola aiempre podfas (could you) donnir?
)'OU c1o

*

3. CuAndo teruas (you were) dieciaiete &floe, lqutl hadas a medianoche?
4. Eatabas muchas veces diaatiafecha/o? (disatisfied)
5. De nillola (as a child), te gustaban las experiencias nuevas? 4Qut! hac!aa de vez
en cuando (from time to time)? 4Qut! era tu experiencia favorita?
6. l,Era (was) aiempre intereaante para ti la noche, como para Alfredo?
7. ,Te eent1as (did you feel)sola (alone) muchaa veres? 4Hablabas por telefono?
8. ;.Buscabas (did you look for) un novio o una novia?
9. ;.Te eent1as (did you feel) muchaa veces enojadw'a oomo Braulio? Lf'or qui!?
10. /))e Dido/a aiempre tenfas hambre, oomo Lulu?
11. 4Viste (did you aee)alguna vez una caaa encantada?
12. 4C6mo era (What was it like?) esta caaa encantada? ,Eataba en au vecindad?
13. 4Ibas (ueed to go) a una caaa encantada?
(neirhborhood)
14. ;.Tenfas mucho miedo de loa rel6mpagos (licbtnlnc>, oomo loa perroa?
16. 40fas (ueed to hear) voces en la noche? 4Qu41 dedan las voces?
16. lffab(a (were there) muchas veces trueno (thunder)? 4Qut! hadas?
17. 4Viste alguna vez un fantaama?
18. 4C6mo eran (What were they like) loa fantaamas de tus auellos?
19. 4Tentas miedo de los fantaamas, oomo los perros?
20. 4No dormiste alguna vez a causa de (because o0 loa fantaamas?
21. i.Efan aiempre de tu imaginaci6n loa fantaamas? (did I NY)
22. 4Te hablaba mochas veces un fantaama? 4Qut! deda el fantasma?
el£antasma
l,Podias? Sf, pod£a...
iTenw? Sf,tenfa_
~bas? Sf, estaba...
4Te gustaba? Sf, me gustaba(n) l,Eru? Sf, era-.
4Te aentiu? Sf, me sentfa...
Llbas? Si; lba40fas? Sf, oia...
l,Habl'.a? Sf, habia...

Imperfect._
I. deacribes in the past
2. tells the time
3. talks about mental states,
conditions (sabl'.a, podia,
conocia, queria, etc.)
4.. rela:,s repeated past actions
(what "used to" happen)
5. indirect quotes

1. ;.Es tan alta Lulu como Fifi?
2. ;.Quien es la mas elegante?
3. l,Quienes estan menos contentos?
4. ;.Quien tiene mas hambre?
5. ;.Esta mas enojado Braulio que Alfredo?
6. ;.Quien tiene la cola mas grande?
7. ;.Quienes son los mas felices?
8. ;.Es Braulio tan grande como Alfredo?
9. ;.Quien es menosjoven, Alfredo o Braulio?
10. ;.Hay tantas perros femininos como
masculinos?
11. ;.Por que esta descontenta Lulu?
12. ;.Quienes tienen las orejas mas largas?
13. ;.Cual de los perros se parece mas a
rm/a amigo/a tuycwa? l,Por que?
14. ;.Quien te va a proteger mas?
15. ;.Quien es mas "esnob?"
16. ;.Cual de los cuatro mas necesita
un calm.ante (tranquilizer)?
17. l Cua.lea son los mas tranquilos'l
18. i,A cual mas prefi.eres tu?
19. ;.En que piensa Braulio?
20. ;.Quien necesita comer menos com.ida'l

~

.,fl

iAYi, ,Eso, si! Hay
un nuevo mundo
(Alfredo, el Joven)

\~

Yo necesito ...... .

'

'

Fifi

1Es el mundo de
la noche!

Quiero ..... .

~

(Braulio, el
enojado)

,matar a una
persona!_

,una vida mas
romanti ca!

,Relampago!

!Me falta ......

un hueso!

-"
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~

~

encantada
(embrujada)

~
~

,,,,,,
.,,,,
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Lleg6 ...
,Es
un ...

-.,"'
..-.,,
fl

,el fantasma!

desastre!
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"Spanish: zMe llamo o me yamo? Survival of phoneme /1/ (ll) in Andean Countries," Jacqueline AI varez, UMM, Part I
The phoneme /1/ (as calle=street,
apellido=last name, Have= key or
caballo= horse) has disappeared in many
zones of Spanish America to give place
to the "yeismo", a linguistic
phenomenon characterized by the
predominance of the /y/ over other
phonemes like /1/. Because of this, the
word calle is pronounced caye,
apellido=apeyido, Ilave=yave and
caballo=cabayo.
Bolivia, Ecuador and Peru are
some of the few countries where the /I/
or "11" has been maintained, not in the
big cities, but in the small ones and in
the rural areas. It can be said that the /1/
is not a very stable phoneme since it can
be converted easily in /y/ or in /z/, as in
Buenos Aires, where Bonaerenses
(people from Buenos Aires) pronounce
cashe for calle, apeshido=apellido,
shave=llave or cabasho=cabailo.
There have been many studies
about this phonetic change, some
focused in the regions in which the
"yeismo" has extended, others in the
centuries in which it appeared in Spain
and America, and finaIIy some that
characterize the "yeismo" as an urban
phenomenon or a phenomenon of
linguistic prestige in opposition to the
"Ileismo," seen as a characteristic of
rural areas.
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In this article I propose that one
of the causes for the survival of this
phenomenon is the strong influence of
the substrate Quechua, a major native
language in many areas of the Andes,
and its permanence as a result of the
Quechua-Spanish bilingualism practiced
in these countries. This native language
possesses the same phoneme /1/ and does
a clear distinction among the
pronunciation of /1/ and /y/. This
distinction between both sounds is clear,
since the mispronunciation would carry
different concepts, as illustrated by the
differentiation between suyu=region and
sullu= fetus.
It is hard to say when the
"yeismo" started in Spain or Spanish
America. Some linguists, such are
·
Rufino Cuervo, Alonso Zamora, Lapesa,
and Amado Alonso, among others,
indicate that it appeared first in Spanish
America. By the middle of 17th century,
for instance, the satirical poet Juan del
VaIIe y Caviedes (born in Spain but
moved at a young age to Lima) mocks
the "wrong" pronunciation of /1/ and /y/
and vice-versa. In his poem "Un retrato a
Ines: Satira a ciertos correctores de Ia
Iengua" ("A portrait to Ines: Satire to
certain correctors of language")
criticizes the anarchical coexistence of
both phonemes. He writes on the
confusion of /y/ for /1/ and "dlo": "Un
retrato a mi lnesiya// quiero bosquejar:
mas hayo// imposible el bosquejayo/I

Por singular maraviya" 1 (Alonso 200),
and on the confusion of /1" for /y/ and
"dlo": "Mi Inesilla, dizque aller// Te
gust6 el caballo hallo, IN te dio tan gran
desmallo// Que hubiste de fallecer"2
(Alonso 2001.) From his mocking about
the phonetic confusion in Lima, we can
conclude that the poet confused the /y/
and /1/ purposely, that the "yeismo" did
not existed as a settled or generalized
phenomenon, and that the anarchical
coexistence of both phonemes was
practiced by the common people of the
population in colonial Lima.
In America, the "yeismo" does
not reach through extensive zones of the
Andes. Lincoln Canfield points out that
"In vast areas of America /1/ and /y/ are
still distinguishable: valla [fence] from
vaya [go] and halla [finds] from haya
[have]. This is true in Bolivia, most of
Peru, Paraguay, Ecuador's highlands and
much of the Eastern Cordillera of
Colombia, although it is weakining
generationally in Bogota, Pasto
other cities, and in regions of
northern Argentina" (Canfield 7.) In sum,
the Andes has conserved the archaism /1/
more than the Caribbean countries.
Although urban spaces in the
Andes were more affected with the
"yeismo" than rural areas· and small
cities, there are places where distinction
between both phonemes is practiced. It
has support, though, the thesis that cities
are the focus of reflection of "yeismo."
1

Corrected: "Un retrato a mi lnesilla// Quiero
bosquejar: mas hallo// Imposible el bosquejarlo//
Por singular maravilla'' which would be
translated in English as follows: I want to sketch
my beloved Inesilla, but I find it impossible
because there is no other beauty like her.
2
Corrected: "Mi lnesilla, dizque ayer// Te gusto
el caballo bayo, //Y te dio tan gran desmayo//
Que hubiste de fallecer." In English: Yesterday
my dear Inesilla they sa y you were so taken with
the bay horse you nearly fainted and died away.

Regarding the phenomenon of
urbanization of /y/, Garcia Soriano
points out that the use of /y/ is by
properly educated people, and the
maintenance of the /1/ is a rustic
pronunciation of rural people. However,
in some cities of Bolivia, the differentiation in the pronunciation of both
phonemes /y/ and /1/ is taught in schools.
One of the reasons for the
survival of the /1/ in Andean countries
more than in other geographical zones
could be the active permanence of the
Quechua language. The Inca Empire,
one of the greatest and advanced cultures
that existed in America, had Quechua as
its official language, although there were
other minor tongues that coexisted in the
vast lands of the Empire. With an
advanced social, political, and
economical structure, the Inca Empire
extended its dominions through the areas
that today form Peru, Bolivia, Ecuador,
north of Chile and Argentina. In its
origins, the Empire carried the name of
Tawantinsuyu, a name that in Quechua
means the four parts of the world
(tawa=four and suyu=region.) These
parts consisted of the four zones in
which the Empire was divided: the
Chinchasuyu, in the north; Collasuyu, in
the south; Antisuyu, in the east, and the
Contisuyu, in the west. Cuzco, the
capital (the navel of the world, in
Quechua), was the center of the empire.
The Incas had in their domain
vast extensions divided politically and
economically in "ayllus" or domestic
units organized and based on family
relationships or paternal line. Ayllus
were the basic form of organization and
the base of the Incan economical
production.
(continued)
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Survival of the phoneme /1/ (ll) in
Andean Countries," Jacqueline
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The empire superstructure consisted of a
polytheistic religion and a language
which had been imposed on all their
inhabitants: the Quechua. About the
ideological role of this language, Jose
Antonio Arce points out that "los Incas
otorgaban a la lengua quechua un papel
unificador de la mentalidad del imperio
[pero] el castellano no pudo menos que
penetrar entre las capas mestizas, dando
un producto lingilfstico bastante influido
por los quechuismos y aymarismos
indfgenas que persisten hasta nuestros
dfas." (73-74) (Incas offered the
Quechua a unifying role, a reflection of
the Empire mentality, in opposition to
Spaniards who felt no need to make
Natives participants of their ideas
through their language. Despite this,
Spanish language penetrated in the
different racially mixed social groups,
resulting in a linguistic product
influenced by "que- chuismos" and
"aymarismos" that persist today.)
Based on the above, we
might deduce that one of the reasons for
the survival of Quechua, for Arce, was
the little interest that Spaniards extended to
the culture's language, since the colonization was more economically driven,
motivated by exploitation rather than
by cultural domination. We might also
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add that difficulty of access to some Andean
zones, due to the geography, has contributed
to the maintenance of Quechua and to the
great number of Quechua speakers.
From a long list of words that
has /1/, we have the following words
in Quechua: imilla (girl), llock'alla
(boy), llajta (town, land), llajwa (spicy
sauce), llama (llama, the Andean animal), llank'amuy (to go work), llanthu (shadow), llloq'e (left) kallawaya
(healer) and palliri (woman who work
in the mines), among others.
In Peru, with exception of Lima,
the use of the /1/ is almost general, and in
Bolivia, the pronunciation of the /1/ is
almost general, with the exception of
cities such as Santa Cruz. The same
phenomenon occurs with Ecuador, a
country in which the indistinctive use of
both phonemes l=y takes place only in
the coast. The places in which the /1/ is
maintained coincide, then, within the
limits of the now vanished Incan
Empire.
Despite the coincidence of the
permanence of the /1/ in zones in which
Quechua is spoken, we cannot affirm
that these countries will not experience
the "yeismo", if we consider the aspect
·of the urbanization of this sound. We can
assure, however, that the countries with
smaller percentage of speakers of preColumbus tongues that do not have the
phoneme /1/ will became "yeistas" in
shorter time than Andean countries that
speak Quechua.
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"Perceptions of Foreign Language Education in the Rural High School," Mara M. Gust,
Greenbush/Middle River High School
Introduction
This study was conducted by the foreign language instructor of a rural school district in Northwestern Minnesota. The population of
the high school (grades nine through twelve) is 144 students. The racial composition of the district is nearly l00% white. The district
is classified as "low-income" with 41.3% of the district's children qualifying for free or reduced hot lunch. Of the most recent three
classes, an average of 39% of graduates planned to attend a four-year college, 37% planned to attend a two-year college, and 24%
planned to enter the work force. This study evolved from the observation by the researcher that foreign language study was perceived
by some as unnecessary, impractical or even frivolous. Some students, parents and even faculty did not see foreign language as a
necessity in high school education. The goal of the study was three-fold: to investigate the beliefs and attitudes toward foreign
language study in the community, to try to determine why these beliefs existed, and to investigate how foreign language can better be
promoted as an important course of study for all students. An important note is that Spanish is the only foreign language offered to the
students of the district. This may affect the student's choice to study foreign language, if the student would have preferred a different
language, for example.
Description of the Research Process
Research for this study began with an investigation of published literature about the topic, specifically, poverty class citizens and their
views on education, what kinds of students benefit from foreign language education, and how to promote foreign language as
necessary for most students. The study continued with research concerning tlie families in the high school. Students were surveyed
about their perceptions of foreign language, whether or not they planned to study foreign language and the reasons for their choice.
Parents of high school students received a similar survey, including questions pertaining to their educational level and whether or not
they themselves had studied foreign language. Teachers in the district were questioned, as well as teachers from other area districts.
Anecdotal data was also used.
Analysis of the Data
The first premise of the study was what kinds of students study foreign language in the school. According to the student surveys
received, 65% of high school students bad studied or planned to study foreign language, and 35% did not. School records verified this
with 63% currently or previously studying foreign language and 37% not. The split between males and females who chose either to
take or not to take foreign language was approximately even among the classes, with no clear pattern determinable.
Data was gathered to illustrate the parent's influence on their child's decision to study foreign language. 41.3% of the district's
students qualify for free or reduced hot lunch. In addition to economic factors, some families in the district fall into what is called, "the
culture of poverty," as defined by Ruby Payne in her book, A Framework for Understanding Puverty, (2001). She identifies poverty as
"the extent to which an individual does without resources" (p. 16). These resources arc financial, emotional, mental, spiritual,
physical, support systems, relationships/role models, and knowledge of hidden rules (p. 16). The chapter entitled, "Hidden Rules
Among Classes" explains:
One of the biggest differences among the classes is how "the world" is defined for them. Wealthy individuals view the
international scene as their world ... Middle Class tends to see the world in terms of a national picture, while poverty secs the
world in its immediate locale. (Payne, 2003, p. 60)
Parents and students were asked about their foreign travel experience. 31 % of parents said they had traveled to a foreign country other
than Canada, 69% did not. Of those who bad traveled, 72% had children studying foreign language, 28% did not. Of those who had
not traveled to other countries, 80% had children studying foreign language and 20% did not Students were asked the same question
about their own travel history, with similar results. Whether or not the parent or student had traveled to other countries did not appear
to be a decisive factor in the child's decision to take foreign language.
Parents were questioned as to their own completed level of education. Among the parent surveys received, 75% of children have both
parents achieving less than a four-year university degree. This may affect the overall number of students studying foreign language.
However, the breakdown of students who do or don't take foreign language is not as clear. 92% of students not taking foreign
language came from households with both parents achieving less than a four-year degree. 8% did not. 69% of students taking foreign
language came from households with both parents achieving less than a four-year degree. 31 % did not. Figures I and 2 illustrate the
percentage of students studying foreign language according to parent's educational level and other parent or head of household's.
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A significant portion of the research focused on why students study or don't study foreign hmguage. What factors influence the
decision? Many citizens across the United States feel that foreign language is practical only for those who might use it in their
employment or those who travel to other countries. Marsh ( 1995) states:
To many Americans ... the attainment of foreign language proficiency is considered important only for foreign language teachers
and interpreters. This limited view of its use fosters an attitude that foreign language study is not a necessary part of the basic
educational system. (p. 3)
In fact, According to the NCSSA., position paper, "Each year 200,000 Americans lose out on jobs with business because they do not
know another language" (n.d., p. 4), and "Four out of five new jobs in the United States are created as a result of foreign trade" (n.d.,
p. 4). One may rebuke foreign trade as a field not pertinent to most students, but sometimes foreign languages an: required in job
markets never previously considered. A report by William CoMors (1994) discusses a rural high school in New York State that
discovered a need for foreign language study among its non-college bound, vocational track students in the fields of law enforcement
and tourism (p. 6).
In addition, foreign language study provides cognitive benefits such as increased creativity, problem solving abilities, and divergent
thinking, academic benefits such as improved reading, writing and mathematic abilities, and societal benefits like the job opportunities
mentioned above but also improved managerial skills as people learn about interaction among people from other cultures. Kruger
(2002) agrees that "Gaining even minimal competency in a foreign language demonstrates respect for other cultures. Learning another
language forces us to think outside our standard frame of reference, to recognize that our mode of communication is just one of many"
(YI I). She goes on to say that, "Understanding a rtew language changes the way we see ourselves and makes us aware that those who
know our language know more about us that we do about them" (J 12).
Many educators feel that it is unfair to discoura'ge students with certain labels from foreign language study. As stated earlier, there are
countless benefits to be had that should not be: denied to any student. NCSSA., (n.d.) concurs:
Perhaps the broadest and most important function of all foreign language study is to provide a more liberating educational
experience for students-the vocationally ori"ented as well as the college bound, the poor, as well as the middle-class and the
rich. As students are given the opportunity to learn a foreign language, they have the unique opportunity to understand the nature
of themselves as young men and women and their relationship to the world about them, benefits which all of our students need
and will carry with them far beyond the language classroom. (p. 4)
Why do the students in this study choose to study foreign language or not? Students and parents were each asked to rank from mostinfluential to least-influential, the reasons considered in their decision to study foreign language. They were instructed to leave blank
any reasons that did not influence their decision.

Choices for reasons lo lake a foreign language were:
_ __ Requirement for college
_ _ _ Interesting topic
_ _ _ Important in today's global economy
_ _ _ Learn about other cultures
_ _ _ Important for well-rounded education/background
_ __ Challenging course content
_ _ _ Other (Please explain: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
83 student surveys and 41 parent surveys indicated reasons why the student chose to study a foreign language. Results were compiled
in the manner of the percentage of respondents in each group who ranked that particular factor in the top three reasons that influenced
their decision. The results are presented in Figure 3 below. The parents' and students' top three reasons that influenced their decision
to study a foreign language. The overwhelming reason for both parents and students, was "Requirement for college." A disappointing
number chose foreign language because it was an interesting topic or for' challenging course content Among the "other'' reasons given
by students were simply "to learn a new language", "because my mom made me", "for job marketability," and "for fun." One parent
noted as a reason to encourage his her child to take foreign language, "Because I always regretted not getting the choice [to study a
foreign language]."
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Top 3 Reasons to TAKE Foreign Language (Figure 3)
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Students and parents who chose to not study a foreign language were also asked for their re115ons why. They were instructed to leave
blank any reasons that did not influence their decision.

Choices for reasons to not take a foreign language were:
_ _ _ Not planning on attending college
_ _ _ Difficult course content
_ _ _ Not practical (no need to learn it)
_ _ _ Everyone in this area mostly speaks English
_ _ _ Not interesting to me/ my child
_ _ _ Not necessary for my child's career interest
_ _ _ Other (Please explain: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,
45 student surveys and 13 parent surveys indicated reasons why the student chose not to study a foreign language. Results were again
compiled in the manner of the percentage of respondents in each group who ranked that particular factor in the top three reasons that
influenced their decision. The results are presented in Figure 4 below. The parents' and students' top three reasons that influenced
their dt;eision to not study a foreign language. Most parents and students perceived foreign language study to be not interesting, not
necessary and not practical. The fact that most everyone in their geographical area speaks English also influenced their decision.
Surprisingly, the students' college plans did not factor heavily in the decision, as this factor did with those students choosing to study
forcign language. Among the "other" reasons given by students were that "Everyone in the U.S. speaks English," and, illustrating the
disadvantages of a small school district, that they didn't want to take Spanish (as opposed to another language), didn't like the teacher,
or could not fit the class into their schedule. One parent stated the fact that his or her child was planning a career in nursing as a reason
that foreign language study was not needed. This is one of the many indicators of parents' and students' mis-information revealed in
the surveys.
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Teachers and administrators in the district, as well as in neighboring districts, were asked about their perceptions of foreign language
study and its importance in the high school curriculum. Most teachers agreed that in a perfect world {or should one say, a "perfect
America"), all, or nearly all students would study foreign language at some time. However, some teachers indicated reasons that
foreign language should not be required, such as it may limit the other electives the student can take, or that realistically the college
bound are the only students who "need it" Many teachers noted that although all students shoul_d have the opportunity to study foreign
language, some truly cannot because of learning disabilities. Being placed in a foreign language course for the first time at high school
age is not appropriate for some students. Some feared that foreign language education may become "watered-down" if all students
were required to take it {instead of primarily the college-bound students).
Teachers and administrators were also asked, based on their own knowledge, what the benefits to foreign language study are to the
learner. Most stated reasons such as expanding one's cultural knowledge/global appreciation and improving F.nglish skills. Very few
or none at all mentioned some of the other well-documented benefits of foreign language education such as improved reading, writing
and mathematic abilities, critical-thinking skills, higher standardized test scores, job marketability, travel opportunities, general
communication skills, learning to think about issues in a different way {thinking "outside the box"), self-awareness, and a sense of
empowennent when one knows another language.

Action Plan
The objective of the study was ultimately to detennine how to best promote foreign language education to students and parents. Based
on the research and data collected, several areas of interest are discernible.
Unfortunately, some solutions are beyond one's control. It is true that in a small school district where most courses are offered only
once or twice in a school year, scheduling all of a student's desired classes is impossible. Another disappointing find was in the
teacher survey, where several administrators commented that at the present time, since foreign language is not a priority for the No

Child Left Behind initiative, administrators have no choice but to assign it a status of low-priority. Foreign language docs not factor
into the school's annual "report card" and since this is what the public and government observes about the district, the topics included
in the report card arc the areas in the district to which resources are directed. More funding and the aovcmmcnt malcing foreign
language a priority are vital components to changing foreign language perceptions.
A suggestion by a few teachers was to try to integrate foreign language into another class such as geography or history, or to offer a
foreign culture-based class to stimulate interest. Excellent ideas, but difficult in a small school district in which scheduling is already a
problem.
There are some hopes for change, however. When only one foreign language is offered, some students may truly not be interested in
that particular course of study, but may show interest in another language if given the opportunity. Although interactive 1V courses,
on-line learning and other methods of distance learning are not a true replacement for classroom instruction, they provide avenues of
study for students interested in other languages. Any means of exposure is better than none at all. Another course of action would be
to remind students hesitant about studying the only foreign language offered that any study in high school will help them in college,
even if another language is studied at that 1imc. Rcscart:h shows that once a second language is studied, further language acquisition is
facilitated because the learner has already experienced foreign language IC1U11ing.
Showing the practical benefits of foreign language is key to the success of any foreign language program. One approach would be to
bring in guest speakers from the area who use foreign languages in their worlc (Marcos & ~yton, 2000, p. 2) to promote practical
interest Other ideas include "job-shadowing" experiences, tours of business, and foreign language career fairs. As in the Connors
(1994) study, hidden opportunities may exist for foreign language use in the local job marlcet. Of the students surveyed, 55% not
studying a foreign language included in their top three reasons why that it was not necessary for their career interest. 47% said it was
not practical, and parents responded similarly. Apparcndy, many students and parents are not aware of the need for employees with
foreign language skills. Even though the district in question is in rural Northwest Minnesota, the ethnic make-up of the area is
evolving, mirroring the rest of the country. Regardless of whether or not a student plans to migrate to a more metropolitan area, the
need for foreign language speakers is ever-increasing. As stated earlier, one parent mentioned that his or her child's choice of a career
in nursing was a reason that foreign language study was not needed. Educating parents and students about the need for employees with
foreign language skills is crucial.
Educating those not choosing to study foreign language is not the only pertinent strategy. 93% of students studying foreign language
stated "it was a requirement for college" as one of their top three reasons to do so, with parents providing similar responses. The belief
that it is an impractical requirement is regrettable. These students, too, need to be informed about the other benefits such as those
stated.above. The district's career counselor offered the parent/student high school registration night as a possible avenue for
educating parents and students about foreign language education. As stated earlier, very few students surveyed chose foreign language
because it was an interesting topic or for challenging course content. The intrinsic values of foreign language education arc being
overlooked, as well.
It appears that teachers and administrators need to be informed just as much as parents and students about the benefits and necessity of
foreign language learning. Some stated in their questionnaires that they had studied foreign language in school and hadn't used it
since. Although there are benefits to their study beyond the use of the language, they need to understand why this situati.o n may be
different for their students. One tactic might be to ask them if they used a computer when they were in school. Most would say no, as
computers were not used in any school before 19TT, and not used routinely until the mid-1980's (Roblycr & Edwards, 2000, p. 9-10).
Do they see a need for the use of computers now either in the workplace or in other areas of their lives? Using faculty meetings and
worlcshops 10 educate teachers about the importance of foreign language learning in a rapidly-changing world would hopcfully
persuade them to promote foreign languages to their students, and even link foreign language to their own curriculum.
Many of the teachers and administrators surveyed stated that beginning foreign language education at an earlier age, as opposed to
ninth grade, would be preferable. It would decrease the shock of a brand new course of study at a later age, increase interest and
participation, and allow the students to become more proficient with more years of study throughout their school years. Marsh (1995)
affirms that middle school exploratory foreign language classes create favorable attitudes toward continued foreign language study in
high school. If beginning foreign language education at an earlier age is not feasible, methods to stimulate interest in earlier grades
include language fairs put on by high school students, mini-units with elementary students, ethnic food fairs, foreign language club
activities, and the possibility of future foreign travel.
Aside from all these strategics, old-fashioned public relations campaigns could help the image of foreign language instruction.
Publishing classroom newsletters, websites or bulletins showcasing the daily events in the classroom would create interest One could
use the school or local newspaper to promote foreign languages and their benefits from the fun to the functional to all citizens. Inviting
parents and community members to observe what is happening in the classroom benefits any program.

In conclusion, it is perceived that the majority of students, parents and teachers in the rural district in question do not necessarily hold
negative attitudes toward foreign language education and nearly two-thirds of students do study foreign language. In spite of this,
much can be done to increase the awareness of the benefits, both obvious and somewhat covert, that foreign language study provides.
Although all students should not be required to study foreign language, especially at high school age, the gains for most students are
evident and immeasurable.
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''The Most Intimate Act of Reading: On the Translation of El soldador de los tr6picos by Vicente
Cabrera Funes," James Wojtaszek, University of Minnesota, Morris
The title of this piece is taken from an article on the "politics of translation" by philosophy
professor and postcolonial theorist Gayatri Spivak. I chose it because for me it concisely and most
effectively described the complexity of translation in its many dimensions. For many in our culture, and
certainly in other cultures as well, the concept of translation is simplified and often misunderstood as a
more or less mechanical process of taking words and phrases from one language and locating equivalent
words and expressions in another, producing a copy of the original that is readily understood in the new
language. Those who have dedicated years to the study of language, or who have perhaps been translators,
have a far different understanding of the process. Spivak's brief definition, actually only an aside in a
longer statement about a specific translation she had done, summarized for me one of the most essential
elements of the process-an intimate engagement with the text, and all that is contained within, between,
and beyond its lines. I do not mean by this statement to "re-mystify" the text after generations of theorists
have worked so hard to do the opposite. I simply suggest that translation brings to the text all of the critical
and interpretive apparatus that effective reading does, with the added responsibility of effectively rendering
the text to a new audience that would not have access to it in its original form. How such work is done
"effectively" has long been a question and subject for debate, changing perhaps as often as our methods of
reading and understanding literature. But it is, in any case, anything but mechanical or dispassionate; it is,
as described by Mary Louise Pratt, "both a science and a poetics."
In his book The Scandals of Translation, published in 1998, Lawrence Venuti offers some insight
into the logistics and economics of translation worldwide. I doubt these statistics have changed drastically
in the last few years:
Since WWII, English has remained the most translated language worldwide, but one of the least
translated into. The translations issued by British and American publishers currently comprise .
about two to four percent of their total output each year ... while in other foreign countries, large
and small, East and West, the percentage tends to be significantly higher: 6 percent in Japan, IO in
France, 14 in Hungary, 15 in Germany. In 1995 Italian publishers issued 40,429 volumes, 25
percent of which were translations; English towered over the other source languages ....This
asymmetry in translation patterns ensures that the United States and the United Kingdom enjoy a
hegemony over foreign countries that is not only simply political and economic, ... but cultural as
well. (88)
This statement, and indeed Venuti's study in general, ask us to think beyond the immediate issues of
translating any given text, placing the concept of translation into a broader context of intercultural relations
which have real consequences that are cultural, political, and economic. In many ways, English-speaking
culture's limited understanding, and limited curiosity about translation, tend to perpetuate the sort of
cultural imbalance that Venuti describes, erasing the presence and continued importance of translation.
Eliot Weinberger, perhaps best known for his translations of the Mexican poet Octavio Paz,
reminds us that translation is necessary "for the obvious reason that one's own language has only created,
and is creating, a small fraction of the world's most vital books." (Pratt 29) This "obvious" situation,
however, is often overlooked. And, as Venuti also convincingly argues, even when it is recognized, as in
the case of the numerous translations that have become part of the Western literary canon and incorporated
into the university curriculum, it is often done by erasing the presence and history of translation within this
process of assimilation. That is, many classical and contemporary texts taught by necessity in translation to
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English-speaking students are essentially presented as though they were indeed written in the language at
hand, or as though the fact that they have been translated is worth little or no mention. This is perhaps
based on an assumption of trust in the translators, but such an approach is a disservice to the studentreaders of these texts. Venuti argues in his book for a "pedagogy of translation," which on the one hand
complicates the task of reading these texts, but at the same time enriches curriculum by helping students to
be "both self-critical and critical of exclusionary cultural ideologies by drawing attention to the situatedness
of texts and interpretations." For Venuti, "Recognizing a text as translated and figuring this recognition into
classroom interpretations can teach students that their critical operations are limited and provisional,
situated in a specific cultural situation, in a curriculum, in a particular language. And with the knowledge of
limitations comes the awareness of possibilities, different ways of understanding the foreign text, different
ways of understanding their own cultural moments" (93).
Mary Louise Pratt, whose work has been both thorough and compelling, also asks us to consider
the broader questions and consequences regarding translation as a linguistic, cultural, and intercultural
practice. By expanding the notion of translation far beyond the literary, and through her use of terms like
"traffic in meaning" and "transculturation" to talk about translation, she reminds us that it is never a simple,
one-directional process. By analyzing the role of translation in the colonization of Latin America, for
example, she demonstrates that the process can have a range of ramifications, from cultural exchange and
mediation to violence and obliteration.
These and other theorists of translation remind us of the need for a broader, more complex
understanding in our culture and in our educational institutions. But from here, as time is limited, I'd like
to return to the more immediate question of translating a text, a specific text, and some of the issues,
questions, challenges and solutions it entailed. In his explanation of the translation of poetry, Eliot
Weinberger suggests that the purpose of translation is not "to give the poet a voice in the translationlanguage. It is to allow the poem to be heard in the translation language, ideally in many of the same ways
in which it is heard in the original language." This means, then, that "the primary task of the translator is
not merely to get the dictionary meanings right - which is the easy part - but rather to invent a new music
for the text in the translation-language, one that is mandated by the original though not a technical
replication of the original" (Pratt 29). And while again this definition smacks a little bit of the
mystification I try to avoid when dealing with literature, I think it effectively describes one of the most
important, and challenging, tasks of the translator. It is from this context that I approached the translation of
El soldador de los tr6picos; a brief excerpt of this translation will appear later.
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The Welder of the Tropics by Vicente Cabrera Funes, translated by James Wojtaszek, UMM
I've just received ... and he's not quite sure what to say, he already feels the shame of their
criticism, for being negligent, for disregarding his fraternal and familial responsibilities.
He'd left them years ago with a wife he found for himself at a convention of the faithful devotees
of the Sacred Heart of Jesus and the Holy Eucharist. Said council was taking place in a five-star hotel on
the outskirts of a tropical city. (The name is left out for the sake of decency.) Everybody knows it's a
place full of whores, known for its casinos, its orgies and orgasms at night. .. and during the day.
The city doesn't sleep even for a second.
And if such an event took place, it was precisely to combat the unpleasant air of the city of
Gomorrah, or so said the spiritual leaders, of which he was one. They had to do something for that rathole, it was a blemish on the whole country, and on all humanity. The group leaders tended to overdo it
with their goals and ambitions, in addition to seeing the devil everywhere; they knew how to sway their
members with smooth talk and lots of spin.
He married her, because in his heart he knew there wasn't another woman like her, who would
understand him and keep him on the path of professional prestige and, above all, she was the prettiest he'd
seen and from a very good family, from another locality, different from his, different from the sort of poor
and unimpressive town he came from, which by the way was called .. .and he doesn't even want to think of
the name of his town, but he has to tell her where he's from, and, making a superhuman effort, he declares
that he is from Guano.
He's often thought about the better luck that others have had with names: from the land where
they were born to the name they carried to the grave. He, on the other hand, has found himself feeling
depressed, weighed down, by a word that embarrasses him and makes him as uncomfortable as an
inordinately tight shoe. He remembers vividly that the day he had to confess his name and the name of his
town he was sweating between his legs and blushing on his forehead and behind his ears. Because life
certainly does bring coincidences that can leave even the most philosophical of men feeling small and
foolish.
The spiritual meeting took place in the tropics, where the sun blazed until midnight, twenty-four
hours a day, the damn thing. His hand was sweating profusely when he picked up the white glove, which
she had most likely dropped on purpose just so the handsome catch would pick it up and say miss, you
dropped this, vea nomas, just look at the good fortune of this glove, of the lady it belongs to and of the coy,
upstanding gentleman, who knows how to reap the rewards of a friendship, a discreet compliment, a
matrimonial promise. And now you see we are in front of the Lord to receive his blessings and grace, to
fonn a sacred union devoted to the mission and the fight against the evil of the world, against the awful
habits such as those of the city of Gomorrah where we met. And how very strange destiny is (who would
have predicted it?), now we are binding ourselves together with the glove and the blessing of Father
Hortensia Benavides Sicuta, full-time coadjutor and fonner parish priest of Santo Domingo of Gomorrah.

***
He was going to become a priest, but one wild night, with a few women from the wrong side of
the world (where he'd been brought by his own nephew, a university student, who apparently had more
force of spirit than his uncle), he burned his cassock. With a gallon of gasoline they made a bonfire of San
Juan, and he was left wearing black trousers and a linen shirt, like a civilian going out into the world for the
first time. To let the world see what was behind that outfit that looked like a circling buzzard, those were la
Victoria's words, the one who took him by the hand to her bed, once he'd accepted the bet that he could
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finish off the bottle of rum, with no cinnamon or passion fruit; halfway there, with only his lips and the
bottle, no glasses or any other form of aid, he passed out, not because he was drunk but because he lost his
breath, as the liquid went down the wrong pipe. And when they noticed his eyes were glassy like a
corpse's, they said to her: take care of him, carajo, and that's how he found his way to her, the
incomparable Victorita, who was drawn to him from the first moment when they told her - and she was
convinced - that he was a virgin, that he had never tasted the forbidden fruit. "Ven, mi amor, I'll take care
of you, I'll bring you back to life," and recovering his breath and his balance he followed her to that joyous
room of the first time, that's according to her, the expert, the all-knowing and ultimate source of knowledge
on these things.
There Victorita undressed him and he found himself exactly as his mother had brought him into
this world. In less than three minutes, the illustrious seminarian threw away an eight-year career of
meditation and prayer in the arms of the Lord, and crossed over immediately into enemy camps, without his
father finding out until one day a neighborhood gossip came to tell him that she'd seen Leyvita-with his
nephew - leaving that house of sin, better known as - she pointed out- "the House of Mirrors."
"The House of Mirrors!" repeated the old man, incredulous.
"What a beautiful name!" the nephew had said to his uncle. "You'll love the place, come on." Of
course he knew this for sure, he himself had found out about it from a military man, Remigio Beltran
Padilla, the brother of another seminarian who was, in the Seminario Mayor, the most reliable source on the
sins of this world, and he himself also ended up leaving the place, not through the main door but the
window, and that cost him his life, of course. This flying seminarian had his room - with a view of the pool
- on Side A of that large Diocesan complex.

Cabrera Funes, Uicente. "El soldador de los tropicos."
hortelano de Ulba. Quito: Libresa, 2003. pp. 59-63
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Papers at FLARR from Spring, 1994
A
-Aasheim, Elsa Leven, from MSU,
"Introduction to South American
Cultures," UMM, S '96. See also
Under Leven, Elsa.
-Adams, Janice, from UMM, "Go
Fish: Deal your Students in for
Vocabulary and Grammar Fun!,"
UMM,S'96
-Adams, Janice, from UMM, Panel
Presenter, "The College Methods
Course Revisited: A High SchoolCollege Dialogue," NDSU, F '94
-Adams, Janice, from UMM, with
Julie Bona, "The UMM Academic
Partnership: Teaching Portfilio
Project," Moorhead Junior High
School, S '95 (See FLARR Page
#2, Vol 1)
-Alvarez Rosales, Jacqueline, from
UMM, "Authentic Materials in the
Oassroom: When Language Skills
Are Learned through Music, Radio,
and Internet,." UMM, F, '04
-Aronson, Stacey Parker, from UMM,
"A Reacting of Vicente Cabrera's
La sombra del esp{a," Concorclia
College, F, "03
-Aronson, Stacey Parker, from UMM,
"Bridges to Cyberspace: Ideas for
Beginning and Intermediate
Spanish, NDSU, F '96
-Aronson, Stacey Parker, from UMM,
"Magic to Stir Men's Blood, Magic
and Rape in the Golden Age Prose
of Marla de Zayas," MSU, F, '97
-Aronson, Stacey Parker, from UMM,
"May Session in Spain 2005: The
Literature and History of Jewish
and Muslim Spain," UMM, F, '04
-Aronson, Stacey Parker, from UMM,
Panel Presenter, "FLARR Panel on
Study Abroad," Concordia College,
F, '03
-Aronson, Stacey Parker, from UMM,
"Service Learning in Spanish at
UMM," UMM, F, '01
-Aronson, Stacey Parker, from UMM,
with James Wojtaszek, "Mexican U.S. Relations, A Foreign Study
Course in San Miguel de Allende,
Mexico," UMM, F, '01
-Aronson, Stacey Parker, from UMM,
with Michelle Forsberg, "The Incorporation of Yoruban (African)
Mythology in the Poetry of Nancy
Monej6n, an African Cuban Poet,."
Concordia College, S, '99
-Aronson, Stacey Parker, from UMM,
with Thomas Turner, "Amigos
Electr6nicos: A Bridge to Cyberspace, Part II, NDSU, S '97
B
·Bakken, Jerome, from UND,
"Remembering Herb Boswau," (See
Following FLARR Page #35, Vol 1)
-Bakken, Jerome, from UND, Panel
Presenter, "The College Methods
Course Revisited: A High SchoolCollege Dialogue," NDSU, F' 94

-Bakken, Jerome, from UND, "The
State of the Study of French and
German in the Upper Midwest,."
NDSU, F'96
-Benoit,. Virgil, from UND, Panel
Chair, "The Relevant and the Exceptional, or the Quest to Teach
and Learn More Effectively,"
Concordia College, S, '05
-Berberi, Tammy, from UMM, "Electronic 'Literary Salons' in Introductory Foreign Literature Gasses,"
MSU,F,'02
-Berberi, Tammy, from UMM, with
Katie Droske, '1ntegrating MultiMedia into the Beginning Language
Oassroom," UMM, F '04
-Bertucci, Sonja, from Concordia
College, "From Movie to Film:
Entertaining to Learning," MSU,
F, "01 (See also FLARR Page #22,
Vol 1)
-Bina, Cyrus, from UMM, "The U.S.
Foreign Policy Muddle: Between
Iraq and the Neoconservative Agenda," UMM, F, '04
-Bina, Cyrus, from UMM, "Afghanistan and the Surrounding Area:
Economics, Religion, Cutlure,"
UMM,F,'01
-Bona,Julie, from UMM, withJan
Adams, "The UMM Academic
Partnership: Teaching Portfolio
Project," Moorhead Junior High
School, S '95 (See FLARR Page
#2, Vol 1)
-Borchardt, Edith, from UMM, Panel
Presenter, "Literature and Culture,"
UMM, F, '01 (See also FLARR Pages
#25, #26, #27, #28, Vol 1)
-Borchardt, Edith, from UMM,
"Stories from Budapest"
["Erzalungen aus Budapest"1 UMM
F, '04
-Borchardt, Edith, from UMM,
"Translating Goethe: 'Der Gott
und clie Bajadere' and Schubert's
Rendition," Concordia College,
F, '03 (See also FLARR Pages #32,
#33, #34)
-Boswau, Herb, from UND, "AATG
Conference on the Unification in
Germany," NDSU, F '94
-Boswau, Herb, from UND, Panel
Presenter, "Changes in the Profession over the 30 Years of FLA.RR,"
MSU,F,'02
-Brown, Cheri, from MSU, "How I
Gave Up 'Teaching Grammar' and
Learned to Love It," NDSU, F' 94
-Brown, Lisa, from Concordia
College, "Morocco," Moorhead
Junior High School, S '95
-Buchanan, Sarah, from UMM,
"Music for Grammar in the Foreign
Language Oassroom," UMM, F, '04
-Buchanan, Sarah, from UMM, Panel
Presenter "Film as Art and Film as a
Teaching Tool," UMM, F, '01
-Burchill, Madelyn, from Concordia,
"Culture and Society through the
Media: An Innovative Approach to
Intermediate German," S, '98

-Burchill, Madelyn, from Concordia
College, "Making Interdisciplinary
Connections with Language
Courses," Concordia College, S, '05
-Burchill, Madelyn, from Concordia
College, Panel Chair, "FLARR Panel
On Study Abroad," Concordia
College, F, '03
-Burchill, Madelyn, from Concordia
College, Panel Presenter, "Foreign
Languages in a Time of Financial
Conservatism: Reactions and Suggestions," MSU, S, '01
-Burchill, Madelyn, from Concordia
College, "Using Target Language
Children's Literature for Vocabulary
Acquisition in Beginning Language," Concordia College, S, "02
C
-Cabello, Francisco, from Concordia
College, with Mary Thrond, "Teaching Language Through Storytelling
a la Asher and Rassias," Concordia
College, F, '03
-Cabrera, Vicente, from UMM, "A
Reading of Vicente Cabrera's
La sombra del esp{a," Concordia
College, F, '03 (See also FLARR Page
#30)
-Cabrera, Vicente, from UMM,
Author Presenter, with James
Wojtaszek. "The Most Intimate Act
of Reading: On the Translation of El
soldador De los tr6picos I The
Welder of the Tropics by Vicente
Cabrera Funes," UMM, F '04
(See FLARR Page #43 and #43,
Vol 1)
-Casagrande, Louis, Senior Vice
President and Curator for the Science
Museum of Minnesota (with Harold
Hinds), "Dilemmas of the Maya:
Ancient and Modern," MSU, S' 94
-Oark. Jonathan, from Concordia
College, "The State of the Study of
French and German in the Upper
Midwest,." NDSU, F '96
-Cushman, Jenifer, from UMM,
"Preparing Teachers for the First
Decade of the 21" Century: Culture
and Gvilization Courses," Concordia College, S, 2000

D
-Degavrillac, Daniel, from UND,
Panel Presenter, "The Relevant
and the Exceptional, or the Quest
to Learn More Effectively," ConCordia College, S, '05
-Droske, Katie, from UMM, with
Tammy Berberi, "Integrating
Multi-Media into the Beginning
Language Oassroom," UMM, F, '04

E
-Erickson, Nancy, from BSU, Panel
Presenter, ''The College Methods
Course Revisited: A High SchoolCollege Dialogue," NDSU, F '94
F
-Farrell, Frederick C., from UMM,
Panel Presenter, "Changes in the
Profession over the 30 Years of
FLARR," MSU, F, '02

-Fischer, Diana, from Concordia
College, Panel Presenter, "Hwnor
in the Oassroom," MSU, S '04
-Fischer, Diana, from Concordia
College, "Teaching Tolerance
Activities for Multicultural or ESL
Oassrooms," Concordia College,
F,'03
-Forsberg, Michelle, from UMM, with
Stacey Parker Aronson, "The Incorporation of Yoruban (African)
Mythology in the Poetry of Nancy
Monejoo, an African Cuban Poet,"
Concordia College, S '99
-Foss, Nancy, from Concordia, Panel
Presenter, "Foreign Languages in a
TlDl.e of Financial Conservatism:
Reactions and Suggestions,'' MSU,
s, '01
-Foss, Nancy, from Concordia
. College. "Preparing Teachers for
the First Decade of the 21" Century," Concordia College, S, 2000
-Foss, Nancy, from Concordia, with
Mary Johnson,. from MSU, "Comments on Oaude Beauclair's
'Scenes from Moliere' s Les femmes
savantes;;' to be presented Thursday, Oct 13, at 7:30 p.m. in Weld
Hall, MSU," NDSU, F '94

G
-chollett, Donna, from UMM, "Why
is Latin American Studies Important to You.N UMM, F, '04
-Gilchrist, David, from Moorhead
Area Schools, "Assessing the
Assessment," Concordia College,

F,'95
-Gilchrist, David, from Moorhead
Area Schools, Panel Presenter,
"Changes in the Profession over the
30 Years ofFLARR," MSU, F '02
-Gilchrist, David, from Moorhead
Area Schools, with Marilyn Proulx,
"Standards Update," UMM, S '96
-Gilmore, Gloria, from UMM, "A
Reading of Vicente Cabrera's
I.a sombre del esp(a, Concordia
College, F, '03
-Gilmore, Gloria, from UMM,
"Developing Higher Level Thinking
Skills Using Visual Tools," UMM,

F,'04
-Gilmore, Gloria, from UMM, Panel
Presenter, "Hwnor in the Oassroom," MSU, S '04
-Grollman, Stephanie, from NDSU,
Panel Presenter, "Hwnor in the
Oassroont," MSU, S, '04

H
-Hageman, Jeanne, from NOSU,
Panel Presenter, with Carlos
Hawley and Paul Homan, "The
Ideal Foreign Language Program
and How to Get There," NOSU,
F, '02
-Hall, John, from MSU, Panel Presenter, "Changes in the Profession
over the 30 Years of FLARR," MSU,
F, '02
-Hall, John, from MSU, Panel Presenter, "Foreign Languages in a
Tune of Financial Conservatism:

Reactions and Suggestions, " MSU,

s, '01

-Hall, John, from MSU, Panel Presenter, "Preparing Teachers for the
First Decade of the 21" Century:
Advanced Oasses,n Concordia
College, S, 2000
-Hall, John, from MSU, Pana! Presenter, "The College Methods
Course Revisited: A ffigh SchoolCollege Dialogue," NDSU, F '94
-Ham, Jennifer, from the University
of Wisconsin, Greenbay, "The State
of the Study of French and German
in the Upper Midwest," NDSU,

F,'96
-Hawley, Carlos, from NDSU, Panel
Presenter, with Jeanne Hageman
and Paul Homan, "The Ideal
Foreign Language Program and
How to Get There," NDSU,

F, 2000
-Hillstrom, Karin, from Concordia
College, with Mary Thrond, ''The
Sensual Approach to Presenting
Culture," UMM, F '99
-Hinds, Harold, from UMM (with
Louis Casagrande), "Dilemmas of
the Maya: Ancient and Modern,"
MSU,5'94
-Homan, Paul, from NDSU, Panel
Presenter, with Jeanne Hageman
and Carlos Hawley, "The Ideal
Foreign Language Program and
How to Get There," NDSU, F, 2000

I

J

-Johnson, Adriana, from Concordia
College, Panel Presenter, "FLARR
Panel on Study Abroad," Concordia College, F, '03
-Johnson.. Mary, from MSU, "Comments on Oaude Beauclair's
'Scenes from Moliere's Les femmes
sauantes;' to be presented Thursday, Oct 13, at 7:30 p.m. in Weld
Hall, MSU," NDSU, F '94

K
-King, Shirley, from UNO, "Taking
Students Abroad: Ecuador and
Spain," Concordia College, F '95

L
-Larson, April, from BSU, "J-Term
in Argentina," Concordia College,
S, '05
-Larson, April, from BSU, Panel
Presenter, with Marla Teresa
Miranda, "Preparing Teachers for
the First Decade of the 21" Century:
Intermediate Language Gasses,"
Concordia College, S, 2000
-Lebugle, Andre, from UNO, Panel
Presenter, "Humor in the Oassroom," MSU, S, '04 (See also FLARR
Page #35, Vol I)
-Lebugle, Andre, from UNO, "My
Overnead Projector Doesn't Run
Windows Rand It Doesn't Crash
either," Concordia College, S, '02
-Lebugle, Andre, from UNO, "Practical Ideas for Teachers of Modern
Languages," NDSU, F '98
-Lebugle, Andre, from UNO, ''Tips

from a Practical Teacher," Concordia College, S '99
-Leven, Elsa, from MSU, "Foreign
Language Models of Instruction:
A Descriptive Study of the Methodologies Used by FL Teeachers at
the Public Schools," NDSU, F, '98
-Lin, Jenny, from MSU, "Chinese
Symbols and Their Cultural Meaning," Moorhead Junior High School,
S '95 (See FLARR Page #6, Vol 1)
-Lin, Jenny, from MSU, "How
Chinese and American Education
Systems Differ," NDSU, F '96
-Lin, Jenny, from MSU, "Planning
and Study Tours Abroad," MSU,
F,'02
-Lin, Jenny, from MSU, "Musical
Chairs,• UNO, S '98
-Lin, Jenny, from MSU, "What is a
Radical? What is an Electronic
Brain?,* MSU, S '01
-Lin, Jenny, from MSU, ''Wow! I can
Really Communicate with a Native
Speaker," NDSU, F '98
-Lutz, Georgine, from Karlstad, Mn,
"In Memory of Herb Boswau,"
(See Following FLARR Page #35,
Vol I)
-Lutz, Georgine, from Karlstad, Mn,
Panel Presenter, "Changes in the
Profession over the 30 Years of
FLARR,F,'02
-Lutz, Georgine, from Karlstad, Mn,
Panel Presenter, with Thomas Turner, "Mentoring at Colleges and
Public Schools: Issues and Suggestions, A Roundtable Discussion,"
NDSU, F, 2000 (See also FLARR
Page #21, Vol I)

M
-Mafia-Bustamante, Cecilia, from
MSU, Panel Presenter, "FLARR
Panel on Study Abroad," Concordia
College, F'03
-Marcantetti, Mariela, from UMM,
"Latin America on CD: Cultural
Enrichment for Language Students,"
UMM,F,'04
-Maury, Debra, from UNO, Panel
presenter, "Foreign Langauges in a
Time of Financial Conservatism:
Reactions and Suggestions," MSU,
S, '01
-Maury, Debra, from UNO, ''TeachForeign Language Composition,"
MSU,F,'02
-Maury, Debra, from UNO, "Versification as a Langauge Teaching
Tool," MSU, S, "01
-Mendes, Sara, from Prairie Public
Television, "Hablemos Espafiol,"
NDSU,F'94
-Mendes, Sergio, from Concordia
College, "Development in Latin
America," NDSU, F '94
-Michael, Nancy, from BSU, Panel
Presenter, "Course and Teaching
Innovations," BSU, S '03
-Miranda, Marla Teresa, from BSU,
Panel Presenter, with April Larson,
"Preparing Teachers for the First
Decade of the 21" Century: Inter-
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Mediate Language Classes," Concordia College, 5, 2000
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-Pallares, Carolina, from UMM, with
Thomas Turner, "Marfa en Mexico:
A Rediscovery of National Heritage," MSU, Fall, '97
-Palmer, Heather, from Concordia
College, "French Bakeries and How
to Incorporate them into Gasses,"
UND,5'98
-Paulson, David, from Concordia
College, "Second Language Writing
Workshop, Part II, MSU, S '94
-Paulson, David, from Concordia
College, Panel Presenter, "The
College Methods Course Revisited:
A High School-College Dialogue,"
NDSU,F'94
-Proulx, Marilyn, from Moorhead
Area Schools, "Assessing the
Assessment," Concordia College,
F, '95
-Proulx, Marilyn, from Moorhead
Area Schools, "POLIA Workshop
Standards: Proficiency-Oriented
Instruction Assessment," Concordia
College, S, '99
-Proulx, Marilyn, from Moorhead
Area Schools, with David Gilchrist,
"Standards Update," UMM, S '%

Q
R
-Rivera, Blanca, from BSU, "Beyond
Ricky Martin and 'La vida loca':
Puerto Ricans in the U.S." UMM,
S,'01
-Rodriguez Moya, Roberto, from
UMM, Panel Presenter, "Film as Art
and Film as a Teaching Tool,"
UMM,F,'01
-Romereim, Brenda, from the
Breckenridge Area Schools, "Using
A Movie for Spanish Two and
Three," Concordia College, S, '05
-Rosch, Erica, from UMM, "Designing and Implementing a New Language La~," UNO, S '98 ,,
-Rosch, Erica, from UMM, French
Home Page," UMM, S '%

s
-Saar, Cynthia, from NDSU, "Influence of Second Langauge Study on
Ethnocentrism and Prejudice,"
NDSU,F'%
-Schaum, Ted, from MSU, "Authentic
Assessment in the FL/ESL Gass-Room: Central States Conference
Workshop," Concordia College,
F'05
-Schaum, Ted, from MSU, Emeritus,
"Explore Networking Cultural
Events and Programs," Concordia
College, S, '05
-Schaum, Ted, from MSU, "Remembering Herb Boswau," (See Following FLARR Page #35, Voll)
-Schlifer, Cathy, from BSU, "The State
of the Study of French and German
in the Upper Midwest," NDSU,
F,'%

-Schwaller, John, from UMM,
"Nahuatl Contributions to English
and Spanish," UMM, F, '01 (See also
FLARR Pages #23 and #14, Vol 1)
-Senior, Matt, from UMM, "French
Pilot Program: UMM Students
Teach French to 3'd and 4 th Graders,"
UMM,F'99
-Senior, Matt, from UMM, Panel
Presenter, "Film as Art and Film as
a Teaching Tool," UMM, F, '01
-Senior, Matt, from UMM, "The State
of the Study of French and German
in the Upper Midwest," NDSU,
F'96
-Senior, Matt, from UMM, "Teaching
Cyrano," Concordia College, F '95
(See FLARRPage #3, Vol 1)
-Smith, Benjamin, from MSU,
"Addressing the Needs of Multiple
Levels of Proficiency in the Same
Gassroom," UMM, F, '04
-Smith, Benjamin, from MSU,
"Jeopardy & Password: Two Great
Games for Learning Language,"
Concordia College, F, '03
-Smith, Benjamin, from MSU,
Panel Presenter, "FLARR Panel on
Study Abroad," Concordia College,
F, '03
-Sullivan-Trainor, Deborah, from
Concordia College, "Designing
and Implementing a New Language
Lab at Concordia College," MSU,
F,'97
-Sullivan-Trainor, Deborah, from
Concordia College, "Technological
Realia: Using Native-Speaker Software and Web Sites," NDSU, F '%
T
-Tolosa, Lourdes, from Concordia
College, "A Web Page for Spanish,"
NDSU, F, '98 (See FLARR Pages
#13 and #14, Vol 1)
-Thrond, Mary, from Concordia
College, "A Lost Voice Remembered: Marfa Teresa Le6n," Conoordia College, S '05
-Thrond, Mary, from Conoordia
College, "Implementing Portfolio
Assessment to Meet ACTFL
National Standards and Ensure
Student-Centered Learning," Concordia College, 5, 2000
-Thrond, Mary, from Concordia
College, with Francisoo Cabello,
"Teaching Language through Storytelling a la Asher and Rassias,"
Concordia College, F, '03
-Thrond, Mary, from Concordia
College, with Karin Hillstrom, "The
Sensual Approach to Presenting
Culture," UMM, F '99 (See FLA RR
Page #17 and #18, Vol 1)
-Trempeau, Tristan, from UNO,
Panel Presenter, " The Relevant and
the Exceptional, Or the Quest to
Learn More Effectively," Concordia
College, S, '05
-Turner, Thomas, from UMM, "A
Reading of Vicente Cabrera's
4,l sombra del espia," Concordia
College, F, 03

-Tumer, Thomas, from UMM,
"Camilo Jose Cela: Daily Life and
Vocabulary of Mid-Twentieth Century Spain," Concordia College,
s, '05
-Turner, Thomas, from UMM, Convener/ Recorder, "Program
Management in Times of Austerity:
A Collaborative Workshop," MoorHead Junior High School, S '95
-Turner, Thomas, from UMM,
Discussion Leader, "Budget and
Programs in the World Langauges:
General Discussion," BSU, 5/03
-Turner, Thomas, from UMM,
Discussion Leader, "The New
American Isolationism: General
Discussion," BSU, S, '03
-Turner, Thomas, from UMM,
"Drawing on the Imagination: Part
II, Line Drawings, MSU, 5'94
-Turner, Thomas, from UMM, "From
Writing to Speaking: Some Use of
Television in the Composition Program," Moorhead Junior High
School, S '95
-Turner, Thomas, from UMM, "Origens of the Spanish Character,"
Concordia College, S '02
-Turner, Thomas, from UMM, Panel
Presenter, "Course and Teaching
Innovations," BSU, S, '03
-Turner, Thomas, from UMM, Panel
Participant, "Foreign Languages
In a Time of Financial Conservatism:
Reactions and Suggestions," MSU,
S,'01
-Turner, Thomas, from UMM, Panel
Presenter, "Humor in the Gass-room," MSU, S '04 (See also FLARR
Page #36, Vol 1)
-Turner, Thomas, from UMM,
"Remembering Herb Boswau," (See
Following FLARR Page #35, Vol 1)
-Turner, Thomas, from UMM,
"Simple Computer Drawing for
Your Gasses," UMM, F '99
-Turner, Thomas, from UMM,
"Writing a Cultural Reader," Concordia College, S '99
-Turner, Thomas, from UMM, with
Carolina Pallares, "Marfa en
Mexico: A Rediscovery of National
Heritage," MSU, F, '97
-Turner, Thomas, from UMM,
Panel Presenter, with Georgine
Lutz, "Mentoring at Colleges and
Public Schools: Issues and Suggestions," NDSU, F, 2000
-Turner, Thomas, from UMM, with
Stacey Parker Aronson, "Amigos
Electr6nicos, A Bridge to Cyberspace, Part II," NDSU, S '97
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-Uebel, Robert, from NDSU, "Warmup Exercises at the Beginning of
Gass," Moorhead Junior High
School, 5'95
V
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-Washington, Tom, from UMM,
"A Special Workshop on Psycho-Generative Language Teaching:

r

A 21" Century Methodology,"
NOSU, F, '98 (See FLARR Pages
#8, #9, #11, #12, Vol 1)
-Waldburger, Nickolaus, from UNO,
Panel Presenter, "The Relevant and
the Exceptional, Or the Quest to
Learn more Effectively," Concordia
College, S, '05
-Wieser, Mara (See also Gust. Mara),
from Greenbush Middle-River
Schools, Panel Presenter, "Foreign
Languages in a Time of Financial
Conservatism: Reactions and Suggestions," MSU, S,'01
-Wojtaszek, James, from UMM, "A
Reading of Vicente Cabrera's"
IA sombra del espfa," Concordia
College, F, '03
-Wojtaszek, James, from UMM, Panel
Presenter, "Film as Art and Film as
a Teaching Tool," UMM, F, '01
-Wojtaszek, James, from UMM, with
Stacey Parker Aronson, "Mexican U.S. Relations, A Foreign Study
Cour9e in San Miguel de Allende,
Mexico," UMM, F, 01
-Wojtaszek.James, from UMM, with
Author Presenter Vicente Cabrera,
"'The Most Intimate Act of Reading:
On the Translation of El soldador
de los tr6picos I The Welder of the
Tropics by Vicente Cabrera Funes,"
UMM, F, '04 (See also Fl.ARR Page
#42and #43)
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Papers at Fl.ARR, 1984--1993
A
-Aasheim, Elsa, from MSU, with
IBM Staff, "IBM Computer Information Update," F, 88
-Aasheim, Elsa, from Shanley High
School, Panel Convener, "High
School Programming in the 1990's,"
F, '88
-Allen, Wendy, from St Olaf College,
"Testing Oral Proficiency," S, '84
B

-Babb, Valorie, from PPTV and Minot
High School, "Prairie Public Television's New Interactive Language
Program," F, '91
-Babb, Valorie, from PPTV and Minot
High School, "Professional FL Organizations: Activity and Mission,
F, '91
-Babb, Valorie, from PPTV and Minot
High School, "PPTV's Interactive
TV Course," F, '91
-Benoit, Virgil, from UNO, "Global
Studies, Come Home," F, '90
-Borchardt, Edith, with Edith Farrell
and Tom Turner, All from UMM,
"An Intensive Saturday Program for
Beginning Language Students,"
F85
-Boswau, Herb, from UNO, "International Units: Let's Measure Up,"
F,'93
-Boswau, Herb, from UNO, "700

Jahre Eidgenossenschaft," F, '91
-Brown, Cheri, from MSU, "Who's
Afraid of the Jabberwock: Strategies for Preparing Students in
Second Language Reading Skills,'

F, '86
-Brown, Cheri, from MSU, Panel
Participant, "College & University
Programming in the 1990's," F, '88
-Brown, Cheri, from MSU, "Teaching
about d\ange•.. in German," S, '90
-Burkhart, Jeffrey, from UMM,
"Marie Jodeph-CMnier as an 18"'
Century Music Critic," F, '89
-Burkhart, Jeffry, from UMM,
''Voltaire: Musician Of Coun;e,"
S,88
-Burkhart, Jeffry, from UMM,
"Teaching about Change..• in
French," S, '90
C
-Conteh, Andrew, from MSU,
"Foreign Language and the
Need for Global Education in an
Independent World," F, '87
D
-Dubois, Gene W., from UNO,
"Presentation of the Preterite and
Imperfect in Some Recent FII'St-Year
College Spanish Textbooks," F, '88
E

F
-Farrell, Edith R., from UMM,
"Developing a Culture Calendar,"
F, '89
-Farrell, Edith R, from UMM,
"Editing the Text, Part I: Editing
, Primary Texts," S, '88
-Farrell, Edith R, from UMM,
"Composition by Computer,"
F,'88
-Farrell, Edith R, with Edith Borchardt and Tom Turner, all from
UMM, "An Intensive Saturday Program for Beginning Language Students," F, '85
-Farrell Jr., C, Frederick. from UMM
"Editing the Text, Part ll: There is
Nothing to It! Is There?," S, '88
-Farrell Jr., C. Frederick, from UMM,
"Jacqueline de Romilly: France's
Second Immortal Woman," F, '89
-Farrell Jr., C. Frederick. from UMM,
Panel Convener, "College & University Programming in the 1990's,"
F '88
-F~rrell, Steven, President of MCTFL,
Panel Participant, "Organizing and
Communicating in the 1990's,"
F, '88
-Foss, Nancy, from Concordia
College, "Workshop: Leaming
Styles and Foreign Language Teaching," S, "91
-Foss, Nancy, from Concordia
College, "Workshop II: Learning
Styles and Foreign Language Teaching," F, '91
'
-Foss, Nancy, from Concordia
College, with Mary Johnson, from
MSU, "Preparing Students for an
Evening of Poetry and Theatre with

Oaude Beaudair," F, '93
G
.
-Gilchrist, David, from Moorhead
Senior High, with Mary Johnson,
French Theater Performance,
F, '91
-Gilchrist, David, from Moorhead
Senior High, Panel Participant,
"High School Programming in the
1990's," S, '88
-Gumpel, Liselotte, from UMM,
"Raising the Linguistic ConsciOU&ness: From Native Speaker to
Foreign Language Student," S, '88
H
-Hall, John, from MSU, "Language
Acquisition and the Written Word:
Some Theoretical and Practical
Considerations," S, 93
-Hau~, Joy, from Agassiz Junior
Hign School, "Games & Activities
Stimulating Communicative Skills
in the Second-Langauge Gass,"
F,'86
-Hiebert, Willard, from Concordia
College, Panel Participant, "College
& University Programming in the
1990's," F, '88
-Hinds, Harold E., "Popular Literature and Social Change: A Look
at Mexico," S, '90
-Hinds, Harold E., from UMM,
"A Visit with the World's Most
Famous Small Town (Tepozilin,
Mexico, Presentation Accompanied
by Slides)," F, '93
-Homan, Paul, from NOSU, with
· Joanne Peltonen and Johannes
Vazulik. "An Update of the ACTFL
Oral Proficiency Tests," F, '90
I
-Iverson, Stanley, from Concordia
College, "Latin Teacher Licensure
Rules," F, '91

J

-Jebe, Suzanne, from the Minnesota
Department of Education, "Academic Alliances," F, '87
-Jebe, Suzanne, Department of Education, Panel Participant, "Organizing and Communicatig in the
1990's," F, '88
-Johnson, Linda, from Concordia
College, "Education in Japan: The
Competitive Edge," S, '93
-Johnson, Linda, from Concordia
College, "Working Women and the
New Family in Japan," F, 93
-Johnson, Mary, from MSU, with
David Gilchrist, " French Theater
Performance," F, '91
-Johnson, Mary, from MSU, with
Nancy Foss, from Concordia
College, "Preparing Students for
An Evening of Poetry and Theatre
with Oaude Beaudair," F, '93
-Johnson, Mary, from MSU, "Defining the Role of the Language
Lab," F, '93
-Johnson-Greenwood, Mary, from
MSU, "Using the France-TV
Magazine Video Program
in the Oassroom," F, '91

K
L
-Lebugle, Andre, from UNO,
"Autour de quelques mots/, S, 91
-Lee, Marla Luisa, from UMM,
"El Reflejo de Narcisa la Bella,"
S,'88
-Lutz, Georgine, from KarlstadGreenbush-Badger Schools, Panel
Participant, "High School Programming in the 1990's," S, 88
-Lutz, Georgine, from I<arlstadGreenbush-Badger Schools, "Do
You Have the Time," F, '90
M
-Meyer, Kathleen, from NDSU,
Panel Participant, "College & University Programming In the 1990's,"
F, '88
-Munski, Douglas, from NDSU,
"Geography Tests and Language
Students," F, '90
N
-Neugebauer, Kathy, from West
Fargo High School, Panel Participant, "High School Programming
in the 1990's," S, '88
0
p
-Paulson, David, from Concordia
College, "Second Language Writing Workshop (Incorporating
Writing Activities into All Levels
of Basic Instruction)," F, '93
-Peltonen, Joanne, from NDSU, with
Paul Homan and Johannes Vazulik,
"An Update on the ACTFL Proficiency Tests," F,'90
-Pesola, Carole Ann, from Concordia
College, "Total Physical Response &
Developing Listening Comprehension Skills," F, '86
-Peterfi, William, from UMM, "Political Change in Europe: Implications for the European Community,"

s, '90

-Pogge, Bill, Trobtsfield Elementary
School, MSU Methods, "General
Principles of Cooperative Leaming,"
F, '88
-Prowe, Diethelm, from Carleton
College, "On the Eve of the Single
European Market of 1992," S, '91

Q
R
-Risso, Umberto, from MSU, "How
to Succeed in Contextual Grammar
Presentations: Guidelines, Techniques, Benefits," F, '86
-Risso Umberto, from MSU, "Introducing Question Words in the
Beginning Spanish Oass," F, 87
-Risso, Umberto, from MSU, "Coaching, Teaching, & Participating,"
S, '88
-Rogers, Elwin. from Concordia
College, "Suggestopedia in a
Second-Language Oass," F, '86
-Roman-Lagunas, Jorge, from ·
Concordia College, and Michael
Ruth, from MSU, "A Portrait of
Managua, Nicaragua," F, 87
-Ruth, Michael, from MSU, and

Roman-Lagunas, Jorge, from
Concordia College, "A Portrait
of Managua, Nicaragua," F, '87.

s

-Schaum, Ted, from MSU, "Introduction to the Greater FargoMoorhead Area Academic
Alliance," F, '86
-Schaum, Ted, from MSU,
"Reminiscenses of a Vagrant
Scholar: Natural and Total
Physical Response Approach." F, 87
-Schaum, Ted, from MSU, "ACTFI.
Oral Proficiency Guidelines, Oassroom Teaching and Testing," S, '88
-Schaum, Ted, from MSU, "Central
States Extension Workshop: Planning and Pre-registration," F, 88
-Scott, Kathlyn, from Oak Grove
High School, "Implementation of
Cooperative Learning in the Second
Language Oassroom," F, '88
-skarr, Donna, from Concordia
College, "Using the Natural
Approach in Second-Language
Oasses," F, '86
-Schwartz, Lucy, from UNO, Panel
Participant, "Organizing and
Communicating in the 1990's,"
F, '88

T
-Thomas, Jose, from MSU, "Why We
Need a Revolution in Traditional
French Grammar," F, 90
-Thrond, Mary, from Concordia
College, "Teachable Moments:
Bridging the Concordia Villages
Immersion Methodology into the
Oassroom," F, '93
-Turner, Thomas, from UMM, "A
Two-Week Intensive Spanish Program for Gifted Junior and Senior
High Students," F, '87
-Turner, Thomas, from UMM,
"Field Studies for Spanish, A
Specialized Course for Spanish
Majors, Applicable for All Languages," S, ·~
-Turner, Thomas, from UMM,
"Toward a Philosphy of TeacherStudent Communication in the
1990's," F, '88
-Turner, Thomas, from UMM,
Panel Convener, "Organizing and
Communicating in the 1990's,"
F,'88
-Turner, Thomas, from UMM, "Trading Across the Curriculum," F, '91
-Turner, Thomas, from UMM, "Tools
for Foreign Language Teaching: A
Mini-Workshop/ S, '91
-Turner, Thomas, from UMM,
"Teaching about Change... in
Spanish," S, '90
-Turner, Thomas, from UMM,
"The Role of Self-Application
Statements in the Teaching of
Themes in Introductory Literature
Coures," F, '90
-Turner, Thomas, from UMM,
"Perspective Statements in Foreign
Language Programming," S, '89

-Turner, Thomas, from UMM,
"Developing Illustrations for
Visually Oriented Students," F, '89
-Turner, Thomas, from UMM, "The
Don Juan Complex, A Verbal Por•
trait from Several Sources," S, 87
-Turner, Thomas, from UMM,
"Teaching Romanticism: Some
Further Considerations, Featuring
Selections from Verdi's II Trovatore," S, '86
-Turner, Thomas, with Edith Borchardt and Edith Farrell, all from
UMM, "An Intensive Saturday Program for Beginning Language Students," F, '85
-Turner, Thomas, from UMM, "A
Language Lab Program for a Small
Liberal Arts College," S, '85
-Turner, Thomas, from UMM, "A
Review of Hector Hammerly's

Synthesis in Second Language
Teaching," S, '84

u

V

-Vaala, Carla Lee, from Burnesville
Senior High School, "Using Interactive Television, Techniques and
Materials," F, '89
-Vazulik,Johannes, from NDSU,
"The Oral Proficiency Interview as
a Teaching Tool in Beginning&:
Intermediate Second-Language
Oasses," F, 86
-Vazulik, Johannes, from NDSU, with
Joanne Peltonen and Paul Homan,
H An Update on the ACTFL Oral
Proficiency Tests," F, '90

w

-Wilborn, Graciela, from UNO,
Panel Participant, "College & University Programming in the
1990's," F, '88
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AppendixC
Papers at FLARR, 1973-1983
-Adams, Donna, from NOSU, with
Edith Stevens, from MSU, "Teaching
Techniques That Work," S, '80
-Andreini, Carol, from Cardinal
Muench Seminary, "Archeology:
Romance and Reality," S, '83
-Andrelni, Carol, from Cardinal
Muench Seminary, "Vocabulary
Expansion Through Etymological
Definition," F, '82
-Arana, Nelson, from USD, "Una
"Una satira social: La violencia y el
elemento autobiografico en ui
dudad y /os perros," S, '80
-Bailey, Jr., John W, from Mayville
State College, "An Historical Basis
For English Romanticism," F, '78
-Barber, Laird H, from UMM, "Antidote to Specialization: Ancient
Literature in Translation," F, '81
-Benoit, Virgil, from UNO,
"Kmnouraska and the United States:
A Study of the Role of History and
Geography in the Creation of a
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French Canadian Novel, " S, 79
-Benzel, Norbert G., from Concordia
College, "Experiencing the DOR,"
F, '79
-Benzel, Norbert G., from Concordia
College, Realia Materials and Cultural Programs in Foreign Languages-How Can We Cooperate,"
s, '74
-Boswau, Herb, from UNO and
Wynona Wilkins, from UNO, "MiniCourses: Topics for FL Teaching,"
F,'82
-Boswau, Herb, from UNO, "More FL
Participation: Three lips," F, '81
-Brekke, Arne, from UNO, "The
Ad vantages of Study and Travel
Abroad/ S, '74
-Briscoe, Michael, from the Morris
Public Schools and Methods Teacher
for UMM, "Computer Assisted
Instruction: CAI for FL PDQ!,"
F, '81
-Brunsdale, Mitzi, from Mayville
State College, "Possible Contributions of a Modification of the
Christensen Rhetoric Method to
First- and Second-Year Foreign
Language Study," S, '77
-Brunsdale, Mitzi, from Mayville
State College, "Teaching the Short
Fiction of Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn,"
S, '80
-Brunsdale, Mitzi, from Mayville
State College, "World Literature in
the High School: An Interdisciplinary Approach," S, '79
-Buyniak, Victor 0., from the University of Saskatchewan, "New
Methods ofTeaching Foreign Languages in Universities?", F, '78
-Cavazos, Nelson, from Concordia
College, "Chicano Literature, a
Progress Report," S, '79
-Czyzewski, Frank, from UNO, "The
Poem 'Dawn' in Doctor Zhivago,"
F, '78
-Darlington, from Brandon University, "Nietzches Uebermensel under
neue Mensch in Zwei Expressionistischen Dramen," S, '79
-Dunlop, James A., from St. Olaf
College, "Language Gass: The First
Day," F, '82
-Dunlop, James A, from St. Olaf
College, "Theatre in Madrid, 1979,"
F,79
-Eglitis, Mirdza, from Concordia
College, "Language Learning on a
Short-Term Seminar Abroad," S, 80
-Erickson, Daniel N, from Concordia
College, "Teaching Mythology
Through Catullus LXIV," S, '81
-Farrell, Jr, C. Frederick, from UMM,
"A Cross-Cultural Critique of Leopold Senghor's 'Masques': An
Approach to the Teaching of Cultural Values," F, '82
-Farrell, Jr., C. Frederick, from UMM,
"Marguerite Yourcenar, First
Woman Among the Immortals,"
S '81
-F~rrell, Jr., C. Frederick, from UMM,

"Multiple Translations as an Effective Pedagogical Tool in the Teaching of Literature," F, '79
-Farrell, Edith R., from UMM, "A
Marguerite Yourcenar Sampler:
Selected Readings From Her Prose
and Poetry," S, 81
-Farrell, Edith R, from UMM,
"Marguerite Yourcenar: Gytemnestra's Point of View," F, '79
-Farrell, Jr., C. Frederick, from UMM
and Farrell, Edith R, from UMM,
"Francois Mauriac's Therese Desqueyroux as Victim/ F '83
-Farrell, Edith R, from UMM, and
Farrell, C. Frederick. Jr. from UMM,
"Francois Mauriac's Therese Desqueyroux as Victim," F, 83
-Forest, Lois, from Cargo North High,
"A Study of Rome/ F, '74
-Gouzie, from UNO, "The Poetry of
Homero Arldjis: Theme and Variations," S, '79
-Green, David, from Concordia
College, "Testing the Beginner's
Speaking Skills," F, 82
-Green, David, from Concordia
College, "The Foreign Language
Teacher and Experimental Education," S, 79
-Hausler, Andreas, from UNO, "Insight of a 'Cosmopolitan' Mynheer
Peeperkorn in Thomas Mann's
The Magic Mountain," F, '78
-Helgeland, John, from NOSU, "The
'Acta Martyrum" as Propaganda,
s, '78
-Hiebert, Willard, from Concordia
College, "Activities of the Foreign
Language Week," S, '79
-Hinds, Harold, from UMM, "The
Peoples' Literature: A New Research and Teaching Frontier,"
F, '81
-Hirschback, Frank, from the University of Minnesota, "Teaching in the
DOR," F,'79
-Hirschback, Frank, from the University of Minnesota, "The German
Democratic Republic,"F, '79
-Holmen, Grace, from Concordia
College, "Communication Activities
in the Gasroom," F, '83
-Iverson, Stan, from Concordia
College, "Gassical Mythology and
the Human Body," S, '79
-Kath, Julie Archer, from Central
Junior High School in Minneapolis,
"Computer Augmented German
Instruction," S, '79
-Kilzer, Sister Helen, from Mary
College, "French Canadian Live-In,"
s, '76
-Koprince, Ralph, from UNO, "Dostoyevsky's Mixed Reception in
England and the United States,"
s, '79
-Koprince, Ralph, from UNO,
"Russian Formalist Criticism," S, "79
-Koprince, Ralph, from UNO, "Soviet
Press Coverage of Afghanistan:
Background for Teachers," S, ' 80
-Kumpat, Gabriele, from UNO,

"The Role of 'Erkenntnisekel'in
Thomas Mann's Tonic Kroger,"
s, '80
-Gilchrist, David, from Moorhead
Senior High, "Textbook Survey,"
s, '74
-Lacy, Gregg, from NDSU, "Foreign
Language, Literature, and Culture,
and the New Core Curriculum,"
s, '78
-Lacy, Margriet, from NOSU, "Current Trends in Foreign Language
Curricula," S, '81
-Lacy, Margriet, from NOSU, "Etymology: Some Comments on the
History of Words," S, '81
-Lacy, Margriet, from NOSU, "Trials
and Tribulations of a Lexicographer," S, '76
-Lange, Dale, from the University of
Minnesota,"ACTFL's Response
to the Report of the President's
Commission on Foreign Languages," S, '80
-Langr, Bernard and O'Brien, George,
both from UNO, "Oral Proficiency:
Testing as a Motivational Tool,"
s, '77
-Lavenda, Robert, from St. Goud
State University, "Undergraduate
Field Rj!Search Abroad: or How
Crazy Do You Have to Be to Take
22 Students to Northern Ecuador?,"
F, '81
-Lee, Maria Luisa Rodriguez, from
UMM, "Nicaragua: Free Poetry,"
F, '83
-Leser, Bernhardt, from UNO,
"About Provencal Troubadours,"
S '80
- ~r, Bernhardt, from UNO,
"Baudelaire, a Poet or a Patient,"
s, '78
-Leser, Bernhardt, from UNO,
"Marcel Proust and the Stream of
Consciusness," S, '77
-Leser, Bernhardt, from UNO,
"The Sprouting of Symbolism in
Paris," S, '79
-Leser, Esther, from UNO, "Composition and Writing, the Use of the
Foreign Language," S, '79
-Leser, Esther, from UNO, "Literature in the Gassroom, based on
'The Infant Prodigy' by Thomas
Mann," S, '76
-Leser, Esther, from UNO, "On
Thomas Mann's Brudeenbrooks,"
s, '80
-Leser, Esther, from UNO, "The
College's Responsibility to Society,"
s, '74
.
-Leser, Esther, from UNO, "Venice,
The Way Tomas Mann Knew It,"
s, 81
-Magerus, John, from the University
of Wisconsin, La Crosse, "A
'Humanisitic' Approach to the
Study of French Civilization,"
s, '77
-Magidson, Edward, from Concordia
College, "Die Wanderour: Language and Culture Through
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Experience-Based Learning." F; '79
-Meyer, Kathleen, from NDSU,
"Teaching Poetry in the Foreign
Language aa~m," s, '82
~Masciantonio, Rudolph, The School
District of Philadelphic, "Foreign
Languages and Basic Skills," S, '79
-McMullen, Frances Mary, from Red
River High School, Grand Forks,
"Greek and Latin by Correspondence," S, '81
-Merenyi, I<lara, from Jamestown ·
College, "The Language of Survival
and Vice Versa," S, '78
-Merenyi, Klara, from Jamestown
College, "The Search for Identity,"
S, '75
-Nachtsheim, Sister Mary, from the
College of St. Catherine, "Indicators of Social Change in Ousmane
Sembene's l.a Bout the Dois de
Dieu," F, '81
-Nachtsheim, Sister Mary, from the
College of St. Catherine, "Introducing the Intermediate Level
Student to French West' Africa and
Antillean Writers," S, '75
-Nahir, Donald, from Concordia
College, ''Language Planning A Typology of Functions," S, '76
-Negri, Donald, from Concordia
College, "Language Preparation
For Short-Term Abroad Studies,"
s, '80
-Negri, Donald, from Concordia
College, "Preparation and Evaluation of Overseas Experiential
Leaming," S, '79
-Nelson, David, from UNO, "German
Reception of Shakespeare in the
1970's, Focalpoint: Johann Gottfried Herder," S, '79
-Nelson, David, from UNO, "Ernst
Toiler's Hinkemann and Bertold
Brecht's Dreigroschenoper - An
Investigation of their Treatment
of the Sexual Realm," F, '78
-Nelson, David, from UNO, "The
German Qub: Some Ideas," F, 79
-O'Brien, George and Langr, Bernard,
both from UMD, "Oral Proficiency:
Testing as a Motivational Tool,"
S,'77
-Odd, Frank, from St. Olaf College,
"The Dialogue of the Dogs: Back
Door to Cervantes' Fictive World,"
F,'79
-Odegard, Dianne and Schwartz,
Lucy, from UNO, GF and EGF,
"Efforts at Collaboration for Faculty
Development The Grand ForksEast Grand Forks Foreign Language
Task Force," F, '83
-Oksenholt, Svein, from Eastern
Montana College, "TestingA '(De)Testable' Art?," F, 76
-Oksenholt, Svein, from Eastern
Montana College, "Teaching a FirstYear College-level Oass Over the
Telephone," F, '81
-Palanca, L, from UNO, "Etymology
and Semantic Changes of Latin
Words in Modem Languages,"

F,'78
-Palanca, L, from UNO, "Villanovans
Estruscan Tarquinia," S, '74
-Palanca, L, from UNO, "Who Were
Those Buried in the Necropolis of
Tarquinia?," S, '79
-Peterfi, William, from UMM, "The
Election of Mitterand to the French
Presidency: Its National and InterNational Implications," F, '81
-Reddaway, Peter, from the London
School of Economics, "Recent
Developments in the Soviet Dissident Situation," S, '80
~Rhynard, Mary, from UNO, "The
Faustus Legend in Fact and Fiction,"
S,'80
-Risso, Humberto, from MSU,
"Teaching Spanish Though Current
Events," F, '83
-Rogers, Elwin, from Concordia
College, '"Besitz' in Novalis' HeinRich von Ofterdingen," F, 79
-Schaum, Ted, from MSU, "Developing the Reading Skills," F, 82
-Schaum, Ted, from MSU, "Perils and
Pitfalls of Individualization," S, '75
-Schaum, Ted, from MSU, "Some
Reflections of the Teaching and
Testing of Vocabulary in Language
Qasses," S, '77
-Schmidt. Herminio, from the University of Winnipeg. "Foreign Lan- .
guage Research in Canada," S, '77
-Schwartz, Lucy and Paul, both from
UNO, "French Theatre on Stage,
Screen and in the Qassroom: Using
Dramatic Literature to Teach Language," S, '75
-Schwartz, Paul and Lucy, both from
UNO, "Fench Theatre on Stage,
Screen and in the Qassroom: Using
Dramatic Literature to Teach LanGuage," S, '75
-Schwartz, Lucy and Odegard,
Dianne, from UNO and EGF,
"Efforts at Collaboration for Faculty
Development: The Grand ForksEast Grand Forks Foreign Language
Task Force," F, '83
-Schons, Paul, from the College of St.
Thomas, "Nasty Nietzsche: The
American view of Nietzsche From
1939-1945," '81
-Schons, Paul, from the College of St.
Thomas, "Friedrich Nietzsche and
Foreign Language," S, '77
-Simmons, James, from UNO, "New
and Critical Analysis of Literature in
Translation; An Attempt with
Thomas Mann's 'Little Herr Friede-Mann," F, '78
-Skarr, Donna, from Concordia
College, "Spanish Elections 1979:
Dicho y Hecho," F, '79
-Stevens, Edith, from MSU, "Report
on 'The Silent Way: S, '81
-Stevens, Edith, from MSU, and
Donna Adams, from NOSU, "Teaching Techniques That Work," S, '80
-Stevens, Edith, from MSU, "Why
Write a Textbook," F, '79
-Storvick. Olin, from Concordia

s,

College, "A Discussion on the
Modern Archeological Techniques
in the Middle East," F, '74
-Strand, Dana, from Carleton College,
"French for Field Work: A Specificpurpose Language Teaching Experience," F, '81
-Tanenbaum, from UNO, "'Vieje
t'aime si fort: A Translation of
Poems Written by the Children of
the Center for Juvenile Delinquents
at Villjuif," S, '79
-Thiessen, from the University of
Winnipeg, "The Literature of
Minorities in Canada," S, '79
-Turner, Thomas, from UMM, "A
Unit Plan: Teaching Spanish Customs and Romanticism with
Mariano Jose de Larra," F, '83
-Turner, Thomas, from UMM,
"Several Motivational Techniques
for the Teaching of Language and
Literature," F, '81
-Turner, Thomas, from UMM,
''The Final Week: A Plan for Early
Language Courses," S, '83
-Turner, Thomas, from UMM,
"Visual Models for Specialized
Grammar and Vocabulary Associations," F, '82
-Turner, Thomas, from UMM,
"FLARR: Past, Present, and FutureSerious and Not-So-Serious
Comments," F, '83
-Valentin, Michel, from MSU, "For
a Reaffirmatin of a Liberal Arts
Education From Lyceum to
College, or a Tractatus of 'Liberal
Radicalism'," S, '81
-Vazulik, Johannes, from NOSU,
"Maximizing the Instructional
Value of the Short Story," S, '75
-Vazulik, Johannes, from NOSU,
"The Personal Computer: An
Adjunct to FL Instruction," F, '79
-Wanamaker, from the University of
Winnipeg, "Shibboleths Across the
Border, or How Can You Tell a Yank
From a Cannuck?," S, '79
-Waterson, George, from UNO,
"Thoughts on the Relavence of
Foreign Language Study," F, '78
-White, Caroline, from the College of
St. Scholastica, "Spanish for the
Health Professional," S, 80 {date?)
-Wigtil, David, from Concordia
College, "A Textual Comparison of
Virgil's Fourth Eclogue and its
Greek Translation," S, '78
-Wigtil, David, from Concordia
College, "Computer-Assisted Instruction: CAI and I," F, '79
-Wigtil, David, from Concordia
College, "Toward a Date for the
Greek Fourth Eclogue," S, '81
-Wilkins, Wynona and Boswau,
Herb, both from UNO, "MiniCourses: Topics for FL Teachers,"
F,'82
-Wilkins, Wynona, from UNO, ''The
'Revolutionary' Experiment of M.
Francois Gouin in the Teaching of
Foreign Languages," S, ' 80

-Wood, Veronica, from UMM,
"Ernst Junger: Survivor/ F, '81
-Zimmerman, Carleen Ormbreck;
from Concordia College, "The
Scandinavian Immigrant Experience
in America: Possibilities fur Teaching Units In Foreign Language

Gasses," S, '80
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lndcit to R.ARR PAGES,
Volumc#l
A

-Art, Meitican (Pg #I)
8
-BUNfE, German Magazine (Pg #7)

C
-<:abrera, Vicente, Author (Pg #30)
-CAI. Computer Aided Instruction
(Pg #4, Pg #13, Pg #15))
-Assigned Sites and Search
Assignments (Pg #14)
-Beginning Courses, A Website
for ((Pg #13)
-Example Assignments (Pg #14)
-Goals and Reasons for Websites
(Pg #4, Pg #13)
-Advantages of Linked
Websites (Pg #13)
-Art Collections (Pg #4)
-Color Photos (Pg #4)
-Contact with Reality (Pg #13)
-Country Home Pages (Pg #4)
-Hands-on Activities (Pg #13)
-Literature Collections (Pg #4)
-Motivation and Web Use
(Pg #13)
-Solving Real Problems on the
Web (Pg #13)
-Virtual Tours (Pg #15)
-"Good" Web Materials (Pg #14)
-Homepages, Suggestions (Pg #4)
-Hypennedia, Definition (Pg #4)
-Hypertext, Definition (Pg #4)
-Questions for Virtual Tours,
Before, During, After (Pg #15)
-Rules of Thumb for Websites
(Pg #14)
-Tennesee Bob's French Links
(Pg #15)
-Topic Recommendations (Pg #14)
-Travel Links, Finding (Pg #15)
-Travelogues, Journal Entries
(Pg #15)
-Upkeep on Websites (Pg #14)
-Value of Websites (Pg #4)
-Ounese (Pg #6, Pg # 16))
-Birthdays (Pg #16)
-Education (Pg #16)
-"Face" (Pg #16)
-Gifts (Pg #16)
-Hands, Use of (Pg #16)
-Meanings Behind Characters
(Pg6)
-Blaze; Flame; Infection (Pg #6)
-Door, Gate (Pg #6)
-Heaven; Sky; Day (Pg #6)
-Kingdom; Country; Nation
(Pg6)

-Middle; Center; Neutral (Pg #6)
-Peace; Contentment (Pg #6)
-To Forget (Pg #6)
-To Spit Out; to Vomit (Pg #6)
-To Tolerate; Endure; to Bear;
-To Put Up With (Pg 6)
-Bright; B rilliant; Enlightened
(Pg6)
-Good; Well; Excellent (Pg #6)
-Male, Man/Men; Masculine
(Pg #16)
-Numbers (Pg #16)
-Selected Symbols (Pg #16)
-Teachers (Pg #16)
-Use of Names (Pg #16)
-Wedding Expenses (Pg #16)
-Comparisons
-Exercise with Pets (Pg #36)
-Culture and Society (Pg #1)
-Mcitican (Pg #1)
-German (Pg #7)
-Culture, Teaching of (Pg #17)
-Content Slandards for Culture
(Pg#l7)
-Senses in Cultural Leaming (Pg # 17)
-Clothing, Cultural (Pg #17)
-Coffee, Fragrance (Pg #17)
-Coffee Beans, Chocolate Covered
(Pg #17)
-Colors, Rain Forest (Pg # 17)
-"Mate," Argentinian Drink
(Pg#l7)
-Macroloauc, Student Analysis of
Culture (Pg # 17)
-Concrete Description, Functional
Abstract (Symbolic Use) (Pg #17)
-Assessment with Macrologuc
(Reaction Papers, Eums, Portfolios) (Pg #17)
-Products and Perspectives of
Everyday Culture, ACTFL Standard (Pg # 17)
-Rassias, John (Pg #17)
-Cyrano, Literature and Ftlm (Pg #3)
D
-Depardieu, French Actor, Cyrano
(Pg #3)

E
-English, Use of in Oassroom (Pg #9)
F
-Films and Film Clips (reaching of:)
-Active Student Dialogue fucrciscs,
Use of (Pg #1)
-Advanced fuerciscs (Pg #1)
-Culture and Ftlm (Pg #22)
-Emotions, Films and (Pg #22)
-Frozen Images/ Authenticity
(Pg #22)
-Graded fuercise Suggestions (Pg #I)
-Grammar fucrcises, Film (Pg #22)
-Pre-Listening &crcises (Pg# I)
-Pre-Viewing &crciscs (Pg #1)
-Prc-V ocabulary &erciscs (Pg #I)
-Questions for Cultural Films (Pg #I)
-"Stills," Use of, From Ftlms (Pg #1)
-Sugacstings for Showing Ftlms
(Pg #22)
-Teaching Historical and Cultural Conteitt of (Pg #I)
-Ftlm Studies (Pg #3)
-Art, Ftlm as (Pg #22)

-Babette's Feast ( Pg #22)
-Dcconstructing Theater with Film
(Pg #3)
-Didactical / Commercial Dichotomy
(Pg #22)
-The 400 Blows
-History of Theater, Cyrano (Pg #3)
-Language Shaping the World, Film
(Pg #22)
-Liberating Characteristics, Film
(Pg#22)
-Mindset, Ftlm and (Pg #22)
-Theory of Film, Cyrano (Pg #3)
-Visual Literacy (Pg #22)
-Frescoes of Diego Rivera (Pg #1)
-French Polynesia, Website (Pg #4)

G
-Gestures (Pa #35), French
-Boring!
-Crazy!
-Drunk!
-Hurry!
-I don't buy it!
-Lazy!
-Shut up!
-You 're scared!
-Goals for Foreign Language Programs
(Pg#5)
-Aiding Students with Handicaps
(Pg#5)
-Balancing Language, Culture, and
Li tcrature (Pg #5)
-Building Internal Support (Pg #5)
-Collaborating and Devising New
Collaborative Groups (Pg #S)
-Consultation Between High Schools
and Colleges (Pg #5)
-Choosing the Most Effective Technologies (Pg #S)
-Developing Effective Programs at
all levels (Pg #5)
-Evaluating (Pg #S)
-Placing Students Properly (Pg #S)
-Preparing fuccllcnt Teachers (Pg #5)
-Protecting Considerable Investments
in French and Gcnnan (Pg #S)
-Thinking Lattcrally in Program Design (Pg #5)
-Grammar (Pg #8)
-Functional Grammar, Sec Also Under
Verbs (Pg #8)

H
-Hispanics in the United States
(Pg #20)
-Hochhuth, Rolf (See Under
Holocaust
-Holocaust (Pg #25, #26, #27, #28)
-Concordat, 1933 (Pg #26)
-Culture of Death (Pg #25)
-The Deputy (Pg #26)
-Eichmann (Pg #25)
-Hirt (Pg #25)
-Hochhuth, Rolf (Pg #25)
-Kedem Zer (Pg #25)
-Mengele (Pg #25)
-Pope Pius Xll (Pg #26)
-The Scarlet and the Black; Film,
(Pg #28)
-Schindler' s List (Pg #25)
-Teaching and Testing Der

Stell vertreter (Pg #27)
-Web Sites and Films for Background, Holocaust, (Pg #28)
-Hotel de Bourgogne, Stage of Cyrano
(Pg #3)
-Humor
-French Gestures (Pg #3S)
-Pets in the Classroom (Pg #36)
-Ghost Story with Pets (Pg #36)

I
-Imperfect and Preterite (see under
Verbs)
-Intermediate Language (Pg #7)
-Assessment (Pg #7)
-Challenges for the Instruction
in a course including culture
(Pg #7)
-German Culture and Society
-Goals for Intermediate Year in
College, German (Pg #7)
-Importance of Intermediate Year
in College (Pg #7, Pg #15)
(Pg #7)
-Thematic Units in a Course
Including Culture (Pg #7)
-Texts (Pg #7)
Wells Handbuch zur deutschen
Grammatik, German (Pg #7)
J
K

L
-/1/ and /ll?(Pg #37, #38)
-Bolivia, Peru, Ecuador

-Buenos Aires
-Colombia
-History of"Yeismo"
-Incas
-Lima
-Phoneme /1/
-Phoneme /y/
-Quechua Influence, Words
-"Ycismo" / uucismo"
-Latin (Pg # 19)
-Latin Grammatical Analysis Sheets
(Pg #19)
-Natural Latin Reading Order (Pg #19)
-Subject and Modifiers
-Indirect Object and Modifiers
-Direct Object and Modifiers
-The Verb and Modifiers

M
·Madagascar, Website (Pg #4)
-Magazines and Periodicals (Pg #7)
BUNTE, German (Pg #7)
-Media Use (Pg #7)
-German Culture and Society
(Pg #7)
-Mentoring Future Teachers (Pg #2)
-Methods of Teaching Foreign Language, Portfilio (Pg #2)
-Morocco, Website (Pg #4)
-Murals, Mei1ican (Pg #I)
N

-Nahuatl (Pg #23, 24)
-Avocado
-Chile
-Chocolate
-Coyote
-Guacamole
-Pronunciation of Nahuatl

-Tomato
-Uta-Aztecan Family of Languages
-Natural Approach, Tracy Terrell (Pg #2)
-Non-Verbal Communication (See
Gestures)
-Novel, Writing of (Pg #30)
-Nordarse, Samuel, Psycho-Generative
Teaching Model (Pg #8)
0
p
-Perceptions, Languages, Rural (Pg #39,
#40,#41)
-Conclusions (Pg #41)
-Degree Background for Parents of
Students Not Taking Foreign Language (Pg #39)
-Degree Background for Parents of
-Students Taking Foreign Languages
(Pg #39)
-Research Process (Pg #39)
-Statistical Backcround, Sample High
School (Pg #39)
-Top Three Reasons Not to take
Foreign Language (Pg #41)
-Top Three Reasons to Take Foreign
Language (Pg #40)

-Popular Culture (Pg #7)
-German (Pg #7)
-Population, Hispanics in the U.S.
(Pg #20)
-Portfolio, Student, German Culture,
(Pg #8)
-Porfolio, Teaching (Contei1t, Content,
Goals) (Pg #2)
-"Portrait of an Artist: The Frescoes of
Diego Rivera," Film (Pg #1)
-Pratt, Mary Luise (on Translation)
(Pg 342)
-Preterite and Imperfect (See under
Verbs)
Q
·Quiz, Hispanics in the U.S. (Pg #20)

R
-Rappeneau, Jean-Paul, Director,
Cyrano (Pg #3)
-Readings, Use of in the FL Oassroom (Pg #10)
-Creating Short Stories from
Movies, Children's Stories, Folk
Tales (Pg #10)
-Plays (Use for Advanced Readers)
(Pg #10)
-Problems with Text Readings and
Graded Readings (Pg #10)
-Rewriting Stories (Person Change,
Dialogue Use, Story Continuation)
(Pg #10)
-Simple Dialogues to Simple
Stories (Pg #10)
-Stories of Fantasy and Humor
(Pg #10)
-Summaries of Stories (Pg #10)
-Reviewing (Pg #31)
-Beginning, Before First Test
(Pg #31)
-Self Testing for Review (Pg #31)
-Simple Translation to Target Language (Pg #31)
-Rivera, Diego, Mexican Muralist

(Pg #1)
-Romanticism, French, Cyrano
(Pg #3)
-Rostand, Cyrano (Pg #3)

s

·The Scandals of Translation, Venuti,
Lawrence (Pg #42)
-Sombra del esp(a , La, Vicente
(Pg #30)
-Characters Inventing Themselves
(Pg #30)
-Direction of Character (Pg #30)
-Gaban, La, Novel (Pg #30)
-Inspiration for Writing (Pg #30)
-Noche del le, Novel (Pg #30)
-Plot of La sombra del esp(a (Pg #30)
-Reality and Writing (Pg #30)
-Surprise and Chance in Writing
(Pg #30)
-Spivak, Gayatri (on Translation)
(Pg #42)
-Stories, in Writing (Pg #10)
-Statistics:
-Hispanics in the U.S.
(Pg# 20)
-Rural Language Perceptions
(Pg #39, #40, #41)
-Der Stellvertreter (See Under
Holocaust)
-Stories (See Readings)
-Subjunctive (Pg #11)
-Difficulties in Current Textbooks
(Pg #11)
-"Emotional Form" (Pg #11)
-Past (See Past Emotional Forms
Under Verbs, Section on Preterites ), Also (Pg #11)
-Perspective for Subjunctive
(Pg #11)
-Sequencing in Teaching Subjunctive (Pg #11)
-When to teach Subjunctive
(Pg #11)

T
-Teacher in Public Schools (Pg #21)
-Bum Out
-Coping
-Drop Out Rate
-Ideals and Reality
-Mentoring Effectively
-Orientation
-Value of Teaching
-Rewards
-Teaching Preparation, Improvement
-Teacher Education (Pg #2)
-Tic Tac Toe, German Group, Use of
Magazine Interview (Pg #7)
-Tools (Pg #31)
-Folded Question-Answer Translation Practise Tool (Pg #31)
-Portfolio (Pg 2)
-Teaching Portfolio (Context, Content, Goals) (Pg 2)
-Terrell, Tracy, Natural Approach
(Pg #2)
-Theater, French, Cyrano (Pg #3)
-Translation (Pg #32)
-El soldador de los tropicos, The
Welder of the Tropics (Pg #42,
#43)
-Complexity of Translation
(Pg #42, #43)

-Pratt, Mary Louise (Pg #42)
-Spivak. Gayatri (Pg #42)
-Venuit, Lawrence (Pg #42)
-Goethe, Der Gott un die Bajadere
-Bailadera, Facial Painting
(Pg #32)
-Dealing with Rhyme (Pg #32)
-Dealing with Rhythm and
Flow (Pg #32)
-Hindu Traditions (Pg #32)
-Bodhi (Pg 334)
-Devadasi (Pg #34)
-"Sacred Marriage," (Pg #34)
-Male/Female Selves:
Oneness (Pg #34)
-Sati (Pg #34)
-Satori (Pg #34)
-Ideenballade, Tradition Within
Kuntsballade (Pg #32)
-I<unstballade, Genre (Pg #32)
-Schubert. Adaption of Music to
Poem (Pg #32)
-Intimate Engagement with Text
(Pg #42)
-Tunisia, Website (Pg #4)

u

V
-Verbs (Pg #8, Pg #11)
-Preterite and Imperfect (Pg #9)
-Exercise with Ghosts (Pg #36)
-Exercise with Pets (Pg #36)
-Foreground and Background
Distinctions (Pg #9)
-Irregulars, No Irregulars
(Pg #11)
-Mental and/or Emotional
States (Pg #9)
-Musical Preterite (Pg #11)
-On-going and One-Time
Distinctions (Pg #9)
-Paralysis by Analysis, Student
Confusing with Preterit
(Pg #11)
-Past Emotional Forms, Introducing Them (Pg #11)
-Rhythmical Leaming (Pg #11)
-Shortcuts in Formation (Pg #11)
-Testing Preterite and Imperfect
(Pg #9)
-System Teaching (Pg #8)
-Eliminate Grammar (Pg #8)
-Functional Grammar (Pg #8)
-Irregulars, No Irregular Verbs
in Spanish (Pg #8)
-Nodarse, Samuel, PsychoGenerative T.eaching Model
(Pg #8)
-Psycho-Generative Language
Teaching (Pg #8)

w
-Web Teaching (see CAI)
-Workshops, Collaborative, "Teaching
Cultural Films,'' (Pg #1)
-Writing in the Foreign Languages (See
Also Under Reading)
-Intermediate Level (Pg #29)
-Correcting Mistakes (Pg #29)
-Creating Grammatical Writing
Exercises for Readings (Pg #29)
-Problems in Writing French

(Pg #29)
-Rewriting Corrected Compositions
(Pg #29)
-Stories and Writing (Pg #29)
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